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Abstract

Leaky-Wave Antennas (LWA) are a well known type of antennas that consist on a
waveguiding structure with a mechanism that allows the leakage of some of the power
that is travelling inside it. For this reason, they are also known as “Travelling-Wave
Antennas”. The leakage of power is the responsible for the radiation and, if the
propagation of the wave along the waveguiding structure is controlled, the radiation
pattern of the antenna can be shaped in different ways.
To date, despite the good characteristics of LWAs like the frequency scanning, high
directivity or their simple feeding mechanism, their use in real applications is not very
extended, being frequency modulated continuous wave radars or near-field frequency
controlled focusing systems some of them. The first LWA designs were based on bulky
waveguide technology, but recently, the possibility to design and manufacture LWAs
in planar technology, such as the Substrate-Integrated Waveguide (SIW), opens a new
variety of applications, since it combines their good characteristics with low profile,
integrability and low cost.
In this context, the control of the dispersion of planar LWAs (PLWA), which is their
behaviour as the frequency of the feeding signal is varied, can extend their use to
applications in which, a priori, they are not the most optimal solution, such as
point-to-point communications, since the bandwidth is reduced due to the frequency
scanning. Thus, the benefits of LWAs can be exploited, reducing the drawbacks that
kept them useful for just a few applications. Moreover, new applications can be
designed, taking into account the working principles of LWAs in the design process,
such as localization of mobile devices in Internet of Things (IoT) scenarios or Wireless
Power Transfer (WPT) systems for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). This changes

ix

the paradigm of antenna design, in which now the antenna is not a modular part
of the system, but instead the overall system is developed taking into account the
antennas’ characteristics.
The main contribution of this Thesis is the study, analysis and design of PLWAs in
order to increase their applicability where their benefits can be of interest. Three
main applications have been chosen, defining the three main blocks of this document:
• Reduction of beam scanning for Point to Point communications: The objective here
is to reduce the frequency scanning, inherent to the nature of PLWAs, in order to
make them suitable for Point to Point communications.
• PLWA-based system for localization in IoT scenarios: Here, the frequency scanning
performance of LWAs is used as the base for designing a direction finding system
which is compatible with current commercial IoT mobile devices. A prototype
was developed and tested, showing an improvement of performance with respect to
previous works with the same objective.
• Wireless Power Transfer system for Wireless Sensor Networks with PLWA: The last
objective was to design a PLWA that was useful in a system for wireless transfer
of electromagnetic energy to power Wireless Sensor Networks.
This document is presented as a Thesis by compilation, so the 5 journal articles that
have been published during the Ph.D program will be presented and briefly explained.
Besides, some conference articles and other work under review will be also presented
to expose some of the research that has not been published in journals.
The document is organized as follows: In chapter 1, a better contextualization about
LWAs and the three applications mentioned above is given along with the main
objectives of the Thesis. The next three parts are dedicated to present and comment
the published works in each of the main applications, this is, reduction of beam
scanning in Part I, IoT localization in Part II and WPT in Part III. Finally, in
Part IV, the overall conclusions and the future research lines are discussed.
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Introduction and Objectives

1

Leaky-Wave Antennas

Antennas are devices that convert an electrical signal into an electromagnetic wave
and vice versa. Traditionally, they have been used for the transmission of information
without the need of a physical connection between the transmitter and the receiver.
This made possible wireless communications at long distances or across oceans that
were not feasible with wired links. Instant communication with boats was a reality, but
not only that, reduction of costs with respect to the wired links was a big advantage.
Nowadays, antennas are present almost everywhere: radios, smart phones, satellites,
etc... but their use is not limited only to wireless communications, playing a key role in
other applications such as radio astronomy or radars. For each of these applications,
the requirements of the antenna design are different; size, efficiency or directivity are
some of the features that can influence in the final design. For this reason, many types
of antennas have been developed along the years, depending on the requirements of
each application. As an example, the antenna used in a smart phone needs to be
small and to radiate equally in all directions to ensure a good connection with the
base station. On the other hand, the antennas used in radars need to be very directive
to focus the radiation to the proper direction and, moreover, they need to handle big
amounts of power.
Some type of antennas are shown in Figure 1. A parabolic reflector type of antenna
(Figure 1(a)) is normally used for satellite communications or point-to-point radio
links due to its high directivity, but it is also a fundamental part of a radio astronomy
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1: Different antenna types. (a) Parabolic. (b) Yagi Uda. (c) Patch. (d) Horn

system. Another very well recognizable type of antenna is the Yagi-Uda in Figure 1(b).
These antennas are commonly used for television reception and they are present in
almost every house or buildings. It is another type of directive antenna, but cheaper
and easier to install. Figure 1(c) shows a patch antenna, which is mostly used in
smart phones or other small devices that require a small, planar an less directive
antenna. Finally, the antenna depicted in Figure 1(d) is a Horn type, which is very
useful in radars. These are some examples of different antenna topologies, but with
the development of new applications, new topologies that fulfil the more demanding
restrictions are required.
A less known and extended type of antennas are the leaky-wave antennas (LWAs) or
travelling-wave antennas (TWAs). Their radiation mechanism consist on the leakage
of power of an electromagnetic wave which is propagating along a transmission line.
The first example of a LWA was based on a rectangular waveguide with a slit to allow
the leakage [14, 15], but along the years, this radiation mechanism has been applied
to different types of transmission lines. More recently, LWAs have been developed
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in planar technology [16–21] making them very suitable for the integration with
printed circuit board (PCB) systems. All these planar designs are based on microstrip
or Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) technology [22]. The antennas that are
developed in this Thesis will be based on the half-mode microstrip LWA (HMLWA)
topology [20] and the Substrate Integrated Waveguide Leaky-Wave Antenna (SIW
LWA) presented in [21], due to their integrability in PCB systems that are used in
current devices in the frame of the Internet of Things (IoT). In any case, many of
the obtained results might have been also achieved with other type of planar LWA
(PLWA). In Figure 2, the two types of PLWA mentioned before are depicted, the
HMLWA in Figure 2(a) and the SIW LWA in Figure 2(b). As it can be observed, the
feeding of both topologies is very simple, with a microstrip line connected to a SMA
connector.

Figure 2: Planar LWA topologies. (a) Half-mode Microstrip LWA. (b) SIW LWA

The radiation in LWAs is determined by the complex propagation constant of the
leaky mode that propagates inside the waveguiding structure, k = β − jα [23]. In k,
the real part β is known as the phase constant, measured in rad/m, and is directly
related with the angle at which the radiation pattern is directed with respect to the
perpendicular direction to the antenna plane, θRAD :
sinθRAD =

β
k0

(1)

where k0 is the free space wavenumber k0 = 2π/λ0 . In this kind of guiding structures,
β inherently changes with the frequency and so does the direction of radiation. Thus,
LWAs are a good choice for applications that need certain scanning mechanism, such
as radars [24] or frequency-controlled near field focusing systems [25]. On the other
hand, the imaginary part of k, α, is known as the radiation rate. It is normally
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measured in nep/m and is related with the percentage of power that is radiated per
unit length. A well designed LWA has a value of α such that the whole aperture is well
illuminated and the power propagating along the waveguiding structure is efficiently
used. For instance, it is not desired to use too large values of alpha, since most of
the power would be radiated only at the beginning of the antenna, leading to poor
aperture efficiency. The radiation efficiency ηRAD of LWAs, which relates the input
power, PIN , with the radiated power PRAD , is obtained with the next expression:
ηRAD =

PRAD
= 1 − e−2αLA
PIN

(2)

where LA is the length of the aperture. A typical compromise in LWAs is to make
the design with and efficiency of ηRAD = 90%, so only 10% of the power reaches the
end of the leaking aperture. Lastly, the length of the aperture LA , along with the
radiation angle θRAD , will determine the beamwidth of the radiation pattern:
∆θ ≈

1
LA
λ0 cosθRAD

(3)

so long antennas will produce narrow beams while short antennas will create broader
beams.
One of the main characteristics that define the performance of a LWA is its dispersion,
which is the change of the complex propagation constant k as the frequency is varied.
As an example, the conventional dispersion of a LWA is presented in Figure 3 for a
frequency range around the ISM band of 2.4 GHz. In a typical representation of the
dispersion of a LWA, instead of β and α, their normalized values are plotted, β/k0
and α/k0 . Clearly, as the frequency increases, so does β and α decreases, meaning
that the radiation angle θR increases, going from the z-axis (broadside direction,
θR = 0◦ ) to the y-axis (endfire direction, θR = 90◦ ), according to Figure 2. Similarly,
the radiation rate decreases as frequency increases, reducing the radiation efficiency
as the radiation angle is scanned from broadside towards endfire direction. Below
the point where β = α, the antenna is in the cutoff region and α is mostly related
with a reactive non-propagating wave that barely radiates. On the other side, above
β/k0 > 1, the leaky mode acts as a slow wave (with phase velocity lower than the
speed of light) and it propagates inside the waveguiding structure without leaking.
For this, the radiation efficiency ηRAD is quite lower in the limits of the radiation
band than it is in the middle of the frequency band. Therefore, the radiation of a
LWA occurs when the leaky mode is a fast wave (β/k0 < 1), but above the cutoff
frequency, which in the dispersion of Figure 3 is in the range [2.3 - 2.62 GHz]. In the
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Figure 3: Generic dispersion of a LWA.

whole radiation range, the radiation pattern is scanned from the broadside direction
(θR = 0◦ ) to the endfire direction (θR = 90◦ ). The slope of the curve representing β is
also referred to as the scanning velocity: the steeper the curve, the more the radiated
beam is scanned for a given frequency band.
For each application, to be able to control the scanning velocity of a LWA is of key
importance in order to fulfil the restrictions in terms of frequency band and angular
scanning range. Different techniques will be applied in the designs presented in this
Thesis to either increase or reduce the scanning velocity, fitting the dispersion to the
restrictions imposed in the different applications, which are the frequency bandwidth
and the scanning range.

2

Point-to-point communications

Point-to-point (P2P) communications consist on a direct radio link between two
points. To ensure a good communication, both transmitter and receiver need to be
equipped with a directive antenna that focus the radiation towards the other point.
Parabolic reflectors have been the most widely used type of antennas for this purpose,
since they provide a very high directivity with simple feeding. However, in the frame
of IoT this might not be the optimum solution, considering that a compact design is
desired, rather than a bulky three-dimensional antenna. In this sense, LWAs arise as
a good candidate due to their compactness, integrability, high directivity and simple
feeding. However, the frequency scanning is an inherent characteristic of LWAs that
significantly reduces the operational bandwidth of the communication as the radiated
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beam changes its pointing direction when frequency is varied. For this, the frequency
scanning of the radiated pattern is referred to as “beam squint” because it supposes a
drawback of LWAs for their use in P2P communications. A graphical representation
of the beam squint effect in a generic example is presented in Figure 4. As it can be
seen, the frequency scanning limits the operational bandwidth, around 15 GHz, where
the directivity is in a range of 3 dB at the desired pointing direction of θR = 30◦ . In
the example of Figure 4, the bandwidth can be obtained as the difference between
the two frequencies with a directivity level of -3 dB with respect to the maximum
directivity. This frequency range is referred to as the Scanning Pattern Bandwidth
(SPBW) or simply Pattern Bandwidth (PBW):
SP BW = 15.06 GHz − 14.8 GHz = 260 MHz

(4)

Figure 4: Example of Beam Squint effect. (a) Beam scanning of a LWA. (b) Directivity at
θR = 30◦ and SPBW

Many works have been dedicated to reduce this unwanted beam squint effect of LWAs.
For instance, in [26,27], the use of dielectric lenses was proposed to focus the radiated
power to a given direction in a wide bandwidth. However, this solution is a 3D
structure, which is not as integrable and compact as a PLWA. Other type of PLWAs,
based on the use of metamaterials, have been proposed for the beam squint reduction
[28–31]. Also, anisotropic meta-substrates [32] or non-reciprocal metamaterials [33]
have shown the ability to reduce the beam squint. Another solution for the beam
squint reduction is the use of active circuits that electronically control the dispersion
of a LWA [34, 35]. Finally, a multi-layer approach was used in passive Fabry-Pérot
Cavity antennas (FPCA) [36–42] for increasing the SPBW at the broadside direction,
but again these structures are not planar and, hence, not very integrable in compact
systems.
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One of the objectives of this Thesis, regarding P2P communications, is to propose a
totally passive PLWA design with reduced beam squint, to compensate the natural
frequency scanning of LWAs, that dispenses the need of bulky 3D structures or active
circuits. Thus, the cost and complexity of the antenna will be reduced, making it
more suitable for low-cost applications that require a compact antenna design for a
P2P link.

Objective 1
The first objective of this Thesis is to improve the applicability of LWA in P2P
communications. Given the previous context, the main objective has been divided
into different points:
1. Design of a totally passive PLWA with reduced beam squint without the use
of metamaterials or metasubstrates, based on the multi-layer FPCA proposals
previously presented. Thus, the antenna will be more suitable for IoT applications
in terms of cost, simplicity and integrability. Moreover, the proposed topology will
allow for the enhancement of the SPBW at different radiation angles, increasing
the flexibility of the design. This objective is achieved in [1], which is the work
presented in chapter 1 of Part I.
2. Proper analysis and explanation of the broadband LWAs based on multi-layer
topologies. A physical explanation of the SPBW enhancement in multi-layer LWAs,
through multiple leaky-modes analysis, is given for the first time in the work under
review presented in chapter 2 of Part I. This way, the shape of the synthesized
radiation patterns can be now properly explained. Such explanation could not be
given in previous works with a single mode analysis.
3. Proposal of new techniques to easily increase the SPBW in passive PLWA. This
objective was pursued in the conference paper presented in chapter 3 of Part I.
Here, a different proposal to the multi-layer approach is wanted in order to increase
the options for the LWA design in case the size requirements restrict the use of
multi-layer designs.
4. Design of a bi-directional compact PLWA with radiation at the broadside direction
in a wide bandwidth. In this case, by using a short antenna fed by its middle, a
broad beam is synthesized, keeping a stable value of gain at the broadside direction.
Even though the gain is low due to the small size of the antenna, a good bandwidth
is achieved. The design of the antenna and the results are shown in chapter 4 of
Part I.
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3

Localization in IoT scenarios

Localization systems for mobile devices are of great interest in the frame of IoT
towards Smart Areas. In some scenarios, it is of key importance to be able to know
the position of an user in order to deliver the best possible service. In an outdoors
scenario, positioning systems based on satellites networks, such as Global Positioning
System (GPS) or Galileo, have consolidated as a very good solution, giving a very good
resolution and accuracy. However, in indoor scenarios or very dense cities with high
buildings, the performance of satellite-based positioning systems is highly reduced,
so new solutions are required. For this, a system that can be implemented without
adding extra hardware to current mobile devices would be very beneficial, since it
would not suppose additional cost to the users. Nowadays, almost every mobile device
(smartphone, tablet, laptops, etc...) is equipped with both a WiFi and a Bluetooth
interface. Therefore, the information that is included in the packages that are sent
between the Access Point (AP) and the mobile device could be used for localization
purposes. For this reason, localization techniques have received much interest lately,
making use of WiFi [43, 44] or Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) [45, 46] technologies.
To be able to estimate the position of a mobile device, it is necessary to use some
references, as in the case of satellite-based positioning systems, where the position of
each satellite is known. In IoT areas, these references are known as beacons and they
are devices dedicated just to positioning purposes or can be other type of devices,
such as an AP, that also perform localization tasks.
Indoor positioning techniques can be divided into four methods [47], as sketched in
Figure 5, where the beacons are represented in blue:
1. Proximity detection (Figure 5(a)): Based on the proximity of a mobile device
with respect to a beacon whose position is known. If the mobile device receives the
signal from the beacon, it means that it is within its coverage range. This method
is not very accurate, since instead of the position of the mobile device, it can only
provide information about whether the mobile device is inside the coverage range
of a known reference. For more accuracy, more beacons can be deployed, but at
the end the position will always be given in a range and not in a single coordinate.
Examples of such method can be found in [48–50]
2. Lateration (Figure 5(b)): With this method, the position of the mobile device is
obtained by measuring its distance with respect to several beacons. In order to give
a unique estimation in a 2-D scenario, at least three reference points are necessary
(trilateration). By knowing the distance of a mobile device with respect to three
beacons, the actual position can be estimated. The distance with respect to each
beacon can be obtained in two different ways: time difference and power fading.
8
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Figure 5: Location techniques. (a) Proximity detection. (b) Lateration. (c) Angulation.
(d) Fingerprinting.

For both measurements, it is necessary to use synchronization between the beacons
and the mobile device. Moreover, for the short distances in an indoor scenario, the
time and power measurements need a huge accuracy that can not be provided by
commercial mobile devices. This technique is studied for IoT scenarios in [51].
3. Angulation (Figure 5(c)): In this case, the position of a mobile device is
obtained through the measurement of the angular position with respect to the
reference points. The method is based on the estimation of the Angle-of-Arrival
(AoA) or Direction-of-Arrival (DoA) of a signal that comes from the beacons. It
requires only two reference points to estimate the position of a mobile device in a
2-D scenario. Different techniques can be used to obtain the DoA estimation, for
example monopulse processing [52] or Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) [53].
This technique does not require synchronization between the beacon and the mobile
device, making it very suitable for current networks. However, the multipath effect
can lead to false estimations of the DoA, so additional processing must be carried
out in order to reduce the effect of this phenomenon on the estimation.
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4. Fingerprinting (Figure 5(d)): This last method relies on the correlation of the
received data in a mobile device with a premeasured set of variables. First, it is
necessary to perform an on-site survey to construct a reference radio map with the
measured variables in each point. Once the radio map is obtained, the position of a
mobile device can be obtained by comparing the received data vector with the one of
each of the premeasured points, taking the closest match as the position estimation.
Although it is necessary to previously create the radio map, which depending on
the place can be more or less complicated, once it is done, the processing does not
need to take into account some effects as multipath. However, any change in the
environment requires a new survey. Some examples of such systems can be found
in [54, 55].
To perform these previous techniques, it is necessary that the received data contains
some relevant information that can be processed to estimate the position of the mobile
device. For the proximity detection technique, it is enough to receive data packages
to know that the mobile device is in the coverage range of the reference beacon.
For the other techniques, there are two parameters that can be useful from WiFi or
BLE packages: the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and the time stamp.
RSSI is a field included in the incoming data package by the receiver and it contains
information about the power of the received signal. It can be used to either estimate
the distance from the reference (knowing the transmitted power) or to obtain the
DoA, as it will be explained later. Also, RSSI information from several references at
each position can compose the radiomap to perform the fingerprinting method.
Between all these techniques, the most promising one for positioning in IoT scenarios
is the angulation, since it can accurately estimate the position of the mobile device
without the need of synchronization or on-site surveys. Thus, the positioning
system can be quickly implemented in Smart Areas by only deploying the previously
calibrated beacons. For this reason, many works have been reported with focus on
the development of an angulation system in WiFi [56–60], BLE [61–64] or even RFID
networks [65–67].
Traditionally, DoA estimation was performed by using phased-array antennas, which
require In-phase and Quadrature (IQ) data from the incoming signal [68], but this
IQ information is not provided in the majority of the current mobile devices. As an
alternative, DoA estimation techniques based on RSSI information have shown good
performance [69].
There are two main techniques for the DoA estimation with only amplitude
information: amplitude-monopulse processing [52], which is based on the comparison
of the power received by two beams, and adapted MUSIC [53], that consist on the
correlation of the received amplitude at several beams with a premeasured calibration
10
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profile for each angle in a given angular range. Both techniques have been applied in
the literature.
For the RSSI-based DoA techniques, since there is only data about the power of the
received signal, it is necessary to use at least two partially-overlapped directive beams
in order to discern the direction from which the signal has arrived [69, 70]. All the
generated directive beams can be synthesized with several antennas or, alternatively,
by using reconfigurable antennas that can scan a single directive beam, which reduce
the overall size of the system. Among the reconfigurable antennas proposed in the
literature for direction finding, we can find the switched beam antennas (SBA) [69,
71], electronically steerable parasitic array radiator antennas (ESPAR) [72–74] and
monopulse antennas [60, 63, 66, 67, 75]. Also, PLWAs have been widely proposed as
reconfigurable antennas for RSSI-based angulation [65, 76–81]. The reconfigurability
of the antennas can be performed in two different ways: electronic beam scanning
[76, 78, 80] or frequency beam scanning [65, 77, 79, 81]. Electronic beam scanning
requires an active circuitry that increases the cost and the complexity of the PLWAs,
but it allows the DoA estimation technique to use a fixed frequency. On the other
hand, frequency beam scanning is achieved with totally passive PLWAs, which reduces
the overall cost of the system. Moreover, the smaller size and simplicity of the passive
LWAs make them more suitable for IoT systems. However, it requires wideband or
multi-tone signals to estimate the DoA. In any case, the reconfigurable antennas are
usually placed at the beacon and not in the mobile device.
In all previous amplitude-based DoA estimation systems, there are two parameters
that define the performance, independently from the technology used in the beacons:
Field of View (FoV) and resolution. The FoV defines the angular range in which the
system is designed to estimate the DoA. Outside this FoV, the angular location of
the mobile device can not be determined. On the other side, the resolution is the
minimum angular position difference that can be detected by the system. For better
resolution, narrower directive beams are necessary, but at the cost of a reduction in
the FoV. This is a common trade-off in amplitude-based DoA estimation systems and
in order to keep a good resolution with a wide FoV, it is necessary to scan directive
narrow beams [52].
The PLWA designs are usually based on high-quality low-losses substrates so the
efficiency of the antenna is not reduced due to ohmnic losses, but this kind of
substrates are usually very expensive, which is not a good characteristic for low-cost
applications such as positioning in IoT scenarios. A clear example of cheap substrate
material is the FR4. This substrate is normally used for PCBs and it has also been
used for low-cost patch antennas [82–87], but so far there are not PLWA designs in
FR4. A PLWA design in FR4 would be highly integrable for DoA estimation systems
based on PCBs and would reduce the cost with respect to other PLWA designs.
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Objective 2
There are many contributions to the IoT localization in this Thesis. Hereunder, each
of the objectives that have been pursued in this area are presented:
1. Study of the feasibility of the use of low-cost lossy substrates, such as FR4, to design
LWAs for IoT positioning systems in the ISM band of 2.45 GHz. An analysis of the
radiation characteristics, in terms of efficiency, of PLWAs in HMLWA technology
(Figure 2(a)) using FR4 substrate is performed in chapter 1 of Part II.
2. Proposal of a novel DoA estimation technique, based on amplitude-monopulse,
with improved resolution for a wide FoV by using passive PLWAs with frequency
scanning in FR4 substrate. This way, the cost and complexity of the system can be
reduced while keeping a good performance in a wide FoV. This proposal is presented
in the published article in chapter 2 of Part II.
3. Application of the proposed DoA estimation technique to a real system based on
BLE. The design of a real prototype combining BLE beacons with the technique
presented in chapter 2 of Part II was developed and tested in a real scenario in the
published article in chapter 3 of Part II. All the technical issues of applying the
PLWAs to the digital systems, in which the dispersion control is key, are discussed
and studied.
4. Evaluation of the proposed DoA estimation technique in the near-field radiative
zone (Fresnel region) of the PLWA, since the mobile device in IoT scenarios could
be located near the radiating system. The performance and the undesired effects
when working in the near-field region are presented in chapter 4 of Part II. Also,
a solution based on near-field focused PLWAs is given in the same article for DoA
estimation systems working at this region.
5. Proposal of a technique to reduce the ambiguity in amplitude-monopulse systems
without the need of using several scanned directive beams. This technique would
help to quickly obtain a DoA estimation in a given narrow FoV, avoiding false
estimations from signals outside the FoV. This objective was achieved in the
published work presented in chapter 5 of Part II.
6. In all previous works, the DoA estimation is performed with a one-dimensional
PLWA, as the examples shown in Figure 2. This gives a direction estimation in
only one plane, as sketched in Figure 5, but in some occasions, the DoA estimation
is needed in two perpendicular planes, as it could be the case of a drone landing aid
system. The last objective in this part is to propose integrable frequency-scanned
LWA topologies for the DoA estimation in two planes. This way, the 3-D direction
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at which a device is located with respect to the beacon can be known. The proposed
topologies are presented in chapter 6 of Part II.

4

Radiative Wireless Power Transfer

The transmission of power without the need of a physical link, also known as Wireless
Power Transfer (WPT), is a concept that was proposed by Heinrich Hertz long ago, in
the 19th century [88]. Although nowadays the idea of wirelessly transmitting electric
power is well known and has been extensively studied, there are still many challenges
to be fulfilled in order to make the WPT an efficient technology that can be the base
of new autonomous battery-less mobile devices.
According to the nature of the power transmission mechanism, WPT can be separated
into near-field WPT and far-field WPT [89]. An scheme of the different zones,
according to the behaviour of the fields induced by a radiating element, is presented
in Figure 6 [90]. Three
p different zones are defined: First, the near-field region, from
d = 0 to d = 0.62 D3 /λ (although this limit is based on approximations and is
not strict) is the closest to the transmitting antenna and it covers the zone where
the fields are mainly reactive and not radiated. This fields are confined around the
radiating structure and can transmit energy to a receiver which is very close to the
2
transmitter. Then, there is the radiative near-field region, up to d = 2D
λ , being D
the largest dimension of the radiating aperture. Here, the fields are radiated, but the
power distribution is very changing for different distances since the interfering fields
are near the radiating structure. Finally, in the far-field region the power distribution
for different directions is considered constant with the distance.
Near-field WPT consist on the inductive or capacitive coupling of an oscillating
current (AC) and it happens in the reactive near-field region. This method is already
well established, obtaining high transmission efficiencies above 90% in some cases [91],
but it requires that the transmitting and the receiving devices have to be very
close to each other, which limits the application of the WPT technique. On the
other hand, far-field WPT is performed by radiating electromagnetic (EM) waves,
so it is also known as Radiative WPT (RWPT). With RWPT, the purpose is to
transmit power at longer distances, where the coupling using coils or capacitors is
negligible [92, 93]. RWPT has been typically done in the far-field region rather than
the radiative near-field region.
An scheme of a RWPT system is sketched in Figure 7, where the different parts
can be distinguished: First, there is a transmitting part, which is composed of a
radiofrequency (RF) generator and a transmitting antenna. Then, the radiolink or
channel is where the electromagnetic wave propagates. Finally, the receiving part
13
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Figure 6: Radiating zones.

consists on a receiving antenna and a RF-to-DC converter. In a perfect WPT system,
the power at the end of the receiver, which depends on VRX , would be equal to the
one in the input of the transmitter, which is related to VIN , meaning that the overall
efficiency is 100%. In reality, that is impossible to achieve, as it will be explained
later, and all the advances are aimed to increase the overall efficiency of the power
transmission as much as possible. As depicted in Figure 7, the overall efficiency can
be divided into three terms:
η = ηT X ηL ηRX

(5)

The first term ηT X is related with the capacity of the transmitter to convert the input
DC voltage VIN into a radiated EM wave. This efficiency can also be divided between
the efficiency of the RF generator, which relates the DC power with the RF power and
the efficiency of the conversion of the RF power into radiated electromagnetic waves
(antenna efficiency). Secondly, there is the link efficiency ηL that defines how well
the radiated power can be directed towards the receiver, it is also know as beaming
efficiency. With an omnidirectional antenna, the radiated power will be spread out
into the whole space, so ηL will be very low since the rate of power that reaches the
receiver will be very low as well. On the contrary, if the transmitting antenna is very
directional, the radiated power will be focused in the direction towards the receiver,
increasing ηL . The way to get high directivity is by using electrically large antennas
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Figure 7: Scheme of a Radiative WPT system.

(as a function of the wavelength of the RF signal), which, if the frequency is not
very high, can be impractical in most of the scenarios. Also, the longer the distance
between transmitter and receiver, the more directivity is necessary. This makes the
enhancement of ηL a very challenging issue. Even if the transmitting antenna is
directive enough, due to diffraction it is impossible to obtain ηL = 100%. Lastly,
the receiver efficiency ηRX is related with how well the receiver can gather the power
received from the transmitter and convert it from RF to DC.
In [94], it is exposed that, for a practical case of a WPT system with a highly directive
transmitting antenna of 20 dBi and a distance between transmitter and receiver of 2
m, both ηT X and ηRX can take values up to 80%, but the beaming efficiency ηL is
below 1%. So it is clear that very directive antennas are needed in order to reduce
the effect of the free space spreading of energy that highly limits the distance for the
power transmission.
In any case, even if a high beaming efficiency could be obtained, the application of
RWPT is restricted due to health issues, since the power density in the space between
transmitter and receiver must be low enough not to be harmful for humans. For
this reason, the use of RWPT is currently reduced to devices with very low power
consumption. One clear example of a potential application are the Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSN), which consist on the deployment of low-power sensors for very
specific purposes [95–97]. In WSN, the sensors are thought to work for a long time,
so a mechanism to power them can allow to remove batteries or at least increase their
charging cycle. An scheme of such a WPT system is shown in Figure 8.
As it can be observed, in a WSN there are many devices to be powered, each of
them with a different position that might be unknown. Thus, not only a very
directive antenna is needed, but also a mechanism to redirect the radiated beam
is required. Currently, the most accepted solution for this challenge is the use of
phased arrays as a radiative system with their associated beamforming network,
which requires a complex feeding to properly excite each radiating element of the
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Figure 8: Radiative WPT system to power Wireless Sensor Networks.

array [98–100]. Moreover, in order to detect the direction to which a sensor has
to be powered, complicated tracking mechanisms are needed. Different techniques
have been proposed for the simultaneous transmission of wireless information (to
track the device to be powered and other purposes) and power, for instance SWIPT
(simultaneous wireless information and power transfer) [101, 102] or retrodirective
antennas [103]. All these techniques might give good overall performance, but they
are not suitable for low-cost WSN systems.
Beaming efficiency can also be increased if the RWPT system works in the radiative
near-field region, since focusing techniques can be applied in order to confine the
energy to a specific position in the vicinity of the radiating antenna. This way, the
working distance is reduced with respect to the far-field scenario, but the overall
efficiency is increased.
For WPT in the radiative near-field, Bessel Beams can be synthesized in order
to confine the radiation. Bessel Beams are a particular case of a non-diffracting
wave which can be produced in a limited region [104], so energy is not spread and
wasted. Many approaches have been proposed in order to create Bessel Beams such as
axicons [105], localized waves [106], holographic metasurfaces [107–109] or leaky-wave
structures [110–113], but these structures are not able to redirect the beam to a
direction different than broadside or the feeding is bulky. This limits the applicability
of Bessel Beams to RWPT systems, since it is necessary to use mechanical scanning
if many devices in different positions have to be powered.
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Objective 3
There are two main objectives in this part of the Thesis:
1. To propose the use of PLWAs in order to reduce costs and complexity in a WPT
system for WSNs. Taking advantage of the frequency scanning, the complex
beamforming network can be substituted by a simply-fed PLWA if an appropriate
protocol is designed for the WPT. The proposed system is presented in chapter 1
of Part III, where it is also tested in a given WSN scenario. Furthermore, a study
of the beaming efficiency of the proposed system was performed in chapter 2 of
Part III to show how to properly design it depending on the distribution of the
WSN.
2. Design of a PLWA as a frequency-scanned Bessel Beam launcher for more efficient
RWPT systems. The synthesis of quasi-Bessel Beams with a simple planar
leaky-wave structure, which can be frequency scanned, is presented in chapter 3
of Part III. This way, taking advantage of the non-diffractive behaviour of Bessel
Beams, the beaming efficiency can be increased.
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Increase the Gain Bandwidth of
Leaky-Wave Antennas
Miguel Poveda-García , David Cañete-Rebenaque , George Goussetis, Senior Member, IEEE,
and José Luis Gómez-Tornero , Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract— A novel technique to increase the pattern bandwidth of substrate-integrated waveguide leaky-wave antennas
(SIW LWAs) is proposed. By coupling several SIWs, it is
shown that the gain at the desired angle can be kept stable
across a wide-frequency band. A systematic design methodology
based on a simple transverse equivalent network is presented.
Practical coupled-SIW designs with gain exceeding 10 dB and
pointing at 30° in the 15-GHz band are reported to validate
the theory. Simulation and experimental results demonstrate
an enhancement of the half-power gain bandwidth from 2.5%
(380 MHz) in the single-SIW design to 9% (1360 MHz) for an
LWA composed of three coupled SIWs.
Index Terms— Broadband antennas, frequency beam
squint, leaky-wave antennas (LWAs), substrate-integrated
waveguide (SIW).

I. I NTRODUCTION

F

REQUENCY squint is a well-known property of leakywave antennas (LWAs), due to their characteristic
frequency-scanning behavior [1]. It might be a useful characteristic for particular scenarios such as frequency-modulated
continuous-wave radars [2]–[4], or frequency-steered nearfield focusing systems [5]. However, the beam squint is
an undesired feature which limits the practical bandwidth
in important applications such as highly directive point-topoint telecommunication radio links. For this reason, many
efforts have recently been placed to design high-gain scanning
LWAs with reduced frequency-scanning sensitivity [6]–[15].
Neto et al. [6], [7] proposed a nondispersive printed leaky
slot line embedded in a circularly symmetric elliptical dielectric lens which focuses the radiated fields to a constant
beam direction over a wide-frequency range. However, this
solution lacks the simple 2-D structure of planar LWAs.
Planar LWAs using metamaterial unit-cells have been proposed
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Fig. 1. Scheme of coupled SIW LWA of order. (a) N = x1. (b) N = 2.
(c) N = 3.

to modify the frequency dispersion and reduce the beam
squint [8]–[11]. Anisotropic meta-substrates [12] and nonreciprocal ferrite-based metamaterials [13] have also proven
beam squint reduction. Finally, active circuits can provide nonFoster dispersion responses for squint-free LWAs operating at
an off-broadside angle [14], [15]. In this paper, we describe
a totally different technique to improve the gain bandwidth
of planar LWAs in substrate-integrated waveguide (SIW)
technology. The proposed technique dispenses the need of
bulky dielectric lenses, metamaterial unit-cells, anisotropic
materials, or active circuits. The novel structure is based on
the SIW LWA [16] shown in Fig. 1(a), which is modified by
adding extra longitudinally coupled SIWs [17], [18].
This coupled SIW LWA topology is inspired by a similar
multilayer arrangement used for Fabry–Pérot cavity antennas (FPA) [19]–[25]. The addition of extra coupled FP cavities
has demonstrated increased pattern bandwidth (PBW) for
high-gain broadside radiation compared to the original singlecavity FPA. In the same manner, in this paper, it is demonstrated for the first time that the high-gain radiation pattern
of the single SIW LWA [Fig. 1(a)] can be improved in terms
of gain bandwidth at a given off-broadside elevation angle by
increasing the number of coupled SIWs. The design theory
is based on a simple transverse equivalent network (TEN)
which is optimized to satisfy the associated phase resonant
condition for the desired angle over a wideband, as described
in Section II. Practical examples of coupled SIW LWAs operating at the frequency of 15 GHz and pointing at a 30° angle

0018-9480 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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are presented in Section III, illustrating that higher bandwidth
with squint-free condition is obtained as the number of coupled
SIWs (N) is increased from 1 to 3. Finally, Section IV
reports experimental validation performed on manufactured
prototypes, and Section V presents the conclusion.
Previous results presented in [17] and [18] have been
improved with the following contributions. First, a polynomial
fitting of the TEN components is proposed to reduce the time
of optimization. Second, we use the half-power gain bandwidth
definition to quantitatively demonstrate the improvement in
the antenna bandwidth for the desired scanning angle. Third,
detailed description of the optimization process to obtain the
highest possible gain bandwidth is explained in section III-B.
Finally, experimental demonstration is also reported for the
first time in this paper.
II. D ESIGN T HEORY
The structure of the proposed coupled SIW LWA is illustrated in Fig. 1. The original SIW LWA [16] shown in Fig. 1(a)
is formed by a single SIW of width W1 created between a
dense row of vias of diameter d and periodicity P0 acting as
totally reflective wall, and a partially reflective sheet (PRS) of
vias with similar diameter d and located at a bigger distance
P1 to allow for power leakage. Radiation occurs at the end
fringe of the strip of width W S located at the right side of
the SIWs in Fig. 1. A quasi-TE10 leaky mode with dispersive
complex longitudinal propagation constant k y ( f ) can model
this continuous radiation along the antenna length
k y ( f ) = β y ( f ) − j α y ( f ).

(1)

The antenna length L behaves as a magnetic-current line
source that radiates in the form of a fan beam. If lowleakage condition is assumed (β y  α y ), the elevation angle
θ R [measured from broadside, see Fig. 2(a)] and the 3-dB
beamwidth θ are related to the leaky-mode phase constant
β y by the following equations [1]:
βy ( f )
βy ( f )
= c0
k0
2π f
1
θ R ( f ) ≈ 
L cos θ R ( f )
λ0

sin θ R ( f ) ≈

(2)
(3)

where k0 is the free-space wavenumber, λ0 is the free-space
wavelength, and c0 is the speed of light in air. To eliminate
the frequency-beam squint, the angle θ R must be fixed to a
constant goal value for all frequencies, so from (2), we obtain
a linear dependence with frequency for β y ( f ) that must be
satisfied
2π f
sin θGOAL.
θ R ( f ) = θGOAL → β y ( f ) = β yGOAL( f ) =
c0
(4)
To analyze the leaky-mode phase constant dispersion β y ( f ),
a simple TEN along the x-direction proposed in [26] and
shown in Fig. 2 can be used.
A T-junction network formed by two series capacitances
C S and a parallel inductance L P given by Marcuvitz [27] is
used to model each row of conducting vias of diameter d and

Fig. 2. 3-D view of a coupled-SIW LWA of order. (a) N = 1. (b) N = 3
and associated TEN. (c) N = 1. (d) N = 3. Red lines in (a) and (b) represent
the fundamental TE leaky-mode electric field distribution.

for any periodicity P. The strip fringe radiation impedance is
modeled by a shunt capacitor C R and a shunt resistance R R ,
which values are computed for the SIW host substrate of
height H and relative dielectric constant εr using Kuester
approximation for thin substrates [28]. It must be taken into
account that the values for C S , L P , C R , and R R depend on
the internal angle of incidence ϕINC shown in Fig. 1(a) [26],
which is related to the leaky radiation angle θ R and phase
constant β y by the Snell equation
sin ϕINC ( f ) =

βy ( f )
sin θR ( f )
≈ √ .
√
εr
k0 εr

(5)

For the efficient design of the multicavity SIW LWA,
the values of C S , L P are first computed for a range of
posts periodicity values P using an accurate in-house tool
based on the Method of Moments (MoM) [26], and for any
fixed incidence angle ϕINC . Then a second-degree polynomial
fitting is carried out to obtain closed-form expressions for the
component values as a function of P
L P (P) = a L P 2 + b L P + c L
C S (P) = aC P 2 + bC P + cC .

(6)
(7)

Fig. 3 represents these functions for an internal angle of
incidence ϕINC = 19°, as a function of P in the range from
P = 2–7 mm, and for a postdiameter d = 1 mm. They are
compared with MoM results showing good agreement in the
full range of values of P. Clearly, the use of closed-form
analytical expressions lowers the computational cost needed
compared to full-wave MoM analysis. This time reduction
is indispensable for the subsequent optimization technique,
which needs hundreds of analyses to properly design the
distance P between coupling posts for each row of coupling
vias.
Next, the SIWs are modeled in the TEN by transmission
lines of length W i, TE characteristic impedance Z 0 = 1/ωk x
and complex transverse propagation constant k x ( f ) related to
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TABLE I
O PTIMIZED D IMENSIONS OF C OUPLED SIW LWA FOR θGOAL = 30°

Fig. 3. Variation of C S and L P as a function of vias periodicity P and
frequency for a fixed incidence angle ϕINC = 19°, with d = 1 mm.

condition R ( f ) = GOAL ( f ), or in other words, which
minimize the following error function for the reflection phases:
 ( f, Wi , Pi ) =

the leaky-mode longitudinal constant k y ( f ) (1) by

k x ( f ) = k02 εr − k y ( f )2 = βx ( f ) + j αx ( f ).

(8)

Under low-leakage conditions (β y  α y ) and using (2), (8)
can be rewritten as a function of frequency and the angle θ R

2π f
kx ( f ) ≈ βx ( f ) =
εr − sin2 θR ( f ).
(9)
c0
so that the transverse phase constant βx ( f ) must follow the
next linear function with frequency to satisfy the squint-free
goal condition (4):

2π f
εr − sin2 θGOAL.
(10)
βxGOAL( f ) =
c0
The leaky-mode dispersion is given by the transverse
resonance equation (TRE)
ρ0 e− j 2kx W1 ρ R = 1

(11)

where ρ R and ρ0 stand for the reflection coefficients at the
right and left sides of the SIW of width W1 [see Fig. 2].
Inserting (10) in (11) and taking phases, the following goal
function GOAL ( f ) is obtained for the phase of the reflection
coefficient ρ R , as a function of frequency and for the goal
angle θGOAL , and a given width W1 :
GOAL ( f )

=

4W1 π f
c0


εr − sin2 θGOAL − ϕ0 ( f, ϕGOAL) + 2πq

(12)

where q is any integer value and ϕ0 is the phase of ρ0 which
depends on frequency and the internal incidence angle ϕINC .
As for the radiation angle θ R , the internal angle of incidence
ϕINC is also fixed to a goal value to keep the squint-free
condition. Inserting (4) into (5) we obtain
ϕINC ( f ) = ϕGOAL = arcsin

sin θGOAL
.
√
εr

(13)

The design goal is, thus, to determine the coupled SIWs
dimensions (distances between coupling vias Pi , and SIW
widths Wi ) which satisfy over a wideband the reflection-phase

GOAL ( f, W1 ) −

R ( f, Wi>1 ,

Pi ).

(14)

It is noted that the first SIW width W1 determines the goal
reflection phase GOAL , while the rest of SIW widths Wi with
i > 1 and the distance between coupling vias Pi determine
the reflection phase of the right part of the circuit R . The
design methodology is described in Section III with practical
examples.
III. D ESIGN E XAMPLES
The SIW substrate is set to H = 0.508 mm, εr = 2.2, and
the diameter of the vias is fixed to d = 1 mm. The row of vias
at the left is set to a distance P0 = 2 mm so that leakage is
prevented from this side. The desired pointing angle is chosen
to θGOAL = 30°, and the design frequency is 15 GHz. The
internal incidence angle (13) is then fixed to ϕGOAL = 19°.
Sections III-A–III-C illustrate how an increased number of
coupled SIWs (from N = 1 to N = 3) can be optimized to
provide higher squint-free bandwidth. Table I summarizes the
optimized dimensions of the five studied designs.
A. Single SIW LWA (N = 1)
For the single SIW LWA, the dimensions W1 , P1 , and
W S can be directly obtained as explained in [26] to
achieve the desired pointing angle at the operating frequency
(θGOAL = 30° at 15 GHz).The values are summarized
in Table I for N = 1. With these dimensions, Fig. 4 shows
the goal reflection-phase GOAL ( f ) for a squint-free response
in the frequency band from 12 to 18 GHz. Also, the magnitude
|ρ R ( f )| and the phase R ( f ) of the reflection coefficient
ρ R for this N = 1 design are plotted. As shown in Fig. 4,
the reflection-phase condition R ( f ) = GOAL ( f ) for leakymode radiation at fixed θ R = 30° is only satisfied at a design
frequency of 15 GHz. The goal reflection phase GOAL ( f )
has a positive slope with frequency, which cannot be followed
by the reflection phase R ( f ) of a single row of PRS posts,
which has a negative phase gradient as shown in Fig. 4.
The frequency response for the directivity of this N = 1
SIW LWA design has been simulated using HFSS software for
three different finite antennas of lengths L = 16 cm (L = 8λ0
at 15 GHz), L = 20 cm, and L = 32 cm, all of them
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Fig. 4. Reflection coefficient for single-cavity SIW LWA with dimensions
given in Table I with N = 1 and reflection-phase goal function for
θGOAL = 30°.

Fig. 5.
Normalized directivity at θ = θGOAL = 30° as a function of
frequency of N = 1 SIW LWA with dimensions given in Table I for three
different antenna lengths.

scanning at the desired angle θ = θGOAL = 30° at 15 GHz.
Fig. 5 represents the normalized directivity frequency response
obtained in the frequency range from 14 to 16 GHz for the
three antenna lengths. Due to the inherent frequency-scanning
behavior of LWAs [1], a beam is scanned from near broadside (θ = 0°) at low frequencies to end-fire (θ = 90°) direction
as frequency is increased. As a result, the frequency response
of the directivity at the desired angle θ = θGOAL = 30° shows
a maximum at the design frequency of 15 GHz. The directivity
at 30° drops above and below this design frequency of 15 GHz,
resulting in a limited 3-dB PBW. Longer LWAs provide
narrower beams (3) and higher directivities and, thus, reduced
PBW, while shorter antennas result in wider beams and higher
bandwidth, as shown in Fig. 5. In any case, this is the common
behavior of LWAs, which limits its performance for broadband
point-to-point applications as commented in the introduction
of this paper.
B. Two-Coupled SIW LWA (N = 2)
Broadband operation with a fixed angle can be obtained
if the antenna reflection phase response R ( f ) provides a
positive phase gradient which matches GOAL( f ) in the
desired bandwidth. Similar positive phase-gradient responses

Fig. 6. Reflection coefficient for optimized coupled SIW LWA with N = 2
and dimensions given in Table I, and reflection-phase goal function for
θGOAL = 30°.

have been applied for wideband FPA radiating at broadside [19]–[25], [29]–[32]. In our case, this type of response
can be obtained by inserting an extra row of vias with period
P2 which couples energy to an extra SIW of width W2 , thus
leading to a coupled SIW LWA of order N = 2, as represented
in Fig. 1(b).
This is illustrated in Fig. 6, where the reflection coefficients
(magnitude and phase) for three different coupled SIW LWA
designs with N = 2 are plotted. The coupled SIW dimensions
were optimized to minimize the phase-error function (14) as
explained in Section II, and they are summarized in Table I.
As can be observed, the reflection phase R ( f ) now presents
a positive slope which satisfies the squint-free condition
R( f ) =
GOAL ( f ) for θGOAL = 30° not only at 15 GHz,
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Fig. 7. Reflection-phase error function (with pointing angle θGOAL = 30°)
for optimized coupled SIW LWA designs of Table I with N = 2.

but in given bandwidth starting at 15 GHz and ending at
15.31 GHz for case N = 2a [Fig. 6(a)], 15.52 GHz for
case N = 2b [Fig. 6(b)], and 15.65 GHz for case N = 2c
[Fig. 6(c)]. Also, the reflection magnitude |ρ R ( f )| is different
to N = 1 case, showing a resonant behavior around the design
frequency of 15 GHz.
To better compare the three different designs, the resulting phase-error functions  ( f ) (14) are plotted in detail
in Fig. 7. It can be observed that the squint-free condition
 ( f ) = 0 is satisfied at 15 GHz, and also at two extra
frequency points above, which can be distributed closer or further apart to determine the resulting squint-free bandwidth.
Case N = 2a in Fig. 7 shows a squint-free range from 15 GHz
to 15.31 GHz, case N = 2b from 15 to 15.52 GHz, and case
N = 2c from 15 to 15.65 GHz.
Although one could think that more separated squint-free
frequency points provide a wider free-squint bandwidth, this
is not strictly true. Actually, the condition θ R = θGOAL = 30°
is guaranteed only at the 2N − 1 frequency points where the
TEN reflection-phase-error function  ( f ) is 0. As shown
in Fig. 7, intermediate frequency points provide higher phase
error as the frequency zeros are more separated (see N = 2c
in Fig. 7). On the contrary, closer zeroes provide a flatter
response of the error function (see N = 2a in Fig. 7).
As the error function  ( f ) becomes higher, the condition
θ R = θGOAL = 30° is less certain and it is expected that the
associated leaky-mode pointing angle θ R to be more distant
from the desired angle of 30°.
To obtain the variation with frequency of the leaky-mode
pointing angle θ R ( f ) with respect to the desired fixed angle
θGOAL , a leaky-mode dispersion analysis must be carried out.
An approximate dispersion analysis can be performed by
inserting the complex reflection coefficient ρ R ( f ) obtained
for the optimized designs (shown in Fig. 6) in (11). Then,
the TRE (11) is solved for the unknown complex transverse
propagation constant k x ( f ), from which the leaky-mode longitudinal propagation constant k y ( f ) can be derived using (8).
Finally, from the phase constant β y ( f ), the dispersion of the
angle θ R ( f ) is obtained using (2). Fig. 8 shows the frequency
dispersion for θ R ( f ) for the three SIW LWAs designs of
order N = 2.

3103

Fig. 8. Dispersion of the leaky-mode angle for optimized coupled SIW LWA
designs of Table I with N = 2.

Fig. 9.
Normalized directivity at θ = θGOAL = 30° as a function of
frequency for optimized coupled SIW LWA designs of Table I with N = 2.

As expected, the three designs satisfy the condition
θ R = θGOAL = 30° at 15 GHz and at two more frequency
points which correspond with the frequencies of zero phase
error in Fig. 7. For intermediate frequencies, the leaky-mode
pointing angle fluctuates from the goal angle of 30°, and this
deviation is more pronounced for case N = 2c (30° ± 2.8°),
and less pronounced for case N = 2a (30° ± 1.5°).
The above characteristics indicate that the design tradeoffs should be applied. In particular, since the objective
is to keep the LWA pointing angle to the desired angle
θ R = θGOAL = 30° and over the wider band, the trade-off
relates to the location of the frequency zeros of  ( f ).
Ultimately, this reflects to the stability of the gain/directivity at
the desired beam pointing angle (30° in our case). For the three
designs of order N = 2 (all of them with the same antenna
length as for N = 1 design, i.e., L = 16 cm), the directivity
at θ = 30° as obtained using HFSS is plotted in Fig. 9.
For case N = 2a, a 3-dB PBW from 14.75 to 15.53 GHz
(780 MHz) is obtained, showing slight improvement when
compared to N = 1 case with 430 MHz of PBW (see Fig. 5).
This can be attributed to the close location of the squint-free
frequency points in Fig. 8. On the contrary, case N = 2c
showed too separated frequency zeros and too strong variation
in the leaky-mode pointing angle (see Fig. 8), which results
in a strong drop of directivity for intermediate frequency
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Fig. 10. Reflection coefficient for optimized coupled SIW LWA with N = 3
and dimensions given in Table I, and reflection-phase goal function for
θGOAL = 30°.

Fig. 11.
Reflection-phase error function (with a goal pointing angle
θGOAL = 30°) for optimized coupled SIW LWA designs of Table I with
N = 1, N = 2b, and N = 3.

points as observed in Fig. 9 around 15.25 GHz. Therefore,
N = 2b design is the one that provides the most stable
directivity response, offering a PBW of 970 MHz from
14.75 to 15.72 GHz. A tradeoff between PBW and ripple can
be noticed; if lower ripple is needed, the maximum bandwidth
must be reduced by locating the associated zeros to closer
frequencies.
As previously commented, this numerical optimization is
computationally affordable thanks to the use of closed-form
expressions for all the components of the TEN. A gradientbased optimization scheme has been used to minimize the error
function (12), taking 1500 simulations for convergence. To validate the results, the reflection coefficient ρ R ( f ) obtained with
MoM is also represented with circles in Fig. 6, showing good
agreement.

Fig. 12. Dispersion of the leaky-mode pointing angle for optimized coupled
SIW LWA designs of Table I with N = 1, N = 2b, and N = 3.

C. Three-Coupled SIW LWA (N = 3)
Following a similar optimization procedure as for N = 2
SIW LWA, a third-order (N = 3) SIW LWA has been designed
using the TEN, as shown in Fig. 2(d). The optimized dimensions are summarized in Table I, and the resulting reflection
coefficient is plotted in Fig. 10. Again, good matching is
observed between TEN and full-wave MoM results for this
N = 3 design.
Fig. 11 shows the comparison of the phase-error function
of this N = 3 design, with the error functions obtained
for N = 1 and N = 2b. As expected, the squint-free
condition  ( f ) = 0 is satisfied at 2N − 1 = 5 frequency
points which can be distributed in a wider bandwidth (from
15 to 15.85 GHz) than for N = 1 and N = 2 cases.
Fig. 12 shows the comparison of the leaky-mode angle
dispersion θ R ( f ). The single SIW LWA (N = 1) shows a
conventional leaky-mode dispersion [1], [5], with a pointing
angle which monotonously rises with frequency. Therefore,
the condition θ R = θGOAL = 30° can only be satisfied
at one frequency point (15 GHz). However, the coupled
SIW designs (with N > 1) present a frequency band with
anomalous quasi-oscillatory stabilization of θ R ( f ) around the
desired pointing angle. This type of oscillatory anomalous
leaky-mode dispersion was reported in [33] for a multilayer

broadband FPA radiating at broadside; this is the first time it
is demonstrated for an LWA pointing off-broadside.
In our case, the leaky-mode pointing angle θ R ( f ) oscillates
around θGOAL = 30°, as shown in Fig. 12. As for N = 2b case,
the ripples of θ R ( f ) have been kept within a level of 30 ± 1.5,
so that the PBW is optimized as explained in Section III-B.
Case N = 3 presents five frequency points which satisfy
θ R = θGOAL = 30° and are distributed in the aforementioned
squint-free bandwidth from 15 to 15.85 GHz (850 MHz). This
is an improvement compared to N = 2b design that shows a
squint-free bandwidth from 15 to 15.52 GHz (520 MHz).
Finally, Fig. 13 shows the normalized gain at 30° obtained
using HFSS, for the three optimized designs with N = 1,
N = 2b, and N = 3. These full-wave results demonstrate how
the gain at 30° presents a bandpass frequency response which
half-power gain bandwidth increases with the number of coupled SIWs. In particular, the low-frequency limit in Fig. 13 is
close to 14.5 GHz, which corresponds to the onset of the leaky
mode in the coupled SIW structure for the three designs. Then,
the gain rises and oscillates with low ripple (below 3 dB),
and above a given upper frequency it drops. This behavior
is expected according to the leaky-mode dispersion curves
in Fig. 12. Table II summarizes the half-power gain frequency
band and the resulting PBW for each design. It is obtained
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Fig. 13. Normalized gain at θ = θGOAL = 30° as a function of frequency
for optimized coupled-SIW LWA designs of Table I with N = 1, N = 2b,
and N = 3.
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Fig. 14. Photograph of manufactured prototypes. (a) N = 1. (b) N = 2b.
(c) N = 3.

TABLE II
H ALF -P OWER G AIN BANDWIDTH FOR D ESIGNS OF TABLE I

Fig. 15.

Detail of microstrip-to-coupled-SIW leaky-line feeding.
TABLE III

an increase of the bandwidth as the order of the coupled SIW
LWA increases, from 2.6% (400 MHz) for N = 1 antenna,
to 6.4% (970 MHz) for N = 2b antenna, and finally to 9.5%
(1420 MHz) for N = 3 SIW LWA design.
Theoretically, it is possible to synthetize more zeros in
the phase-error function (14) by increasing the order of the
SIW LWA, and thus cover a wider frequency band where
the squint-free condition is satisfied. However, as seen in
the design with two coupled SIWs, a full-wave simulation is
needed to see if the ripple is lower than 3 dB and the PWB
has been effectively increased. Otherwise, the dimensions of
the antenna must be reoptimized and, with higher number of
coupled SIWs, the process is more complicated. Therefore,
we cannot establish a theoretical limitation in the order N of
coupled SIW, or in the effective increase in the associated gain
bandwidth, but this has to be demonstrated for each optimized
design. In this paper, we have demonstrated this for N = 1–3.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
This section presents the experimental results with manufactured prototypes of the designed antennas, which are shown
in Fig. 14. All prototypes were manufactured using commercial RT-Duroid 5880 substrate (H = 0.508 mm, εr = 2.2,
and tan δ = 0.0009). As common in this type of SIW LWAs
[4], [16] and also in general SIW circuits [33], [34], a widthtapered microstrip-to-SIW transition is used for improved
matching [35], [36]. Both the microstrip and the closed
(nonleaky) SIW widths are linearly tapered, so that the mode
conversion and matching is performed in two stages: first from

M ICROSTRIP - TO -L EAKY-SIW T RANSITION

the TEM mode of the 50- microstrip to the TE10 guided
mode of the closed (nonleaky) SIW, and then from this
guided TE10 mode to the quasi-TE10 leaky mode of the
perturbed (leaky) SIW section. It is noted that matching this
class of SIW LWAs is more complicated compared to other
SIW components as filters [34]–[37], since SIW LWAs operate
close to the cutoff frequency of the SIW mode in order
to achieve leakage. As a result, the width of the radiating
leaky-SIW section is very narrow, and a width-tapered SIW
transition from a wider guiding input section to this narrow
radiating section is requested, as reported in [4] and [16].
A detail of this feeding mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 15,
and the associated widths and lengths for each section are
summarized in Table III.
The measured input matching for the three prototypes is
plotted in Fig. 16 together with simulated HFSS results,
observing good agreement. The three coupled-SIW LWA prototypes present a cutoff frequency close to 14 GHz, where the
onset of the leaky-mode radiation occurs close to broadside
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Fig. 16. Simulated and measured input matching–frequency responses for
the three prototypes. (Top) N = 1. (Middle) N = 2b. (Bottom) N = 3.

direction (θ ≈ 0°). As commented, it is difficult to match
the structure at this cutoff frequency. This is the reason why
the bandwidth improvement is designed to be at frequencies
higher than 15 GHz. This way, once the microstrip-to-SIW
LWA transition for one antenna is optimized, the transition for
the rest will be very similar (because they will have almost the
same cutoff frequency) and easier to optimize starting from the
parameters of the first design. Then, as frequency increases
the matching improves showing a wideband performance
with reduced S11 . The impedance-matching bandwidth with
S11 < −10 dB covers the range from 14.7 to 17 GHz for the
three designs. As it can be seen in Fig. 16, the matching at
lower frequencies is degraded with adding coupled SIWs. This
is due to the reduced width presented by the input SIWs for
higher order designs. As shown in Table I, W1 is reduced
from 7.45 mm for N = 1–7.29 mm for N = 2b and to
7.19 mm for N = 3. As a result, the input SIW presents higher
cutoff frequency for higher-order designs, thus increasing the
mismatch for lower frequencies.
However, the practical bandwidth of the antenna is limited
by the aforementioned PBW for the desired pointing angle
(in our case θ = θGOAL = 30°). The simulated and measured
frequency response of the gain at the designed angle of
θGOAL = 30° for the three prototypes is reported in Fig. 17.
Good agreement is observed in Fig. 17 between the
simulation and experimental results, demonstrating higher
PBW as the order of coupled SIWs is increased. Finally,
Fig. 18 shows the comparison of the measured normalized gain
frequency responses for the three manufactured prototypes,
at the designed direction of θ = 30°. Table IV summarizes
the measured performance with taking into account the two
main limiting factors in the overall SIW antennas bandwidth:
the input impedance bandwidth and the PBW for the pointing
angle of θ = 30°.
The typical single-SIW LWA prototype shows a narrow gain
bandwidth of 380 MHz at 15 GHz (i.e., 2.5% fractional PBW),
due to the well-known frequency-beam squint associated with
common SIW LWAs. The peak gain of this antenna is

Fig. 17. Simulated and measured gain–frequency responses at the design
pointing angle θGOAL = 30°, for the three prototypes. (Top) N = 1. (Middle)
N = 2b. (Bottom) N = 3.

Fig. 18.
Measured normalized gain versus frequency response at angle
θGOAL = 30°, for the three prototypes. N = 1, N = 2b, and N = 3.

12.8 dBi, produced at a frequency of 15 GHz, with an aperture
length of L = 16 cm = 8λ0 at 15 GHz, with a directivity
of 13.9 dBi, and a radiation efficiency of 77.6%. The proposed
new design with N = 3 coupled SIWs demonstrate a superior
performance, with a PBW of 1360 MHz and a peak gain
of 11.2 dBi, produced at 15.2 GHz (and similar radiation
efficiency of 77.7% for a lower directivity of 12.3 dBi).
As usually happens, there is a tradeoff between the gain and
the bandwidth. In our case, this is translated into a 1.6-dB
drop in gain and directivity, for an improvement of 3.6 times
of the associated PBW (from 380 to 1360 MHz, i.e., from
2.5% to 9% fractional bandwidth).
The directivity reduction for higher order N can be
attributed to lower aperture efficiency created by the interaction of multiple coupled leaky modes, which can radiate at different angles. This can be observed in the measured radiation
patterns shown in Fig. 19. Effectively, while N = 1 order LWA
design shows the typical single-scanned beam pattern, higher
order designs produce several peaks in the H -plane radiation
patterns, which might be distributed at different scanning
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TABLE IV
E LECTROMAGNETIC P ERFORMANCE OF P ROTOTYPES

Fig. 20. Radiation efficiency for the three SIW LWA designs of order N = 1,
N = 2b, and N = 3 at θ = 30° from 14 to 17 GHz.

On the other hand, the variation of the radiation efficiency
with frequency for the three designed antennas is depicted
in Fig. 20. It must be observed again that this radiation
efficiency is understood as the relation between the directivity
and the gain at the angle of interest θ = 30°. This efficiency
evaluates how efficiently the power is being radiated to this
design angle θ = 30° at any frequency inside the antenna
bandwidth. As it can be seen, the three designs present
efficiency values over 60% in all the bandwidth.

Fig. 19.
Measured H -plane radiation patterns (ϕ = 90°) for different
frequencies in the designed antennas bandwidth. (a) N = 1. (c) N = 2b.
(e) N = 3. Measured E-plane radiation patterns (θ = 30°). (b) N = 1.
(d) N = 2b. (f) N = 3.

angles [see for instance the evident formation of two peaks
in N = 2b design at 15.36 GHz in Fig. 19(c)]. Obviously,
this reduces the associated antenna directivity. However, it is
indeed the contribution of different leaky modes to radiation
at the desired angle θ = 30° for different frequencies, what
makes the resulting gain bandwidth to increase for this angle
for higher order N designs. The radiation patterns have been
plotted for three frequencies inside the PBW of each design.
They are normalized to the maximum gain, so that it is easy
to observe that in the upper and lower frequencies inside
the PBW for each design, a 3-dB drop in the gain occurs
at the angle θ = 30°. Also, the respective E-plane patterns
(for θ = 30°) are shown in Fig. 19, showing the typical fan
beam which is less directive in this plane perpendicular to the
antenna.

V. C ONCLUSION
It has been demonstrated that by suitably coupling leaky
SIW lines, the beam-squint effect associated with directive
SIW LWAs can be reduced, obtaining a wider gain bandwidth for a designed elevation angle. The proposed coupledSIW LWA topology maintains the planar, single feeding, and
passive properties of SIW LWAs. The structure is extremely
integrated, thanks to the use of longitudinally coupled SIW
guides along the antenna length. In this way, it avoided the
use of bulky 3-D lenses, non-Foster active arrays, or more
complicated nonreciprocal structures reported in the previous
squint-free LWAs technologies.
The TEN used to design this wideband SIW LWA, suggests
that coupled-cavity filter synthesis techniques could be applied
for a systematic design of this type of planar high-gain
SIW antennas with application for broadband point-to-point
wireless communications.
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1.1 Summary

1.1

Summary

In the pursue of reducing the frequency beam scanning (or beam squint) of LWAs,
many approaches had shown good results before this work, which was published in the
IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques in march 2018. All previous
works were based on either bulky or complex active structures to compensate the
inherent dispersion of a LWA and maintain a stable value of gain at a given direction
for a wide bandwidth, increasing the SPBW and thus, allowing for broadband P2P
communications. Despite the good results that were obtained in literature, there
was not a good solution for a practical low-cost application which also requires a
compact integrable antenna. In this paper, the main objective was to fill this gap
by proposing an integrable passive PLWA with a wide SPBW. This was done by
combining the planar SIW LWA technology with the passive multilayer approach to
increase the SPBW that was proposed with FPCA. The resulting structure consisted
on a series of parallel coupled SIWs, mimicking the coupled multilayer FPCAs, with
a radiating edge that is coupled to the last SIW. The performance was similar to
the one of the multilayer FPCAs, but with the difference that our proposal could be
designed to maintain the gain at an off-broadside angle rather than to the broadside
direction (θ = 0◦ ). Moreover, the proposed coupled-SIW antenna is based on a
single layer, avoiding multi-layer structures. The design process and the obtained
results, including several manufactured prototypes and measurements, are shown in
the paper, explaining all the details that must be considered and showing the limits
of the proposal.

1.2

Methodology

The tasks that were followed during the process of this paper are listed below:
1. Analysis of the literature in order to understand the working principle of previous
proposals for reduction of the beam squint. This way, the strong points and the
limits can be considered when proposing new alternatives.
2. Modelling of the proposed structure, which is a LWA based on coupled SIWs, for
an efficient analysis with a Transversal Equivalent Network (TEN). The modelling
was based on the previous work presented in [114] and on the plane wave analysis
that was performed for multilayer FPCAs [115].
3. Testing of the model by comparing the analysis of a design with the results obtained
through a commercial full-wave solver software. In this work, the model was
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programmed with Matlab and the full-wave solver that was used for comparison
was Ansys HFSS.
4. Based on the model, setting of the necessary restrictions, in terms of an objective
phase of the reflection coefficient of the TEN over a given bandwidth, to increase
the SPBW.
5. Antenna design through numerical optimization via the efficient analysis of the
proposed model. This was done with the help of the commercial software AWR
Micro Wave Office, which provides a powerful optimization tool to find the
dimensions of the final design.
6. Validation of the obtained design with full-wave simulations using Ansys HFSS.
7. Manufacturing and characterization of the prototypes by measurements in anechoic
chamber to confirm the expected performance.

1.3

Results

The results that were obtained in this work can be divided into three, according to
the paper structure.
1. Design theory: Here, the proposed model to efficiently analyse the antenna is
presented and validated. Also, the different equations that define the design goals
are obtained, explaining how to optimize the dimensions in the structure to achieve
the expected behaviour.
2. Design examples: At this part, the design process is shown, exposing the different
trade-offs such as the maximum possible SPBW that can be achieved depending
on the number of coupled SIWs. Several design options are analysed to better
understand the working principle of the structure. The enhancement of the SPBW
depending on the number of coupled SIWs is shown in Table 1.1, showing that the
fractional bandwidth (bandwidth over the working frequency) of a conventional
LWA of length L = 8λ0 can be extended from 2.6% to 9.5% by using a total of
N = 3 coupled SIWs. However, as it is also shown in Table 1.1, the peak gain
is reduced from 12.8 dBi for a conventional LWA to 11.2 dBi in the case of using
N = 3 coupled SIWs, what implies a trade-off between SPBW and peak gain.
3. Experimental validation: The obtained designs were manufactured and the
measurements results are in great agreement with the simulated ones.
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Table 1.1: Fractional Bandwidth Enhancement for Different Number of Coupled SIWs

1.4

# Coupled SIWs

SPBW at θ = 30◦

fractional BW

peak gain

1
2
3

400 MHz
970 MHz
1420 MHz

2.6%
6.4%
9.5%

12.8 dBi
11.5 dBi
11.2 dBi

Conclusions and contributions

With this paper, it was demonstrated that the effect of the beam squint in the
SPBW could be reduced in passive PLWAs. This way, the operational bandwidth
for a point-to-point communication by using PLWAs can be incremented without the
need of costly and energy consuming active circuits or 3D structures, which are not
very integrable in widely used planar circuits. We applied the previously proposed
multi-cavity approach to planar SIW technology, coupling several SIWs to maintain a
stable gain at an off-broadside angle that can be chosen at the design stage. Moreover,
the proposed coupled-SIW antenna is based on a single layer, avoiding multi-layer
structures. Also, a design process was presented.
The proposed design for SPBW enhancement fills the gap that previous literature
had left between 3D passive structures, which are energy efficient but bulky, and
planar active antennas, which are integrable but costly and energetically inefficient.
We provided a passive PLWA with reduced beam squint effect.
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Abstract— The anomalous dispersion observed in wideband
Fabry-Perot Antennas formed by multiple coupled cavities, is
explained in terms of modal coupling between several leaky
waves. In this way, the apparently non-physical negative group
velocity associated to the homogenized mode, can be explained.
Moreover, the enhancement in the radiation pattern bandwidth
can also be described from the contribution of these coupled
leaky waves to the total interference pattern. Theoretical
dispersion results are reported for one-dimensional and twodimensional Fabry-Perot Antennas with N=2 and N=3 coupled
cavities, operating in broadside and off-broadside scanned
patterns. The theory is also corroborated with experimental
results.
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Index Terms— broadband Fabry-Pérot cavity antennas,
partially reflective surface, leaky-wave antennas, dispersion,
leaky-mode coupling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

H3

ABRY-PÉROT Cavity Antennas (FPCAs), also known as
Partially Reflective Sheet Antennas (PRSAs), or
Resonant-Cavity Antennas (RCAs) were originally proposed
by Von Trentini in 1956 [1]. They belong to the general type
of leaky-wave antennas (LWAs) [2]-[3], whose main
advantage is the simple generation of a directive beam from a
single-fed low-profile structure. However, due to the intrinsic
frequency-beam scanning behavior of leaky waves, FPCAs
suffer from undesired beam squinting, which strongly limits
their pattern bandwidth. To mitigate this undesired effect,
FPCAs formed by multiple coupled cavities excited by a
single feeding have been proposed, leading to broadband
multi-cavity Fabry-Pérot antennas (MCFPAs) using printedcircuit partially reflective sheets (PRS) [4]-[8], or all-dielectric
superstrates [9]-[11]. Also, a single PRS printed in both sides
can be used to increase the RCA pattern bandwidth, using a
thin substrate with tightly coupled printed circuits [12]-[14], or
alternatively using a thick substrate [15]. Most MCFPAs use
two-dimensional topologies for broadband broadside radiation
[1]-[15], as shown in Fig.1a. Also, one-dimensional broadband
MCFPA have been proposed to improve broadside [16]-[17],
and off-broadside [18]-[19] pattern bandwidth.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of MCFPA with N=3 coupled cavities a) 2D antenna b) 1D
antenna.

In all cases, the design of all previous MCFPA is based on
the synthesis of a PRS reflection-phase response with positive
slope in the desired bandwidth, so that the resonance condition
can be fulfilled in multiple frequency points. This non-Foster
positive-slope-phase behavior is anomalous since it is
associated with a negative group delay (superluminality). This
can appear in active circuits and lossy resonators, and it can be
physically explained decomposing the phenomenon in terms
of multiple-wave interferences [20]-[21].
Similarly, many recent papers have reported that broadband
MCFPA designs present an associated anomalous leaky-mode
dispersion [15], [19], [22]-[27]. Particularly, they show nonmonotonic quasi-oscillatory dispersion of the leaky-mode
phase-constant (f), with frequency bands showing a negative
slope and thus an associated negative group velocity. Again
this behavior needs clarification, since it appears to be a form
of anomalous non-physical dispersion.

original paper submitted to IEEE Trans. on Antennas and Propagation
To clarify this phenomenon, this paper presents for the first
time a spectral multi-modal analysis of MCFPAs,
demonstrating that the apparently contra-intuitive dispersion
can be physically explained in terms of modal coupling
between multiple leaky-waves. Also, it is demonstrated that
the interference pattern created by this set of coupled leaky
waves reveals the nature of the pattern bandwidth
enhancement.
The paper is distributed as follows. Section II is devoted to
the simpler case of one-dimensional broadband MCFPA with
off-axis scanning, while Section III reports results for a twodimensional broadband MCFPA for broadside radiation. In
both cases, practical X-band designs of order N=2 and N=3
(being N the number of PRS layers), are analyzed, showing for
the first time the existence of N leaky modes whose coupling
is responsible for the anomalous dispersion. In Section IV, it is
demonstrated that the nature of the wide pattern bandwidth
response can be interpreted from the the interference of these
coupled leaky modes. Finally, Section V summarizes the
conclusions and potential applications of this theory.
II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL MCFPA SCANNING OFF-BROADSIDE
The one-dimensional FPCA was first proposed in hybrid
waveguide printed-circuit technology [28] for off-broadside
scanning designs. Later, a fully substrate integrated waveguide
(SIW) version was proposed in [29]. These initial 1D FPCA
designs used a single cavity and therefore suffer from beam
squinting and reduced bandwidth for the peak gain at the
designed scanning direction R. Later, a multiple-coupled
cavity SIW topology was proposed in [18], [23], reporting an
enhancement of the measured half-power gain bandwidth at
R=30º, from 2.5% (with N=1) to 9% for N=3 coupled SIW
cavities [19]. The scheme of this one-dimensional MCFPA
with N=3 coupled SIW cavities is shown in Fig. 1b.

2

The design of MCFPA was performed by tuning the
reflection phase response of the coupled cavities to show a
positive slope in the designed frequency band [18], [19], [23].
For that, a transverse equivalent network (TEN) of the coupled
cavities is obtained, and it is analyzed under plane-wave
incidence INC, which is related to the desired radiation angle
R. This TEN is sketched in Fig. 2a for N=3 coupled cavities.
As it can be seen, each one of the N=3 PRSs is modeled with
an equivalent admittance YPRS,n, and they are connected
through equivalent transmission lines of height H3 and H2.
This coupled-cavity circuit has all the elements of the MCFPA
except for the first cavity of height H1. From its plane-wave
analysis it can be obtained a complex reflection coefficient 𝜌𝐻 ,
which models the overall response of the two coupled cavities
on top for this incidence angle as a function of frequency:
𝜌𝐻 (𝑓, 𝜃𝑅 ) = |𝜌𝐻 |𝑒 𝑗Ψ𝐻

(1)

Then, as explained in detail in [19], the phase of the
reflection coefficient of the multi-cavity network at the desired
scanning angle R, Ψ𝐻 (𝑓, 𝜃𝑅 ), must be numerically optimized
to match an objective phase function, which also depends on
R, at the widest possible bandwidth:
Ψ𝐻 (𝑓, 𝜃𝑅 ) = Ψ𝑂𝐵𝐽 (𝑓, 𝜃𝑅 )

(2)

As an example, Fig.3a shows the phase of the optimized
multi-cavity reflection coefficient obtained in [19], for an offbroadside scanning angle R=30º. As it is shown, a positive
slope is obtained in Ψ𝐻 (𝑓, 𝜃𝑅 ) when using N>1 coupled
cavities, so that the phase resonance condition (2) can be
satisfied in more than one frequency point. Certainly, with
N=1 the radiation condition (2) is satisfied only at 15.5 GHz,
but with N=3 this is extended from 15 GHz to 15.85 GHz.

A. Homogenized vs Multi-cavity TEN

,

,

,
,

b)

,

,

a)

c)

Fig. 2. a) Plane-wave analysis and b) Homogenization of TEN of MCFPA of
order N=3 c) Multi-cavity TEN without homogenization.

Fig. 3. Homogenized reflection coefficient of SIW MCFPA in [19] a) Phase
b) Magnitude.
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In any case, this positive-reflection-phase technique has
been applied for all the MCFPA, despite their one-dimensional
[18], [19] or their two-dimensional nature [4]-[15]. The
magnitude of the obtained multi-cavity reflection coefficient
|𝜌𝐻 | is also plotted in Fig. 3b, showing that the negative phase
slope is related to the increase of radiation losses for N>1.

As it can be seen, the multi-cavity FPA designs show an
anomalous quasi-oscillatory homogenized dispersion response
for N>1. This is very different to the conventional monotonic
leaky-mode dispersion with increasing normalized phase
constant /k0 and decreasing normalized attenuation rate /k0
shown in Fig. 4a for the N=1 single cavity case.

Once the multi-cavity network has been modeled by its
complex reflection coefficient 𝜌𝐻 , an equivalent grid
impedance 𝑌𝐻 can be obtained and this can be connected to the
feeding cavity of height H1, to form the complete
homogenized TEN of the MCFPA as shown in Fig. 2b. Then,
the following transverse resonance equation (TRE) can be
numerically solved for the unknown transverse wave number
kz:

In any case, since the leaky-mode scanning angle R can be
related to the normalized phase constant:

𝜌𝐻 (𝑓, 𝑘𝑧 ) ∙ 𝑒 −𝑗2𝑘𝑧𝐻1 = −1

(3)

From kz, the longitudinal leaky-wave complex propagation
constant can be obtained as function of frequency:
𝑘𝑦 (𝑓) = 𝛽𝑦 (𝑓) − 𝑗𝛼𝑦 (𝑓) = √𝜀𝑟 𝑘02 − 𝑘𝑧2

(4)

It must be highlighted that the grid impedance 𝑌𝐻 is an
approximation, since it homogenizes the response of the multicavity circuit for a fixed incidence angle R=30º [25].
Moreover, the homogenized TEN in Fig. 2b is a single-cavity
circuit, which cannot capture the existence of multiple leaky
modes and their potential coupling, as a consequence of the
existence of N coupled cavities. Actually, the single-modal
solution obtained from the homogenized TRE in (2) will
provide an averaged dispersion response around the fixed
incidence angle R=30º. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the
dispersion obtained for the 1D MCFPA designed in [19] is
plotted when using this homogenized TEN.

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑅 (𝑓) ≈

𝛽𝑦 (𝑓)
𝑘0

(5)

the dispersion results for N=2 and N=3 in Fig. 4, show an
oscillatory response around the value /k0=0.5, which
corresponds to the designed off-broadside scanning angle
R=30º. This can be interpreted as if the MCFPA designs
allows the existence of a single leaky-mode which radiation
angle can be fixed at 30º for more than one frequency point.
As shown in Fig. 4a, the leaky-mode dispersion for the singlecavity FPA N=1 design, radiates at R=30º (/k0=0.5) only at
one design frequency (15 GHz in this case), as a result of the
monotonic conventional frequency-beam scanning response.
For N=2, the anomalous oscillatory dispersion makes possible
that /k0=0.5 is satisfied at three different frequency points (15
GHz, 15.25 GHz, and 15.5 GHz in Fig. 4b). For N=3, this is
extended to five frequency points in Fig. 4c, covering a wide
band from 15 GHz to 15.8 GHz, in accordance with the phase
resonance points satisfied in Fig. 3a for N=3. Certainly, the
positive reflection phase of the equivalent grid impedance
shown in Fig. 3 plays a fundamental role in this
unconventional dispersion response.
It must be highlighted that this type of quasi-oscillatory
dispersion is non-physical since the group velocity associated
to this single homogenized leaky wave is negative in the
frequency band, showing negative slope of /k0:
𝑣𝑔 (𝑓) =

𝜕𝜔
𝜕𝛽(𝑓)

<0

(5)

Although this anomalous dispersion has been reported in
several recent papers regarding the design of MCFPA for
broadband radiation at broadside [15], [22], [25]-[27] and
scanning off-broadside [19], [23], [24], to the authors’
knowledge a physical interpretation has not been provided so
far. In [7], the reciprocity technique was used to show that two
leaky-wave solutions could be related to the bandwidth
enhancement of a double-cavity FPA (see Fig. 4 in [7]). Later
in [24], it was suggested that this anomalous dispersion in
MCFPAs with N=2 coupled cavities might be explained in
terms of coupling between odd and even leaky modes. In this
paper we demonstrate for the first time the existence of N
coupled leaky-modes in MCFPA of order N, whose coupling
is responsible of the anomalous quasi-oscillatory dispersion.

Fig. 4. Homogenized dispersion of 1D MCFPA in [19].
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B. Multi-modal dispersion
To capture the multi-modal information associated to
MCFPA with more than N=1 cavities, it is indispensable to
analyze the TEN of the multi-cavity FPA without using the
grid impedance homogenization process.
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mode of an hybrid waveguide-printed circuit LWA [33], [34].
Also, the coupling between higher-order modes of a
rectangular waveguide LWA were analyzed in [35].
This coupling was unwanted in all previous analysis of
coupled leaky-modes [30]-[35], since the normal dispersion of
the desired leaky-mode was distorted by an unwanted leakymode. In our case, however, this modal coupling is desired
since it is the responsible for the anomalous dispersion which
enhances the pattern bandwidth of multi-cavity FPAs.

Fig. 5. Non-homogenized multi-modal dispersion of 1D MCFPA N=2.

This multi-modal TEN is illustrated in Fig. 2c, where it can
be seen that each cavity is individually modelled in the nonhomogenized TEN. In this way, the resulting multi-cavity
TRE can be solved by replacing 𝜌𝐻 with the multi-modal
reflection coefficient 𝜌𝑀𝑀 . In contrast to the TRE of the
homogenized TEN (Fig. 2b), this multi-cavity TRE presents
more than one solution for each frequency, related to different
leaky modes with their corresponding complex propagation
constant ky. The multi-modal dispersion curves obtained for
the N=2 MCFPA design are plotted in Fig. 5. It is
demonstrated for the first time the existence of two leaky
modes, one plotted with blue line and a second with red line. It
must be highlighted that these two leaky modes, obtained from
the multimode analysis, do have conventional dispersions with
monotonic curves for both /k0 and /k0 as frequency
increases. The homogenized single leaky-mode anomalous
dispersion is also plotted with black line.
When analyzing their respective phase-constant dispersions,
it can be clearly observed that each leaky mode radiates at the
desired angle R=30º (/k0=0.5) at a different frequency. The
first leaky mode has a lower cut-off frequency than the second
leaky-mode, and it reaches the point /k0=0.5 close to 15 GHz,
while the second leaky mode passes through this point close to
15.6 GHz. When superimposing the dispersion of the
homogenized leaky-mode, it is clearly observed that the
homogenized mode follows the dispersion of the first leaky
mode in lower frequencies up to 15.1 GHz, and then it couples
to the second leaky mode dispersion in the upper band from
15.5 GHz. This coupling band from 15.1 GHz to 15.5 GHz is
where the homogenized leaky mode shows the unconventional
dispersion with negative slope of /k0 and a peak in /k0, as
highlighted in Fig. 5 for the frequency 15.3 GHz. At this
frequency of 15.3 GHz, four different points are plotted for an
easy identification in the following figures: 1, 2, H and H.
Coupling between two leaky-modes co-existing in a LWA
has been reported in the literature [30]-[35]. This was first
analyzed for the case of an unwanted channel-guide leakymode coupling with the main mode of a rectangular
waveguide LWA [30], [31], the parallel-plate mode coupling
with the leaky-mode of a conductor backed coplanar line [32],
and a similar parallel-plate mode coupling with the leaky-

In any case, the coupling is demonstrated by analyzing the
dispersion of the two (or more) involved leaky modes when
varying the main dimension of the antenna that created the
new modes. If coupling exists, there will be a spectral region
where the dispersion curves of each mode interact, eventually
interchanging their responses [30], [31]. In our case, we vary
the cavity height H2 which is responsible for the appearance of
the second leaky mode in the N=2 MCFPA, when compared to
the conventional single-cavity antenna N=1. The dispersion
curves are shown in Fig. 6 for the aforementioned fixed
frequency of 15.3 GHz. In this case, we vary the height of the
second cavity H2, which has a value of H2 = 8 mm for the
design whose frequency dispersion in shown in Fig. 5.
As it can be seen in Fig. 6a, the phase constants of the first
and second leaky modes couple around this value of
H2 = 8 mm, showing an interchange in their conventional
dispersions. This is also demonstrated when the dispersion of
the homogenized leaky mode is superimposed in Fig. 6a,
clearly observing how this mode shows a deviation from the
first to the second leaky mode around this value of height.
Actually, this coupling makes the phase constant of the
homogenized leaky mode to be H/k0=0.5 for the design
frequency of 15.3 GHz and the design cavity height
H2 = 8 mm, as it can be seen in both Fig. 5 and Fig. 6a. As
commented, this homogenized value of H/k0=0.5 is consistent
with the desired radiation angle R=30º, and it lies in between
the first and second leaky modes of the multi-mode analysis,
with 1/k0=0.6 and 2/k0=0.4. It is also evident from Fig. 6b,
that the leakage rate of the homogenized mode shows a peak
at this coupling point, with H/k0=0.15, also shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. Multi-modal dispersion curves showing coupling effects for N=2.
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Therefore, these results clearly demonstrate that the
unconventional frequency dispersion of the homogenized
leaky mode is due to the coupling of two leaky modes, which
independently show conventional physical dispersions.
Similar results can be obtained for the 1D MCFPA with higher
number of cavities N=3 designed in [19]. The dispersion is
now more complex since it involves the existence of three
individual leaky modes, as shown in Fig. 7. Again, these three
leaky modes are solutions of the non-homogenized multicavity TRE. On the other hand, the homogenized mode shows
two oscillations in its phase constant and two peaks in the
leakage rate, which can be related to the coupling between the
three physical leaky modes. Again, it is their interactions what
makes the homogenized mode to oscillate around /k0=0.5 in
the wide frequency band from 15 GHz to 16 GHz.
As it can be seen in Fig. 7, the first physical leaky mode
dominates the homogenized mode dispersion in the lower
frequency band to provide this desired value /k0=0.5 at 15
GHz, the second mode attracts the homogenized dispersion in
the central band of 15.5 GHz, and finally the homogenized
mode couples to the third mode in the upper frequency band of
16 GHz. To demonstrate this wideband multi-mode coupling
effect, the two fixed frequencies highlighted in Fig. 7 (15.15
GHz and 15.6 GHz), are analyzed as a function of the cavities
dispersion in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively.
In Fig. 8, the dispersion is obtained by varying the third
cavity height H3 around its nominal design value H3 = 6.9 mm,
and for the frequency 15.15 GHz in the lower part of the
coupling band. It is clearly observed in Fig. 8a a strong
coupling between the dispersion curves of the first and the
second mode, around this height. This is corroborated by the
dispersion of the homogenized leaky mode, which follows the
first mode and then couples to the second mode. Also the peak
in the homogenized leakage rate shown in Fig. 8b, is related to
this strong coupling.
Similarly, Fig. 9 demonstrates the coupling in the higher
part of the coupling band, for 15.6 GHz. The second cavity is
varied around the design height H2 = 6.95 mm, and keeping
the rest of dimensions fixed. This time, the three leaky modes
interact, which makes the homogenized mode to jump from
the second to the third leaky mode in Fig. 9a, and producing
the associated peak in the leakage rate in Fig. 9b.

Fig. 7. Non-homogenized multi-modal dispersion of 1D MCFPA N=3.
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Fig. 8. Multi-modal dispersion curves showing coupling effects for the 1D
MCFPA N=3 for the low frequency of the coupling band (15.15 GHz).

Fig. 9. Multi-modal dispersion curves showing coupling effects for the 1D
MCFPA N=3 for the high frequency in the coupling band (15.6 GHz).

Therefore, from the dispersions analyzed in Fig. 7-9, it is
demonstrated that the anomalous quasi-oscillatory dispersion
of the N=3 MCFPA design, can be explained in terms of
interactions between three physical leaky modes which have
conventional dispersions. It is the coupling between them what
creates a non-physical negative slope in the phase dispersion
of the homogenized leaky wave.
At this point it is important to highlight, that the
homogenized dispersion does not correspond to the existence
of an actual unique physical leaky wave, but it must be
explained in terms of multiple leaky-wave coupling. In this
case there are N=3 leaky modes, all of them having physical
dispersions with positive group velocities, even in the
coupling zones which produce the apparently non-physical
behavior. A similar interpretation was given to explain the
apparently nonphysical negative group delay associated to
non-Foster circuits in [20], [21], which could be decomposed
as the interference of multiple waves, all of them having
positive group delays.
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III. TWO-DIMENSIONAL MCFPA AT BROADSIDE
Two-dimensional FPCA are a well-known type of structures
that have been widely studied before [1]-[3]. In contrast to the
one-dimensional FPCA, the main objective when designing a
2D FPCA is to achieve radiation to the broadside direction (zdirection in Fig. 1a). The feeding is placed in the middle of the
bottom layer (which acts as a PEC), usually with a waveguide
or a coaxial cable, leading to the propagation of an outward
cylindrical leaky wave with wave number k = β - jα, where
 represents the radial direction of propagation. The radiation
at broadside direction will happen when working below the
splitting condition [3]:
𝛼𝜌 = 𝛽𝜌

(6)

This condition is fulfilled at the design working frequency.
Due to the dispersive nature of LWA, the broadside pencil
beam splits into a conical scanned beam as frequency
increases. Near bellow the splitting-condition band, the
antenna enters the cut-off region where the propagation of the
cylindrical leaky wave is not supported, so the radiation
efficiency is drastically reduced. Due to this, the broadside
radiation band of 2D FPCA is very narrow.
In order to increase the bandwidth for broadside radiation,
several proposals have been presented, as the use of multiple
PRS layers [4]-[8], all-dielectric superstrates [9]-[11], tightly
coupled printed circuits [12]-[14] or thick substrates [15]. The
objective in all these works is to extend the splitting condition
(6) to a wider frequency band, so the main radiated beam does
not split as frequency is increased.
In this section, we will focus on the analysis of the multicavity 2D FPCA based on the use of multiple PRS layers,
which are composed of metallic squared patches on a
substrate, as shown in Fig. 1a. Particularly, we will take the
designs presented in [6].
A. Dispersion Analysis
To analyze the 2D FPCA, the same TEN of Fig. 2 can be
used, modelling the PRS layers with an equivalent admittance
YPRS,n. Similarly to the previous process for the multi-cavity
one-dimensional FPCA, we will first perform the analysis of
the homogenized TEN, solving the associated TRE, and then
we will obtain the different modes through the nonhomogenized analysis.
In this case, the objective radiation angle is set to R=0º, and
in the designs from [6], different frequency bands were
selected for the cases of order N=2 and N=3. The phase of the
reflection coefficient of the homogenized TEN, Ψ𝐻 (𝑓, 𝜃𝑅 ), is
depicted in Fig. 10a, along with the objective phase,
Ψ𝑂𝐵𝐽 (𝑓, 𝜃𝑅 ), for these two designs. Again, we can see that for
a certain bandwidth, there is a positive slope in the phase of
the reflection coefficient, as observed in the case of the 1D
FPCA analysis. For the N=2 case, the condition in (2) is
fulfilled for a frequency band from 13.5 GHz to 14 GHz and
in the case of order N=3, the positive slope of Ψ𝐻 (𝑓, 𝜃𝑅 )

Fig. 10. Homogenized reflection coefficient of MCFPA in [6] a) Phase b)
Magnitude.

follows the one of the objective reflection phase in a band
from around 13.8 GHz to 15.5 GHz. The magnitude of the
homogenized reflection coefficient |𝜌𝐻 | is also plotted in Fig.
10b.
The dispersion of the 2D FPCA can be obtained by solving
the TRE in (3) for both the homogenized reflection coefficient
𝜌𝐻 and the multi-modal one 𝜌𝑀𝑀 . In Fig. 11, the dispersion of
the TE and the TM propagating leaky waves is shown for the
N=2 MCFPA. As observed, TE and TM dispersion curves are
similar, so the analysis of the coupling between different
modes will be focused on the TE propagation. Again, looking
at the dispersion of the homogeneous leaky mode (black lines
in Fig. 11), there is a region with anomalous oscillation
between 13.5 GHz and 14 GHz. In the previous analysis of the
1D MCFPA, the oscillation of the homogenized leaky mode
was centered around a value of /k0=0.5, which corresponds to
the design scanning angle R=30º. Now in the case of the 2D
MCFPA, there is a region of oscillation where the leaky mode
satisfies the splitting condition /k0=/k0 (6), as reported in
[15], [22], [24], [25]-[27]. By solving the TRE with the multimodal reflection coefficient 𝜌𝑀𝑀 , two leaky mode solutions
are obtained and plotted with blue and red lines, respectively,
in Fig. 11. Each of these individual modes presents a
conventional monotonic dispersion.
In the lower frequency band below 13.5 GHz, the
homogenized leaky mode follows the dispersion of the first
individual mode. From that point, the first individual mode
gets further from the splitting condition. The homogenized
mode shows a transition zone from the first to the second
modes, where it stays around the splitting condition.. Then,
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Fig. 12. Multi-modal dispersion curves showing coupling effects of 2D
MCFPA N=2 for TE propagation.

Fig. 11. Dispersion of 2D MCFPA N=2. a) TE propagation and b) TM
propagation.

the homogenized mode follows the second mode from 14
GHz. It is important to notice that, out of the transition region,
the homogenized mode does not perfectly match the
individual modes since, as explained before, the homogenized
TEN is an approximation for a fixed radiation angle (R=0º for
this case). In any case, thanks to this coupling effect, the
homogenized leaky mode shows a wide band from 13.5 GHz
to 14 GHz, where the splitting condition (6) is satisfied.
In order to better show the coupling between the two
individual modes, the dispersion curves for the TE
propagation when varying the height of the second cavity, H2,
are plotted in Fig. 12 for a fixed frequency of 13.8 GHz, which
is highlighted in Fig. 11a in the middle of the oscillation
region, and with a splitting condition value /k0/k00.2.
Around the design value of H2=11 mm, there is an
interchange in the dispersions of the phase constant (Fig. 12a).
Below this value, the homogenized mode follows the first
mode. Also in this region, the second mode is below cut-off,
so only the first mode is propagating along the structure.
Above H2=11 mm, the second individual mode starts
propagating and the homogenized mode starts following it.
Similarly to the analysis of the 1D MCFPA of order N=2, we
can see a peak in the leakage rate right at the coupling point,
with H/k0=0.19 (Fig. 12b). The coupling effect in Fig. 12 for
the case of the 2D MCFPA looks similar to the one for the 1D
MCFPA in Fig. 6, demonstrating that for the both topologies,
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the phenomenon that creates the apparently non-physical
behavior is the same: coupling between conventional leaky
modes that explain the oscillations on the dispersion of the
homogenized leaky mode.
The same analysis can be performed on the N=3 design also
presented in [6]. The dispersion of the homogenized and the
individual leaky modes is plotted in Fig. 13. Again, the
dispersion for the TE propagation (Fig. 13a) and the one for
the TM propagation (Fig. 13b) are very similar, so we will
focus the analysis on the TE propagation. The dispersion of
the homogenized leaky mode follows the same tendency as the
one of the design of order N=2, having a region of oscillation
where  and  are close to each other, which is essential to
have radiation at broadside. Similarly to the results in [26] and
[27], the peaks in  occur when  is decreasing and, for the
case of order N=3, we have two oscillations in  and two
peaks in . When solving the TRE from the non-homogenized
TEN, we obtain three different leaky mode solutions at each
frequency. At the lower band below 14 GHz, the homogenized
leaky mode is closer to the first individual one, then it is
attracted by the second mode until 15 GHz, where it
eventually follows the third mode. To better analyze what is
happening in the oscillation region, two points in frequency,
highlighted in Fig. 13a, have been chosen to analyze the
dispersion varying the dimensions of the two upper cavities of
the 2D MCFPA: 14.8 GHz and 15.6 GHz. This is shown in
Fig. 14 and Fig. 15.
In Fig. 14, the dispersion of each leaky mode (including the
homogenized one) when varying the height of the second
cavity H2, is depicted for a frequency of 14.8 GHz. Here we
see how the homogenized mode goes from the first individual
mode to the third one (Fig. 14a), differently than in the case of
the 1D MCFPA, while the second mode is almost unaltered by
the change of H2. Coupling at this point around H2=9.5 mm
can also be confirmed looking at the leakage rate in Fig. 14b,
where a peak appears with a value H/k0=0.3.
The dispersion when varying the height of the third cavity
H3 at 15.6 GHz is shown in Fig. 15. It is clear how the
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Fig. 14. Multi-modal dispersion curves showing coupling effects for the 2D
MCFPA N=3 for the low frequency in the coupling band (14.8 GHz).

Fig. 13. Dispersion of 2D MCFPA N=3. a) TE propagation and b) TM
propagation.

homogenized mode goes from the second mode to the third
mode, but the effect of coupling can also be seen between the
first and the second mode at a higher value of /k0=0.5. The
peak in the leakage rate is again present (Fig. 15b).
At this point it is important to clarify that each individual
leaky mode is not directly related to the height of one specific
cavity of the MCFPA. Instead, it is the effect of the whole
structure what defines the two or three leaky modes
(depending on the number of cavities N). All the coupling
figures (Figs 6, 8, 9, 12, 14 and 15) help to show that there is
coupling between modes, which is the cause of the bandwidth
enhancement in broadband MCFPA. As the number of cavities
increases, so does the complexity of the coupling phenomena.
In any case, it is then demonstrated that for the 2D MCFPA,
the anomalous oscillatory dispersion of the homogenized
leaky mode around the splitting condition /k0/k0, comes
from the coupling between conventional leaky modes: two in
the case of the structure with N=2 cavities, and three in the
case of order N=3. Although the homogenized anomalous
dispersion had been reported in recent papers of 2D broadband
MCFPA [15], [22], [24], [25]-[27], it is the first time that it is
demonstrated that this is related to the dispersion coupling
between conventional leaky modes.
IV. RADIATION PATTERNS
The effect of modal coupling in the radiated fields of LWAs
has been reported in the past literature [36]-[44].

Fig. 15. Multi-modal dispersion curves showing coupling effects for the 2D
MCFPA N=3 for the high frequency in the coupling band (15.6 GHz).

Again, previous studies were related to undesired effects,
since the coupling with an unwanted leaky-mode might give
rise to an unexpected or spurious beam related to the
undesired leaky wave. This has been demonstrated for the case
of a slotted waveguide LWAs (where the unwanted mode is
the slot mode) [36]-[41], [43], [44], and for the unwanted
channel mode [42].
However, in our case the existence of more than one leaky
mode is of interest to increase the gain bandwidth. This is
demonstrated for the first time in this paper by describing the
total radiation pattern of MFCPA, as the interference between
all existent leaky modes, each one with its respective complex
propagation constant, as proposed in [39], [41], [42].
In order to show how the individual leaky modes contribute
to create the total radiation pattern, we will replicate some
experimental results in [19] for the 1D MCFPA and [6] for the
2D MCFPA of order N=2 and N=3 at different frequencies.
For this, first we must obtain the illumination created by each
individual leaky mode. In the case of the 1D MCFPA, the
illumination can be modeled as a magnetic line source [19],
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which in this case is directed in the y-direction, according to
Fig. 1b. For the case of the 2D MCFPA, as we will replicate
the radiation pattern in one of the main planes (y-z), we will
only consider the illumination along the y-direction (TE
mode). Thus, the illumination of each individual mode can be
obtained, using its complex propagation constant in the
y-direction ky=y-jy, as follows:
𝑀(𝑦) = 𝑒 −𝛼𝑦 ·𝑦 𝑒 −𝑗·𝛽𝑦 ·𝑦

(7)

As it is sketched in Fig. 1a, the feeding of the 2D MCFPA
is placed in the middle of the structure, so the illumination is
bi-directional. Since the structure is symmetric, the
illumination will be mirror-symmetric from the center of the
radiation plane.
Once we have the illumination of each mode, the total
illumination MT(y) that will create the radiation pattern is
obtained as a linear combination of all the modes, each one
weighted with a complex coefficient Cn:
𝑀𝑇 (𝑦) = 𝐶1 · 𝑀1 (𝑦) + 𝐶2 · 𝑀2 (𝑦) + ⋯ + 𝐶𝑁 · 𝑀𝑁 (𝑦) (8)
Finally, the radiation pattern can be computed by taking
into account the total illumination:
𝐿

𝑅𝑃(𝜃) = ∫0 𝑀𝑇 (𝑦) · 𝑒 𝑗·𝑘0·𝑦·sin(𝜃) 𝑑𝑦

(9)

Fig. 16. Comparison of normalized radiation patterns for the 1D MCPFA of
order N=2 with multi-mode theory and measurements in [19]. a) Frequency
14.78 GHz b) Frequency 15.76 GHz and c) Total illumination.
TABLE I
COMPLEX COEFFICIENTS FOR THE ILLUMINATION OF EACH MODE OF THE 1D
MCPFA OF ORDER N=2 TO OBTAIN THE THEORETICAL PATTERNS IN FIG.
16c
Leaky Mode

where L represents the antenna length. The length used in the
1D MCPFA designs in [19] is L=16 cm and the dimension of
the 2D MCPFA in [6] is L=8 cm.
In Fig. 16, the radiation patterns for the 1D MCFPA of
order N=2 at different frequencies are depicted. First, to better
identify the contribution of each leaky mode in the final
overall radiation pattern, Fig 16a and Fig 16b represent the
normalized radiation patterns of each individual mode, along
with the measured ones obtained from Fig. 19 in [19], at 14.78
GHz and 15.76 GHz, respectively. It can be observed from
Fig. 16a that radiation at the desired scanning angle R=30º is
mainly due to the first leaky mode, which points close to this
angle for this frequency. However, a high sidelobe at lower
angles appears in the total radiation pattern due to the
interference of the second leaky mode, which scans at =11º
for this lower-band frequency of 14.78 GHz. In the upper
frequency band, it can be seen from Fig. 16b, that now it is the
second leaky mode the one scanning close to the desired
scanning angle R=30º for 15.76 GHz. The first mode now is
scanning it associated beam at =43º, creating an interference
peak which broadens the radiation region as observed in the
measured pattern in Fig. 16b.
As explained before, the combination of all the modes is a
complex sum, where each mode is multiplied by a complex
coefficient (8). Fig. 16c shows the theoretical patterns as a
combination of all the modes, compared with the measured
patterns for three frequencies. The wave number of each leaky
mode ky and the coefficients for the illumination Cn are
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n=1
n=2
n=1
n=2
n=1
n=2

βy/k0

αy/k0

Scan Angle

Frequency = 14.78 GHz
0.472
0.0374
28.2º
0.1926
0.1009
11.1º
Frequency = 15.36 GHz
0.6111
0.0209
37.7º
0.4514
0.0261
26.8º
Frequency = 15.76 GHz
0.6768
0.0133
42.6º
0.5481
0.0184
33.2º

Cn
1
6𝜋

1.12 · 𝑒 𝑗 5

1
1 · 𝑒 −𝑗·0.675π
1
𝜋

1.05 · 𝑒 −𝑗 2

summarized in Table I for each analyzed frequency. It is
demonstrated from Fig. 16c, that the radiation patterns of the
1D MCFPA with N=2 can be obtained from the interference of
the two coupled leaky modes, each one with its physical
complex propagation constant, and scanning at its individual
angular direction. As a result, the total radiation pattern shows
two radiation peaks, as clearly observed at 15.36 GHz in
Fig. 16c. The homogenized non-physical leaky mode alone
cannot describe this interference pattern, since it would create
a single directive beam. The actual physical phenomenon is
therefore only captured when considering the interference
between N coupled leaky waves.
The same comparison can be performed for the results of
the 1D MCFPA of order N=3, shown in Fig. 19e in [19].
Again, the measured patterns at two frequencies in the lower
and upper zones of the wide radiation band (14.84 GHz and
15.76 GHz), are represented with the theoretical patterns of
the individual leaky modes in Fig. 17a and Fig. 17b,
respectively. At the first frequency of 14.84 GHz (Fig. 17a)
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Fig. 17. Comparison of normalized radiation patterns for the 1D MCPFA of
order N=3 with multi-mode theory and measurements in [19]. a) Frequency
14.84 GHz b) Frequency 15.76 GHz and c) Total illumination.
TABLE II
COMPLEX COEFFICIENTS FOR THE ILLUMINATION OF EACH MODE OF THE 1D
MCPFA OF ORDER N=3 TO OBTAIN THE THEORETICAL PATTERNS IN FIG.
17c
Leaky Mode
n=1
n=2
n=3
n=1
n=2
n=3
n=1
n=2
n=3

βy/k0

αy/k0

Scan Angle

Frequency = 14.84 GHz
0.4258
0.0086
25.2º
0.3039
0.0973
17.7º
0.0723
0.2643
4.2º
Frequency = 15.76 GHz
0.6443
0.0036
40.1º
0.5681
0.0323
34.6º
0.4299
0.0332
25.5º
Frequency = 16.2 GHz
0.7162
0.0025
45.7º
0.6499
0.0221
40.5º
0.5378
0.0221
32.5º

Fig. 18. Scanned Pattern Bandwidth at θ=30º a) N=2 y b) N=3.

Cn
1
𝜋
−𝑗10

7·𝑒
0
1

𝜋

6.5 · 𝑒 −𝑗 5
5·

3𝜋
𝑒 −𝑗 4

0
1.1
3𝜋

1.12 · 𝑒 𝑗 4

the third mode does not contribute to the total radiation pattern
since, according to Fig. 7, it is in the cut-off region far below
the point where α=β. Thus, the radiation pattern is mostly
created by the combination of the first and the second mode,
being the first mode the one that is closer to the desired
scanning direction R=30º. Instead, for the higher frequency of
15.76 GHz (Fig. 17b), the three leaky modes contribute to the
total radiation pattern. Finally, radiation at 16.2 GHz can be
mainly attributed to the interference of mode 2 and mode 3,
leaving the first mode with very low contribution, as
summarized in Table II. Finally, the theoretical radiation
patterns are compared with the measured ones at three
frequencies in Fig. 17c. The coefficients that multiply the
illumination of each mode are presented in Table II with their
complex wave number and their scanning angle at the three
frequencies. The measured radiation patterns can be modelled

with the theoretical patterns created by combination of the
multiple obtained leaky modes, as shown in Fig. 17c.
As a last comparison for the 1D MCFPA, the results of the
measured gain, shown in the Fig. 18 in [19] at a fixed
scanning direction R=30º and for a sweep in frequency are
presented in Fig. 18. The results for the design of order N=2
are shown in Fig. 18a, where the directivity at R=30º is also
depicted for the radiation patterns of each individual leaky
mode and for the total patterns as a combination of the two
leaky modes. At lower frequencies around 15 GHz, it is the
first mode the one that mostly contributes to radiation to
R=30º. As the frequency increases, the beams are scanned and
the second mode becomes the one that predominantly radiates
to R=30º for 15.5 GHz, as previously explained and in
coherence with the obtained dispersions of the individual
physical leaky modes. In the middle of the frequency band,
between 15.1 GHz and 15.3 GHz, the two modes interfere at
at R=30º to keep the normalized directivity above -3 dB. As a
result, the Scanned Pattern Bandwidth (SPBW) at R=30º
(defined as the frequency band where the normalized
directivity is kept above -3 dB), extends from 14.76 GHz to
15.76 GHz for this N=2 antenna design. The theoretical curve
for the SPBW matches very well the results from the
measurements in [19]. Therefore it is corroborated that
different leaky modes contribute to radiation at the desired
scanning direction R=30º in different frequencies, and this is
what extends the resulting pattern bandwidth.
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Fig. 18b shows similar results for the design with N=3.
Again, the theoretical SPBW curve as combination of the
three modes fits the one of the measurements in [19]. The
contribution of each mode to the SPBW is very clear, having
the first mode with a peak at the lower frequency band and the
third mode at higher frequencies. In the middle band from
15.25 GHz to 15.75 GHz, the three modes contribute as it was
demonstrated in Fig. 17b. Therefore, this interference
phenomenon of N=3 coupled leaky modes over this wide
band, explains the SPBW enhancement reported in [19].
For the case of the 2D MCPFA, the simulated radiation
pattern for the design of order N=3 at 15.6 GHz, presented in
Fig. 14b in [6], is plotted in Fig. 19 with the theoretical
radiation pattern which is obtained through the combination of
the illumination of the three different bi-directional leaky
modes (Fig. 13a) at the same frequency. The coefficients of
the illumination of each mode are presented in Table III along
with their complex wave number. The simulated pattern in
solid line is well fitted by the theoretical one, which also
clearly replicates the level of the secondary lobes around the
main beam pointed at the broadside direction. At this
frequency of analysis, it is the third mode the one responsible
for the radiation at broadside, since it is working closer to the
splitting condition (6). First and second leaky modes are far
above the splitting condition, creating a conical beam whose
directivity at broadside direction is drastically reduced. The
complex interference between the three modes is the
responsible of creating the secondary lobes at their respective
scanning directions (18º for mode 2 and 33º for mode 1).
These modes were responsible for radiation at broadside at
lower frequencies. Therefore, as in the 1D antenna, the
improvement in the SPBW of 2D MCPFA, can be attributed to
the appearance of new leaky modes radiating at the broadside
direction in different frequencies.
V. CONCLUSION
The results in this paper have revealed some important new
conclusions about the leaky-mode radiation nature in
wideband Fabry-Pérot antennas composed of N coupled
resonant cavities.
First, it has been given an explanation for the quasioscillatory leaky-mode dispersion reported in the past
literature, and which showed anomalous negative slope in the
phase-constant dispersion. This could be erroneously
interpreted as if these antennas could support the propagation
of a leaky wave with non-physical negative group velocity. It
has been demonstrated that a set of N coupled leaky modes
can be obtained when an accurate multi-modal dispersion
analysis is performed, all of them having physical
conventional dispersions. This multi-modal results are more
accurate than the single-mode homogenized dispersions
obtained in the past literature, and which comes from an
approximate single-cavity analysis using an equivalent grid
impedance. As a result, the homogenized dispersion showed
and averaged and approximate dispersion plot, which does not
correspond to the existence of a physical mode. It is the
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Fig. 19. Radiation patterns for 2D MCFPA N=3.
TABLE III
COMPLEX COEFFICIENTS FOR THE ILLUMINATION OF EACH MODE OF THE 2D
MCPFA OF ORDER N=3 TO OBTAIN THE THEORETICAL PATTERNS IN FIG. 18
Leaky Mode
n=1
n=2
n=3

βy/k0

αy/k0

Frequency = 15.6 GHz
0.5151
0.0154
0.4124
0.0483
0.1833

0.0218

Cn
1
5𝜋

1.95 · 𝑒 𝑗 6

3𝜋

1.85 · 𝑒 𝑗 2

decomposition on the N physical leaky waves what really
captures the physical coupling phenomena, as demonstrated in
this paper.
Similarly, the second main conclusion is that the radiation
pattern of this type of broadband leaky-wave antennas, can
only be accurately obtained when the superposition of these N
coupled leaky waves is taken into account. Again, a single
homogenized leaky mode cannot provide the radiation patterns
observed in the measured experiments. On the contrary, the
enhancement in the gain bandwidth can be accurately
explained by the interference of these N leaky waves to the
total radiation pattern, each one contributing to the desired
radiation direction in a different frequency band.
Although these results have been obtained for broadband
FPA formed by multiple coupled PRS layers, we believe that
similar conclusions can be applied to other type of broadband
leaky-wave antennas, as those formed by all-dielectric
superstrates [9]-[11], or those using a single PRS with tightlycoupled printed circuits [12]-[14] or a thick substrate [15]. In
any case, the existence of multiple coupled leaky waves can
give an accurate and physical explanation to their radiation
pattern bandwidth enhancement.
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2.1 Summary

2.1

Summary

In [1] (chapter 1 of Part I), the multi-cavity coupling approach was used in order to
increase the SPBW of PLWAs. This approach has been used in many different papers
and, in all of them, the design process was based on the synthesis of a partially
reflective surface (PRS) with a reflection coefficient that has an increasing phase as
the frequency is increased. In the desired frequency range, that phase of the reflection
coefficient followed an objective function so that the radiation angle was kept constant,
but that positive-slope-phase behaviour implies a negative group delay, which is not
physically possible for passive non-lossy structures. Shallow insight on the behaviour
of this multiple coupled cavity structures has been given [116] before this work was
submitted to the IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation journal (February
2021), but an explanation to the anomalous non-physical dispersion had not been
presented.
The aim of this paper, which is still under review, was to better explain the
performance of coupled multi-cavity structures. For that, a multi-modal analysis
was performed for the first time, demonstrating that the working principle can be
attributed to the propagation of several modes that couple energy between each
other. From this approach, the shape and change with the frequency of the radiation
pattern could be explained as an interference between the different leaky modes that
are present in the structure. This was not possible to explain before.

2.2

Methodology

For this work, the next steps were followed:
1. Review the state of the art to find the papers where the anomalous dispersion
mentioned above is presented. The aim was to find possible explanations of this
phenomenon.
2. Deep study of the proposed model of the multi-layer topologies to better understand
the results obtained in [1].
3. Programming of the tools in Matlab to obtain the dispersion curves of the different
leaky modes that propagate along the multi-layer structures.
4. Comparison of the obtained results with the previously obtained anomalous
dispersions to validate the proposed multi mode explanation.
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5. Replication of the measured radiation patterns shown in other works with the
contribution of all the obtained modes. This could not be done with the single mode
approach that was given in previous literature. Thus, the multi-mode explanation
is further validated.

2.3

Results

The first results obtained in this work were aimed to demonstrate that an
homogenization process, regarding the analysis of the equivalent model, was
performed in all previous works. As shown, this implies a loss of information about
the different modes propagating along the structure and the coupling between them.
Then, a multi-modal analysis is performed, showing how the homogenized results can
be explained as the combined dispersion of different coupled leaky modes. Coupling
between these modes is depicted as well as an analysis by varying the dimensions of
the structure. Finally, the simulated and measured radiation patterns of different
structures are obtained as a combination of the leaky modes, showing that the
behaviour through which the SPBW is increased is due to the coupling between these
mentioned leaky modes.
The multi-modal explanation is given for two different topologies: 1-D multi-SIW
LWA and the 2-D multilayer FPCA. This way, our approach is valid for any multi-layer
LWA and we believe that this study can be performed in any kind of broadband LWA
with enhanced SPBW based on the use of multiple cavities.

2.4

Conclusions and Contributions

A deeper insight has been given about the working principle of wideband Fabry-Pérot
antennas composed of multiple resonant cavities.
The anomalous oscillatory
dispersion of these structures, which could be interpreted as the propagation of a
leaky mode with non-physical negative group velocity in some frequency bands, has
been explained in terms of the propagation of multiple leaky modes that couple energy
between them. Moreover, the radiation pattern of this kind of antennas can only be
explained as a superposition of the contribution of several leaky modes rather than
a single one with anomalous dispersion. This also explains the enhancement of the
SPBW as the contribution of each leaky mode to the radiation at a given angle in
different frequency bands.
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2.4 Conclusions and Contributions

The exposed multi-modal analysis had not been considered before and, in the analysis
of the results in previous works, the working performance of such structure was
considered ’anomalous’, but not further investigation on it had been done.
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Abstract- The use of defocusing techniques in 1D scanned leakywave antennas (LWA) to overcome the directivity-bandwidth
product is reported in this work. These techniques are based on
the independent modulation of both the phase constant and the
attenuation constant of the leaky mode to broaden the main lobe
of a leaky-wave antenna. An improvement in the relation
between the scanned pattern bandwidth (SPBW) and the peak
directivity (PD) of the antenna is achieved by broadening the
main lobe, obtaining antennas with the same directivity and
higher bandwidth. To illustrate this, a final figure shows the
theoretical SPBW achieved by a regular LWA in comparison
with the one obtained with a defocused LWA, where it can be
seen how to improve the relation, a high defocusing is needed.
Keywords— leaky-wave antennas, defocused beam, directivitybandwidth product, broadband antennas, dispersion control.

I.

INTRODUCCIÓN

The
directivity-bandwidth
product
(DBWP)
stablishes a well-known trade-off in antenna engineering: for
a given physical antenna dimension the higher the directivity
the lower the bandwidth and vice-versa [1]. In this context,
bandwidth is the overall antenna bandwidth, which include
input impedance bandwidth (ZBW) and radiation pattern
bandwidth (RBW) [1]. In the frame of high-gain antennas,
reflector antennas are probably the best solution in terms of
this DBWP [1]. However, they suffer from an inherent 3D
bulky structure, which can be a problem when planar, lowprofile directive antennas are necessary [2]. In this case, other
antenna technologies such as planar phased-arrays, or leakywave antennas (LWAs) [3] are an interesting solution.
LWAs offer simpler feeding structure than phased-arrays,
and they provide highly-directive frequency-scanned radiation
patterns [3]. This directive frequency-scanning response is
used in applications such as radar [4], imaging [5], direction
finding [6], localization [7], analog-signal processing [8],
wireless-power transmission [9]... LWAs offer also an
inherent broadband input impedance response (high ZBW).
However, since the main narrow beam is scanned with
frequency, the radiation pattern bandwidth is seriously
compromised: for a given scanning angle, the gain strongly
depends on frequency, giving rise to a low RBW. This
phenomenon can be unwanted in some application such as
point-to-point wireless links, and is then referred to as beam
squint [10]. In this sense, an intensive effort is being made
recently to mitigate or reduce the beam squint and thus
increase the scanned-pattern bandwidth (SPBW) in LWAs
[10]-[13].
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In this paper we propose a new mechanism to increase the
SPBW of a LWA and thus reduce the associated beam squint,
by tapering the antenna profile along its length. Tapered
LWAs have been proposed for many years as a way to increase
the RBW [14]-[17]. However, for the authors’ knowledge this
is the first time that a systematic and parametric analysis on
the effect of the tapering on the GBWP is reported. Moreover,
the geometrical tapering of the LWA is associated with the
defocusing of the LWA. This defocusing mechanism has been
proposed in LWAs to create converging/diverging broadbeam radiation patterns [18]-[20], but it is the first time that
this defocusing/tapering is theoretically linked to the
design of broadband tapered LWAs. We believe that this
contribution can give some light to understanding the physics
behind broadband tapered LWA, and also to allow for a
systematic and efficient design of them.
II. SCANNED PATTERN BANDWIDTH IN LWAS
In antenna theory, the RBW is defined as the frequency
range [𝑓1 ,𝑓2 ] at which the gain at a fixed observation angle, 𝜃0 ,
is over -3dB w.r.t. the maximum gain [8]. In LWAs, the main
beam is scanned with the frequency, so the SPBW will depend
on the beamwidth that, for 1-D non-tapered LWAs, is related
to the longitudinal length. In Fig.1, it can be seen how longer
antennas produce more directive narrower beams that are
scanned with the frequency. This beams are pointed to the
same angle 𝜃𝑅 , from broadside, for the same frequency.

Fig. 1. H plane directivity at three different frequencies for two
antenna lengths

Fig.2 shows the directivity at a fixed angle 𝜃𝑅 = 30º, for
the same antenna lengths than Fig.1. Longer antennas give
higher directivity at a fixed angle, however, the bandwidth is
lower due to the scanning of a narrower beam.

 R  arcsin( y / k0 )

(2)

the radiation angle will be different in any position of the
antenna, as shown in Fig.3, where 𝐿𝐴 stands as the antenna
length. This variation of 𝛽𝑦 will make the main beam to
broaden [6]. The broad beam is also scanned with the
frequency as 𝑘𝑦 (𝑧) also depends on the frequency.

Fig. 2. H plane directivity at 𝜃𝑅 = 30º and SPBW for two antenna
lengths.

To better represent the typical behaviour of a LWA,
Fig.3 shows the peak directivity and the SPBW, relative to
the central frequency 𝑓0 = 15𝐺𝐻𝑧, as a function of the
antenna length. As previously indicated, as the antenna
length grows, the peak directivity increases, but the SPBW
decreases, being this change more abrupt for shorter
antennas.

Fig. 4. Ray view of the difference between a) a normal 1-D LWA
and b) a tapered 1-D LWA for a fixed frequency.

To see how the beam can be broaden, Fig.5 shows the
radiation pattern of a LWA with 𝐿𝐴 = 20𝜆0 for different
defocusing degrees at 𝑓0 = 15𝐺𝐻𝑧. It can be observed how
highly defocused beams can be obtained.

Fig. 3. In blue, peak directivity in H plane at 𝜃𝑅 = 30º and in red,
SPBW relative to 15GHz.

III. DEFOCUSED LWAS
Defocusing techniques are performed by tapering LWAs
that allow to control independently the phase constant 𝛽𝑦 and
the attenuation constant 𝛼𝑦 of the leaky mode longitudinal
wavenumber 𝑘𝑦 along the antenna length (y-direction), in
contrast to a non-tapered LWA, in which 𝑘𝑦 does not vary
along the antenna. Thus, the longitudinal wavenumber 𝑘𝑦
depends on the position along the y-direction, for a fixed
frequency 𝑓0 :

k y ( f 0 , y)   y ( f 0 , y)  j y ( f 0 , y)

(1)

As the beam pointing angle 𝜃𝑅 , with respect to broadside
(z-direction), depends on the phase constant by the following
expresion:

Fig. 5. H Plane directivity of a non-tapered LWA and different
tapered LWAs with length 𝐿𝐴 = 20𝜆0 at 15GHz

It can be noticed how broader beams can be synthetized
with long antennas, with a reduction in the peak directivity.
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IV. DIRECTIVITY-BANDWIDTH IMPROVEMENT
To see how the defocusing techniques are useful to
increase the bandwidth keeping the same directivity as a
normal LWA, it is necessary to obtain the dispersion along the
antenna in order to know how the radiation pattern of a tapered
LWA changes with frequency as in Fig.1, and then compare
the results. First of all, the dispersion of a non-tapered LWA
is shown in Fig.6. Fig.6a represents the variation of the
normalized phase constant 𝛽𝑦 /𝑘0 and the normalized
attenuation constant 𝛼𝑦 /𝑘0 with the frequency for a regular
LWA designed to point to 𝜃𝑅 = 30º at 15GHz. As 𝛽𝑦 is
directly related to the radiation angle 𝜃𝑅 , Fig.6b represents 𝜃𝑅
as a function of the frequency. This parameters will not change
along the antenna longitudinal direction since the transversal
section keeps constant. Thus, for any frequency, every point
of the antenna will be radiating at the same angle.

a)

b)
Fig. 7. a) Dispersion of a tapered LWA with a beam from 0º to 62º
b) Radiation angle 𝜃𝑅 of the same antenna.

a)

b)
Fig. 6. a) Dispersion of a non-tapered LWA b) Radiation angle 𝜃𝑅 of the
same antenna.

It can be noticed that, as explained before, the radiation
angle increases with the frequency, but the cutoff frequency of
the leaky mode, at which 𝛽𝑦 /𝑘0 = 𝛼𝑦 /𝑘0 has to be
highlighted. Below this frequency, there is no radiation due to
the leaky wave reactive behaviour below cutoff [3].
In contrast to a non-tapered LWA, the dispersion of a
tapered LWA changes along the antenna length. To illustrate
this, Fig.7 represents the same as Fig.6 for a tapered LWA
designed to have a beamwidth from 0º to 62º from broadside.
In this case, as the dispersion changes from the beginning to
the end of the antenna, Fig.7 shows the dispersion in this two
points, while in any other longitudinal point it will be between
the two curves. Then, for a fixed frequency, the radiation angle
is different in any point of the antenna. In this case, the cutoff
frequency is not the same along the antenna, at the beginning
it is lower than at the end, so radiation will be possible at a
wider range of frequencies than using a non-tapered LWA,
regardless of its length.
If we look to Fig.6, radiation is not possible at lower
frequencies than 14.2GHz, so even for very short antennas
where the main beam is very wide, the frequency band
contributing to the SPBW cannot contain frequencies below
that one. This can be seen in Fig.8, which shows the same as
in Fig.2 for shorter antennas.
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Fig. 8. H plane directivity at 𝜃𝑅 = 30º for different antenna lengths.

As it can be observed, the directivity at 𝜃𝑅 = 30º is not
symmetrical anymore and does not extend to lower frequencies
due to the cutoff frequency and here is where tapering can be
useful. For a tapered LWA, some parts of the antenna can be
below cutoff, while other parts are not and will contribute to
radiation at lower frequencies. This is represented in Fig.9,
where the directivity at 𝜃𝑅 = 30º is shown for a tapered LWA
with a defocused beam from 18º to 42º, whose radiation pattern
is shown in Fig.5 in green line.

Fig. 9. H plane directivity at 𝜃𝑅 = 30º comparison between a nontapered LWA and a tapered LWA with a defocused beam from 18º
to 42º.

As it can be noticed, the peak directivity of around 14.2dB
at 𝜃𝑅 = 30º is similar in both designs, but the SPBW appears
to be wider in the case of the tapered LWA. To better compare
this two antennas, the same directivity as in Fig.9 is normalized
in order to see the improvement in the SPBW.
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3.1

Summary

The coupled cavities approach for increasing the SPBW in LWAs has shown excellent
results, as depicted in the previous articles. However, as previously mentioned, there
is a trade-off between the SPBW and the directivity of the antenna that restricts
the applicability of LWAs for P2P communications. As it was shown, while the
SPBW grows, the peak directivity of the antenna decreases since the synthesized beam
gets broader. This can be quantitatively measured with the directivity-bandwidth
product (DBWP). Considering this, what we proposed in this work, presented in
XXXII Simposium Nacional de la Union Cientifica Internacional de Radio (URSI
2009) in 2017, was the use of tapered broadbeam LWAs in order to increase the SPBW
while keeping the same peak directivity as the one obtained with a conventional LWA.
The enhancement of the DBWP is achieved thanks to the lower cut-off frequency
that a defocused tapered LWA presents at the beginning of the aperture. This way,
while a conventional LWA enters the cut-off region when reducing the frequency, the
tapered LWA has some parts that allow the propagation of the leaky mode, presenting
some radiation at lower frequencies. As a drawback, the necessary length for the
defocused tapered LWA to obtain a similar directivity is quite higher than the one of
the conventional LWA.

3.2

Methodology

The next methodology was followed for this work:
1. Study and understanding of the DBWP in LWAs. Several characteristics of LWAs
were evaluated, from cut-off frequency to beam squint and antenna size.
2. Evaluation of the different solutions to enhance the DBWP. Here, the proposal of
a tapered LWA with different cut-off frequencies along the structure was proposed.
3. Theoretical analysis of the dispersion of a tapered LWA to understand how much
the cut-off frequency changes along the antenna.
4. Then, the SPBW of both the conventional LWA and the tapered one with similar
peak gain were analyzed to check the enhancement.
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3.3 Results

3.3

Results

The obtained results can be divided in three parts:
1. Study of the DBWP: In the first part of the article, the results show the trade-off
between directivity and SPBW. It was demonstrated that a larger conventional
LWA produced beams with higher directivity, but the narrower synthesized beam
implies a reduced SPBW due to the beam squint. The change in the peak directivity
and the SPBW when changing the length of the antenna is more abrupt for shorter
apertures than for longer ones.
2. Then, the dispersion and the radiation pattern of the tapered antennas is depicted,
demonstrating that radiation is possible at lower frequencies than in conventional
LWAs.
3. Finally, results of the peak gain and the SPBW were presented, showing that the
use of a tapered LWA can increase the fractional bandwidth from 7.7% to 9.33%
while keeping a directivity of 14.2 dBi.

3.4

Conclusions and Contributions

An alternative to increase the DBWP of LWAs has been proposed and studied in
this conference article. Given the three characteristics that limit the DBWP: cut-off
frequency, antenna size and beam squint, a tapered LWA was proposed to lower the
cut-off frequency of some parts of the radiating antenna, thus, increasing the SPBW
for a similar directivity compared with a conventional LWA.
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Abstract—A novel broadbeam, planar leaky-wave antenna
with radiation at broadside in the millimeter-wave frequency
range using substrate-integrated waveguide technology is
proposed. By feeding the antenna at the middle point along its
length and by working at the splitting condition, a bi-directional
traveling leaky-wave gives rise to a beam at the broadside
direction in the far-field. The design is validated with full-wave
simulations showing that a 30º half power beamwidth in the Hplane and 130º in the E-plane are possible in a 375MHz
bandwidth around 24GHz (1% fractional bandwidth). In this
frequency range, realized gain values are above 8dBi.
Index Terms—leaky-wave antennas, broadside radiation,
broadbeam, substarte integrated waveguide.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Leaky-wave antennas (LWAs) are a very-well known type
of antenna due to some interesting features, such as their
structural simplicity and direct feeding mechanism [1].
Combining them with substrate-integrated waveguides
(SIWs) leads to a very useful device which is easy to integrate
with other planar circuits. These features make them very
interesting and thus, a wide variety of substrate-integrated
waveguide leaky-wave antennas (SIW LWAs) have been
developed recently [2]-[4]. When working in the millimeterwave range, LWAs can be a good candidate to consider since
they are based on travelling-wave structures, rather than
resonant topologies, such as patch antennas, in which surface
wave effects can reduce the antenna radiation efficiency,
increase element coupling within a planar array, and
potentially spoil the desired far-field beam pattern [5].
To achieve radiation at the broadside direction with planar
LWAs (PLWAs), periodic structures are normally used [6][7], but it is necessary to employ different techniques to
suppress the open-stopband effect, which typically consists in
a drop in the radiation efficiency [8]. A different way to
achieve this radiation at broadside is to excite a bi-directional
leaky-wave (LW) that, under the so called splitting condition,
synthetizes a single beam pointing at this direction [9], [10].
PLWAs which offer broadside radiation in the far-field, are a
very good candidate for applications in the millimeter-wave
frequency range, such as collision-avoidance radars [11],
since they can offer both a directive and a broadbeam pattern
in different planes.
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Fig. 1. Top view of the proposed bi-directional SIW LWA.

Following the bi-directional LWA feeding approach, a
new topology based on the SIW LWA from [4], but now more
compact and fed by the middle point along its total length, is
proposed as shown in Fig. 1. This antenna can be seen as two
SIW LWAs in which the LW fields are travelling in opposite
±y-directions, in a way that the beams produced by each one
merge into one single beam in the far-field over a certain range
of frequencies. Also, as shown in Fig. 1, a non-radiating
shadow region is necessary to improve matching. At both ends
of the LWA, there is also a metallic via PEC wall so there is
no radiation from the lateral edges.
Since ordinary LWAs have a dispersive nature [1], the
usable bandwidth is limited when the beam is desired to be
stationary. For example, if the frequency increases, these farfield beams scan and eventually split, having one beam
pointing forwards and another one pointing backwards in the
far-field with respect to the y-direction. However, as reported
in this work for the proposed LWA, if the width
of the
SIW LWA and the distance between the posts of the leaky
via wall are well designed, antenna operation with high
radiation efficiency, under the splitting condition, can be
achieved with sustained broadside radiation and over a
reasonable bandwidth.
II.

BROADSIDE RADIATION

As mentioned before, to radiate at broadside the splitting
condition must be satisfied. This is given when the real part of
the complex longitudinal wavenumber k (along the ydirection) of the LW mode, equals the imaginary part:

k y = β y − jα y

(1)

Δθ −3dB

180 π
=
( L A λ0 ) cos(θ R )

(3)

is the radiation angle with respect to the broadside
where
direction and
is the aperture length. It is seen that, given a
fixed radiation angle , the beamwidth is mainly controlled
by the antenna aperture length; i.e. the longer the antenna, the
narrower the beamwidth. Therefore, to synthetize a
broadbeam pattern in the far-field, a compact antenna in terms
of wavelength is needed. In the case of the proposed LWA,
this is the H-plane (yz-plane according to Fig. 1) since the LW
radiation can be modelled as an equivalent magnetic-current
line source at the radiating edge. In the E-plane (xz-plane), the
beam is very broad and it is related to the size of the ground
plane; i.e. the smaller the ground plane, the wider the beam.
III.

THEORY

The main purpose of our design is to obtain the widest
possible beam, with this goal, some considerations have to be
studied. Firstly, to reduce propagation of the TM0 mode for
the supporting grounded dielectric slab and in order to keep a
wide beam in the E-plane, a thin substrate is needed. For this
reason, a substrate of thickness = 0.25
was used for
the design. On the other hand, to synthetize a broadbeam in
the H-plane, a short antenna is needed, but with the chosen
thickness there is a limit in the radiation rate , so as to
maintain a high efficiency, the antenna length is limited.
Also, to keep a good efficiency, a substrate was selected with
low losses and with a relative dielectric constant of 2.17.
needed is related to the antenna
The radiation rate
length and the required efficiency by the next expression:
=1

.

(4)

Then, if the efficiency is fixed to
= 90%,
can be
obtained for different antenna lengths. As the splitting
condition must be satisfied in order to obtain broadside
radiation,
is also obtained according to (2). This is shown
in Fig. 2, where the radiation rate
and the phase constant
of the leaky mode are represented normalized with respect
at the central
to the free space propagation constant
frequency = 24GHz, as a function of the antenna length.

y

/k 0 =

The flexibility of the proposed antenna to independently
and
allows one to obtain the splitting condition
control
under different scenarios. For example, by selection of the
appropriate substrate thickness, relative dielectric constant,
and LWA operational frequency, the far-field beamwidth and
position can be controlled.
Another important design feature is the antenna length. In
PLWAs, for example, the aperture length
is related to the
half power beamwidth ∆
in one plane containing the
longitudinal direction and perpendicular to the antenna
surface [1]:

/k 0

(2)

y

βy =αy .

Fig. 2. Normalized radiation and phase constants as a function of the antenna
length to satisfy the splitting condition with 90% of efficiency.

Given the substrate parameters, the dimensions of the
antenna can be obtained through the transverse equivalent
network (TEN) shown in Fig. 3. In this equivalent network,
the transverse resonance equation (TRE) must be satisfied
[12]:
=1.

(5)

Also, the transverse complex propagation constant
obtained with the next relation:
=

∗

=

.

can be

(6)

At the end, the rest of the parameters (
and
with =
1, 2) must be optimized so (5) is fulfilled. Fixing
=1
= 1.2
with vias diameter
= 0.6
, to act as
and
a PEC wall, the design curves in Fig. 4 can be obtained for
different antenna lengths.

Fig. 3. a) Transverse xz-plane of the proposed SIW LWA b) Transverse
equivalent network.

With these curves, the antenna length chosen is the
minimum one that allows the designer to place at least two
vias with periodicity
to enable LW radiation. This ensures
a broad beam pattern in the far-field for the compact LWA.
Moreover, if the antenna length is selected to be only 1.6
or
= 20
at = 24GHz, the distance between vias is
= 4.661
, so at least two vias can be placed in each
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TABLE II.

W0 & P1 (mm)

direction along the total length of the antenna aperture (see in
Fig. 1). However, it should be mentioned that an arrangement
of four vias would not be possible if an antenna length of
= 1.6 is selected, as done in this work. This is because
the distance between the vias would need to be = 5.1
.

Fig. 4. Antenna dimensions
and to satisfy the splitting condition with
90% of efficiency for different antenna lengths.

RESULTS

TABLE I.
PARAMETER

ANTENNA DIMENSIONS
VALUE

2.17
0.0009

(mm)

1.5

(mm)

5

(mm)

2.5

A. Antenna Port
In order to see how well the antenna is matched, Fig. 6
shows the | | parameter for a frequency range from
23.5GHz to 24.5GHz. It is seen that the antenna is well
matched over a relatively narrow band. This is due to two
different reasons. On one hand, bellow 23.75GHz the SIW
LWA is under cutoff and, as a result, some power is reflected
back to the microstrip line. On the other hand, above
24.25GHz the radiation rate is low and the power bounces
back from the lateral PEC via walls. This is the normal
behavior of a LWA [1], as the frequency increases after
broadside, the radiation rate decreases.
B. H-Plane Gain
The radiation in the H-plane (xz-plane) is plotted in Fig.
7. A broadbeam with a -3dB beam width of ∆
= 32.5°
from -16º to 16.5º is achieved for the design frequency =
24GHz. The same beamwidth is maintained across the whole
bandwidth, but with lower gain. The bandwidth is defined as
the range of frequencies in which the gain is kept over -3dB
with respect to the maximum gain at the design frequency
with a beamwidth higher than ∆
= 30°. With this
restriction, the observed frequency range can be defined from
23.875GHz to 24.25GHz realizing a bandwidth of 375MHz.

20

(mm)
(mm)

= 1.2

= 4.661

(mm)

=1

= 2.71

Fig. 6. |
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0.79

(mm)

0.25

(mm)

Fig. 5. Feeding dimensions.

VALUE

|S 11| (dB)

IV.

The dimensions of the final antenna design are listed in Table
I. As shown in Fig. 5, the antenna is fed by a microstrip line
with a final taper for matching purposes. The width of the
microstrip line is chosen to have a characteristic impedance of
50Ω, and the dimensions of the taper are summarized in Table
II. Also, all the results shown in this section have been
obtained using the full-wave simulation software HFSS [13].

FEEDING DIMENSIONS

PARAMETER

| of the proposed SIW LWA.

C. E-Plane Gain
The E-plane (yz-plane) gain is represented in Fig. 8. A
beamwidth of ∆
= 138° from -69º to 69º is synthetized
at 24GHz. As in the H-plane, the beamwidth roughly keeps

D. Linear Polarization
To study that the polarization is indeed linear, the co-pol.
and the cross-pol. levels are represented along with the total
gain for the H-plane radiation pattern in Fig. 9 and for the Eplane radiation pattern in Fig. 10. In the H-plane, the
polarization is linear and contained in the xz-direction
between -35º and 35º. However, for higher angles the
polarization changes to the yz-direction. This may be
acceptable since the desired, and the main, beam radiation
angle is still at broadside with co-pol. realized gain values
above 5dBi.

Realized Gain (dB)

the same shape from 23.5GHz to 24.5GHz, with a minor
reduction in the realized gain. The bandwidth defined before
is still valid for the E-plane as well.

Realized Gain (dB)

Realized Gain (dB)

Fig. 9. H-plane realized gain a) Total b) Co-pol. c) Cross-pol.

E. Efficiency
Efficiency is shown in Fig. 11 for all the frequencies.
The maximum value is given at the design frequency =
24GHz. Across the useful bandwidth (23.875GHz to
24.25GHz) it can be observed that stays above 75%, while
the efficiency is above 50% from 23.5GHz to 24.5GHz.

Fig. 10. E-plane realized gain a) Total b) Co-pol. c) Cross-pol.

Realized Gain (dB)

Efficiency

Fig. 7. H-plane realized gain for different frequencies.

Fig. 11. Simulated antenna efficiency.

I.
Fig. 8. E-plane realized gain for different frequencies.

CONCLUSION

A novel broadbeam SIW LWA radiating at broadside has
been designed by characterizing the splitting condition and
employing a bi-directional feed system. This design is low
profile easy to integrate with other planar structures and
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devices, and has a very simple feeding network. A restriction
in the beamwidth has been noted, showing that it is limited
by the maximum radiation rate allowed by the LWA. The
reported beamwidth is 30º in the H-plane and 130º in the Eplane from 23.875GHz to 24.25GHz. With these
characteristics, the proposed LWA is a good candidate for
automotive radar systems and other millimeter-wave
applications due to its simple feeding approach and stable
beam pattern.
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4.1 Summary

4.1

Summary

In all the previous works presented in this part of the Thesis, the SPBW of the LWAs
was obtained for off-broadside direction. Passive solutions for the increase of the
SPBW at the broadside direction have been proposed using non-planar 3-D FPCA.
Moreover, the size of the antennas was large to keep a high gain. However, no planar
design with reduced size has been proposed with high SPBW at broadside.
This work can be divided in two parts: First, the design of a small compact broadbeam
antenna with radiation at broadside and stable gain over a given bandwidth was
proposed in the above article presented in the 12th European Conference on Antennas
and Propagation (EuCAP) in 2018. At the beginning, this antenna was conceived to
keep a large specific beamwidth over a small bandwidth, as shown in the article. In
the second part, measurement results from a manufactured prototype revealed the
broadband behaviour of this structure. These measurement results are presented
below, showing an hybrid behaviour between a LWA and a resonant antenna. Such a
performance implies that at the lower part of the bandwidth the radiation is mostly
produced by a leaky-wave while at higher frequencies it is produced by the resonance
of the structure.

4.2

Methodology

This work was conceived as a solution for a compact antenna design with specific
characteristics in terms of beamwidth over a given bandwidth in the mm-Wave band
of 24 GHz, which could be useful in anti-collision automotive radars and for recent
CubeSat communications. For this reason, the steps that were followed for the design
are listed below:
1. First, the design requirements were set: a planar antenna with radiation at
broadside direction and a beamwidth of ∆θ−3dB = ±135◦ in one plane and
∆θ−3dB = ±30◦ in the perpendicular plane.
2. Study of the different options for the design. A short center-fed bi-directional SIW
LWA was selected since it can provide radiation at broadside and broadbeam in
two perpendicular directions.
3. Initial design with the equivalent model programmed in Matlab to fulfil the
specifications.
4. Optimization of the design using the full-wave simulation program Ansys HFSS.
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5. Manufacturing and measurement of the prototype to validate the results.

4.3

Results

In the presented article, only the results from the simulations and the design process
were presented, so at this section, the additional results from the measurements, which
have not been published, are added and commented.
From the simulation results shown in the article, it can be observed that the
specifications are mostly fulfilled, with a stable radiation pattern, with a beamwidth
in the H-plane of ∆θ−3dB = ±32.5◦ (from −16◦ to 16.5◦ ) and in the E-plane of
∆θ−3dB = ±138◦ (from −69◦ to 69◦ ) in a bandwidth from 23.875 GHz to 24.25 GHz.
The antenna showed good matching in this bandwidth and the efficiency was up to
η = 87%.
Then, measurements were performed to validate the published simulation results. The
antenna, which is shown in Figure 4.1, was manufactured in the high performance
substrate Rogers RT5880 with tanδ = 0.0009, r = 2.2 and a thickness h = 0.25 mm.
The matching (|S11 |) of the antenna is presented in Figure 4.2 and a dual band
behaviour can be observed.

Figure 4.1: Manufactured prototype of the bi-directional SIW LWA
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Figure 4.2: Matching of the designed bi-directional SIW LWA

25 GHz

23.3 GHz

a)

b)

Figure 4.3: Fields in the structure at the two working frequency bands (a) 23.3 GHz and
(b) 25 GHz.

As it can be seen, there is a slight frequency shift of the working frequency from 24 GHz
to 23.3 GHz due to a change in the dielectric constant in the substrate material, which
was measured to be r = 2.33. At the first operating band (23.3 GHz), the radiation of
the antenna is produced by a leaky wave working in the splitting condition, according
to the dispersion curves shown in the article. This behaviour can be seen better in
Figure 4.3(a), where the simulated fields in the structure show that the propagating
power decays when moving away from the feeding. For the case of the second band, at
around 24.9 GHz, the radiation rate of the leaky mode is reduced and the behaviour of
the structure is more resonant due to the lateral walls of short-circuited vias that are
used to avoid the propagation of the leaky-mode beyond the designed aperture length.
Now, in Figure 4.3(b), the fields show that there is a resonance in the structure rather
than a leaky wave behaviour.
The normalized gain at broadside is depicted in Figure 4.4, showing that the
operational band is extended from 23 GHz to 24.95 GHz, almost 2 GHz of SPBW.
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Normalized Gain (dB)
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Figure 4.4: Gain at broadside direction

In the middle of both working bands, the gain level is not reduced too much, having
a ripple of -1 dB, thus, the SPBW is increased with respect to a pure LWA without
resonant performance.

4.4

Conclusions and Contributions

In this work, it was demonstrated that the SPBW of a PLWA at the broadside
direction can be increased by combining a leaky-wave and a resonant behaviour. This
was shown with a bi-directional PLWA, whose performance is equivalent to the 1-D
version of a 2-D FPCA to radiate at broadside when the antenna is working below the
splitting condition (β = α). To close the structure and stop the propagation of a leaky
wave further than the desired aperture length, a PEC wall of shorting vias is added
to each of the lateral ends. At lower frequencies, the radiation is purely produced by
a leaky wave with a high radiation rate. Most of the propagating power is radiated
before reaching the end of the structure, so there is not significant reflection from
the lateral PEC walls. When the frequency increases, so does the radiation angle of
the leaky wave, splitting the main beam and reducing the radiation at broadside,
however, the radiation rate is reduced, allowing more power to reach the lateral
ends of the antenna and be reflected back, producing the resonant standing wave
which is responsible of the radiation at broadside, keeping the gain stable for a wider
bandwidth.
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The new proposed PLWA is very compact and integrable, which makes it suitable
for applications such as automotive anti-collision radars thanks to the wide beam at
the lower frequencies. The increase of the SPBW makes the antenna interesting for
CubeSat applications, since the reduced size allows for its integration, keeping a wide
frequency band for communications.
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Abstract
A study of the efficiency of a planar leaky-wave antenna in
half-width substrate integrated waveguide technology with
low-cost and lossy material is presented. Theoretical
results show the limitations in the performance of leakywave antennas using low-cost substrates in terms of
radiation, dissipation, spillover and aperture efficiencies. It
is shown that, for a given lossy substrate, the maximum
achievable radiation efficiency is related to the dissipation
rate. Also, a maximum useful antenna length is reported for
a given substrate.

1. Introduction
Planar leaky-wave antennas (PLWAs) combine the
advantages of the planar technology, i.e. low cost,
integrability and low profile, with those of leaky-wave
antennas (namely: high directivity, inherent frequency
beam scanning, and simple feeding characteristic [1]). For
this reason, a lot of interest has arisen in the study and
development of PLWAs in different technologies, such as
microstrip [2] or coplanar [3]. More recently, substrate
integrated waveguide (SIW) [4, 5] and half-width SIW
(HWSIW) [6] have been proposed as novel substrate-based
LWAs. However, in all these works low-loss materials are
used for the designs in order to reduce the dissipation in the
substrate. Cheap FR4 substrate has been extensively used
for low-cost microstrip patch antennas [7]-[12], but to the
authors’ knowledge this well-known substrate has never
been applied to the design of LWAs. Probably this is due
to the high dielectric loss constant (typically in the order of
tanδ=0.01), which drastically reduces the associated
directivity and gain in the case of LWAs. In this work, we
study the effect of the losses of a cheap material like FR4
in the performance of a PLWA in terms of the radiation and
aperture efficiencies, and we quantitatively determine how
much they can be exploited.
In section 2, a brief theoretical explanation of the
efficiencies of a planar leaky-wave antenna (LWA) in lossy
materials is reported. Practical results are presented in
section 3 for the particular case of a HWSIW LWA, like
the one presented in [5]. Finally, section 4 presents the
conclusion of this work, which stablishes the limitations
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and maximum efficiency limits of high-loss PLWA
designs.

2. Efficiency of PLWAs in lossy materials
In LWAs, the power injected in the structure
can be
divided in different terms, as shown in the next expression:
=

+

+

(1).

Where
is the radiated power,
is the power
dissipated in the dielectric which sustains the structure and
stands as the power reaching the end of the
antenna.
Given this breakdown, it is possible to define some
efficiencies and factors as the relation between each term
of power in (1) and the injected power:
1=

+

+

=

+

+

=

(2).

In (2),
is the radiation efficiency and relates the
radiated power with the injected power. This radiation
efficiency will define how well the antenna is taking
advantage of the feeding power. Since the goal is to radiate
as much power as possible (under some specifications),
when designing a LWA a high
is desired. The
dissipation factor
relates the power dissipated in the
dielectric and the injected power. A high value of
means that there is a lot of power being dissipated in the
dielectric and, hence, a high waste of power. To keep the
definition of the efficiency with a positive meaning, the
dissipation efficiency
is then written as follows:
=1−

(3).

Another important efficiency to define is the spillover. The
relates the power that reaches the
spillover factor
output port of the antenna (see Fig.1) with the injected
power. This power is usually absorbed by a matched load,
and therefore it is neither radiated nor dissipated in the
dielectric. The same way as with the dissipation factor, a

high value of
means that a lot of energy is
reaching the end of the antenna and it is wasted, so the
definition of the spillover efficiency is the following:
=1−

(4).

On the other hand, an antenna aperture efficiency can be
defined to relate its directivity
with the maximum
which is obtained for the ideal
possible directivity
case of a uniform amplitude, linear phase aperture
illumination:
=

(5).

The final gain of an antenna will depend on the aperture
and radiation efficiencies by the next expression [13]:
=

∗

=

∗

∗

(6).

radiation efficiency can be defined for sufficiently long
antennas:
=
=
,
,
(11).
=
+
In this case, the spillover efficiency will be 100%,
(indicating that no power reaches the far end of the
antenna), and both radiation and dissipation efficiencies
will have the same value given by (11). If the antenna is
even longer, these efficiencies will not improve, meaning
that a portion of the antenna will be unused.
The only efficiency left to define is the aperture efficiency.
In this case, the directivity of a LWA must be defined and
compared to the one of a uniformly illuminated aperture
with the same length. With this purpose, the directivity of
a LWA is obtained through the assumption that it behaves
as a magnetic line source. In this case, it can be written as
follows [13]:

All the terms in (2) can be obtained through the power
carried by a leaky mode at any point along the antenna
longitudinal direction y:
( )=

∗

∗

∗

(7).

=
+
is
Where is the injected power and
the leaky-mode total attenuation rate, including radiation
and dissipation rates.
Using (7) and its derivative, the next expressions for the
efficiencies can be obtained:
=

∗

(1 −

∗

)

(8).

2∗|

( )=

2.1 Obtaining of efficiencies from the
radiation and dissipation rates

⁄
⁄

|

=1−

=
∗

(1 −

=1−
∗
=1−

∗

)
=

(12).

Where is the elevation angle from the broadside direction
and ( ) is the so called source factor, defined as:
( )=
=

( )

(

∗ ∗

)

( )

(13).

In (13), ( ) and ( ) are the amplitude and the phase of
the illumination of the antenna, respectively, and they
depend on the real and imaginary parts of the leaky
complex longitudinal wave number
=
−
:
( )~
( )=−

=1−

( )|

( )| cos( )

∗

∗
∗

(14).
(15)

(9).
In the case of the uniformly illuminated aperture, the
amplitude ( ) does not vary along the aperture.
(10).

∗

Where
is the antenna length. More details on the
demonstration of (8), (9) and (10) will be given in the
presentation.
It can be seen from (8) that the radiation efficiency depends
on the relation between the radiation rate and the total
attenuation rate, which includes the dissipation rate as well.
For a given radiation and attenuation rates, a maximum

3. Results for a HWSIW LWA
Previous theoretical results are valid to any type of 1D
source unidirectional LWA. In this section, we
particularize for a practical HWSIW LWA. As it will be
seen, some tradeoffs must be taken into account to achieve
the best design for a certain application. The structure of a
HWSIW LWA is shown in Fig. 1. All the graphs in this
section are obtained for a radiation angle of
= 30º
and an operating frequency = 2.45 GHz. The material
chosen for the substrate is FR4 with
= 4.48 ,
=
0.01 and thickness = 1
.
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Figure 1. Structure of a HWSIW LWA.
In Fig. 2, the variation of
,
and
with
is represented. It can be seen how as
the antenna length
the antenna is longer, the spillover efficiency increases,
meaning that less power reaches the end of the antenna. In
= 1 is obtained for
=
our case, maximum
5 . For longer antennas, the further sections of the
antenna (
5 ) will not be illuminated, since no more
propagating power is left inside the leaky waveguide. The
radiation efficiency
also has an increasing behavior
as the antenna becomes longer, and it stabilizes at the same
length
= 5 (since no more power can be radiated far
from this length). This upper limit is
(11), which
,
in our case is 50%. Finally, the dissipation efficiency
has a decreasing behavior: more power is dissipated in the
supporting dielectric as the antenna becomes longer. This
efficiency tends to a minimum value
for the
,
aforementioned maximum length
=5
which, as
indicated in (11), coincide with the maximum radiation
efficiency (50% in our case). Therefore, we can establish a
maximum useful antenna length
= 5 . Using higher
values is a waste of physical length which is not used as
effective radiating length.

Figure 3. Aperture efficiency as a function of the antenna
length
for a substrate thickness = 1
.
On the other hand, the aperture efficiency
decays as
the LWA becomes longer, as it is shown in Fig. 3. This is
due to the inherent exponentially-decaying aperture
illumination of a non-tapered LWA. As commented, this
makes the last sections of the antenna to be poorly
illuminated if compared to the ideal uniform illumination
case.
Once we have characterized the effect of the antenna length
in the different LWA efficiencies, the curve of radiation
efficiency in Fig. 2 and the one of the aperture efficiency
in Fig. 3 can be used to estimate the gain according to (6).
Particularly, the product of both efficiencies
∗
determines the overall LWA efficiency (the ratio between
the obtained gain and the maximum ideal directivity). This
curve has an optimum point, due to the complementary
dependence with the antenna length of the radiation
efficiency (which increases with LA) and the aperture
efficiency (which decreases with LA), as shown in Fig.4a.
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.
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∗
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and b)

For the studied case we can obtain a maximum 41.3%
efficiency for an antenna length of
= 2.16 . For this
length, the maximum directivity is Dmax=6.7dBi, and thus
the obtained gain is G=2.8dB. As the LWA becomes
longer, the maximum potential directivity of the antenna
monotonously increases. However, due to the
aforedescribed effects, the real gain is limited to a
maximum value of G=5.4dB, which is obtained at the
aforementioned maximum useful antenna length
=
5 . Further works will be conducted to study the effect of
the substrate height and the radiation angle, in order to
determine the optimum design. This will allow to take the
most of high-loss FR4 substrate, intended for directive
frequency-scanning low-cost LWA designs.

4. Conclusion
The limitations of a PLWA made using a lossy substrate
have been studied. An expression for the maximum value
of the radiation efficiency is presented, showing that it is
related to the radiation and dissipation rates. It has been
shown that this limits the maximum useful antenna length.
Also, it has been demonstrated that there is an optimum
length to obtain the maximum overall antenna efficiency,
which takes into account both the radiation and aperture
efficiencies, and determines the antenna gain which is
strongly reduced due to dissipation effects of high-loss
substrate. This gain reduction needs to be taken into
account when designing a PLWA for low cost applications.
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1.1

Summary

At this point of the Thesis, the objective was to apply the PLWA to localization in IoT
scenarios. As it was stated in the introduction section, previous antenna proposals
for this purpose relied on high quality materials, which are expensive and thus not
suitable for low-cost applications. Moreover, PLWAs based on cheap substrates had
not been proposed before, since they normally present high dielectric losses that might
spoil the overall performance. If low-cost materials want to be used, it is necessary to
evaluate the main effects that the dielectric losses have over the PLWAs performance
in order to consider them for IoT localization.
An study of the efficiency of PLWAs in HMSIW technology when using the FR4
cheap substrate is performed in this conference paper, which was presented in the 2nd
URSI AT-RASC in 2018. It was shown that, when using cheap lossy materials, the
maximum efficiency and the maximum gain are limited and depend on the dielectric
losses. Also, it is demonstrated that, given the material, there is a maximum effective
antenna length, beyond which there is no radiation. This also limits the minimum
beamwidth that can be synthesized, since it depends on the aperture length.
With this work, the limits of a LWA designed in cheap lossy substrates are set. The
antennas with such cheap materials can not be used for high performance applications,
but they might be suitable for low-cost IoT scenarios.

1.2

Methodology

The steps followed in this work were the next ones:
1. Identification of all the power magnitudes involved in a PLWA, taking into account
the dielectric losses in the substrate. Here it was demonstrated that the power
that is injected in the PLWA structure is divided in three parts: radiated power
PRAD , power dissipated in the substrate PDISS (heating the material) and power
that reaches the end of the LWA, also known as spill-over power PSpillover .
2. Definition of the different efficiencies involved in the overall performance of the
antenna. These are the radiation efficiency ηRAD , the dissipation efficiency ηDISS ,
the spillover efficiency ηSpillover and the aperture efficiency ηAP . The three first
efficiencies are related to the different powers presented before while the fourth
efficiency is related to how well the whole antenna aperture is being exploited if
compared with an uniformly illuminated aperture.
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3. Analysis of the results on how the efficiencies change for different antenna lengths.
Here some conclusions on the limits of the antenna design are derived.

1.3

Results

The results that are shown in the work give clearance on what are the limits in the
design of a practical PLWA with a cheap lossy substrate such as the FR4. First, it was
shown that, given the losses of the substrate, there is a maximum radiation efficiency
that cannot be improved, since there is power being wasted due to the dissipation in
the material. For very short PLWAs, most of the power reaches the output port, so
it is neither radiated nor dissipated, hence, the radiation efficiency is very low. By
increasing the length of the antenna, the radiation efficiency increases, but there is also
more power being dissipated in the substrate, thus, there is a point where increasing
the length does not improve the efficiency, since all the power has been radiated or
dissipated. At this point the aperture efficiency helps to understand that very long
antennas are poorly efficiently exploited, since the power is predominantly radiated
at the beginning of the aperture and the contribution of the end of the antenna to
the radiation can be neglected.
Taking into account the results from both radiation and aperture efficiency, it was
shown that there is an optimum length for the antenna design at which most of the
power is already radiated and dissipated and also there are not parts of the antenna
poorly illuminated.
Finally, it is also shown that there is a maximum gain that can be achieved depending
on the losses, since the effective length of the aperture is mainly defined by the
radiation and dissipation rates. This way, the maximum achievable gain can be
known in advance, which allows to know if the PLWA in FR4 is suitable for a given
application.

1.4

Conclusions and Contributions

In this paper, some limitations of the use of cheap lossy materials (specifically FR4)
to design PLWAs were studied. It was shown that there is a maximum achievable
radiation efficiency that depends on the radiation rate and the dissipation rate. Also,
according to the results, there is maximum useful antenna length above which, the
radiation efficiency does not improve, since all the power injected in the antenna has
been either radiated or dissipated in the substrate. The aperture efficiency was also
taken into account to obtain an optimum length for the PLWA design that takes
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advantage of the input power while efficiently utilizing the whole antenna aperture.
A maximum gain was also obtained, setting a limit that needs to be considered when
using lossy substrates for PLWA design.
With this work, a better understanding on PLWAs using cheap materials was
provided, demonstrating that their use presents some limitations that need to be
known. Anyway, there are certain applications in which the limited gain is acceptable,
such as localization in IoT scenarios, since in such scenarios the shape of the radiation
beam is more important than the peak power level, as demonstrated in the next paper
of this Ph.D. Thesis.
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Abstract— The synthesis of frequency-scanned monopulse radiation patterns using an array of two leaky-wave antennas (LWAs)
is demonstrated. The LWA array must be designed with appropriate shifted frequency-dispersion responses to fulfill the desired
monopulse-scanning specification over the required bandwidth
and number of channels. This is demonstrated using two manufactured LWAs in half-width microstrip technology, designed
to scan in the band from 2.39 to 2.65 GHz covering a field
of view (FoV) from −80◦ to +80◦ and using three frequency
channels. Also, this paper addresses the procedure to estimate
the direction of arrival (DoA) of an incoming beacon RF signal
composed by prescribed tones distributed in the scanning band.
This type of multicarrier beacon signals can be produced in
wireless systems which allow for frequency-hopping operation.
It is demonstrated that the proposed monopulse DoA-estimation
technique combines good angular resolution and wide FoV using
a simple passive antenna structure.
Index Terms— Direction of arrival (DoA), frequency-scanning,
leaky-wave antenna (LWA), monopulse antenna.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Direction of arrival (DoA) estimation is a key feature to
provide RF localization in modern wireless systems. Classic
DoA estimation techniques rely on complex phased-array
antennas, which need to sample IQ data at each element
of the array [1]. For instance, Phaser [2] is a WiFi-based
system that uses Channel State Information (CSI) to perform phased-array signal processing and estimate the DoA.
Power-based DoA estimation methods are more cost-effective,
since only amplitude data are requested [1]. In this sense, it is
also interesting to reduce the number of antennas and receivers
needed to estimate the DoA. For instance, the electronically
steerable parasitic array radiator (ESPAR) [3] uses only one
receiver connected to the single antenna port, which can be
electronically scanned to measure the received signal coming
from different directions.
In the same manner, leaky-wave antennas (LWAs) have also
been proposed for DoA estimation using only one or two RF
Manuscript received February 20, 2019; revised May 27, 2019; accepted
June 16, 2019. Date of publication July 9, 2019; date of current version October 29, 2019. This work was supported by Spanish National
Projects under Grant TEC2016-75934-C4-4-R. (Corresponding author:
Miguel Poveda-García.)
The authors are with the Department of Technologies of Information
and Communications, Technical University of Cartagena, 30202 Cartagena,
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upct.es).
Color versions of one or more of the figures in this article are available
online at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.
Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TAP.2019.2925970

Fig. 1.
Scheme of a four-port array of two LWAs with shifted
frequency-scanning responses.

ports [4]–[13]. Compared to ESPAR, LWAs offer a lower profile and simpler feeding circuit integrated in a planar structure,
so being very suitable for cost-effective DoA systems. Also,
directive beam-scanning is an intrinsic feature of LWAs due to
their inherent travelling-wave nature [14], thus providing simple reconfiguration of the scanning direction. Two basic mechanisms have been proposed to scan the main beam in LWAs for
DoA estimation: frequency beam scanning [5], [6], [9], [11]
and electronic [4], [7], [8], [10], [12], [13] beam scanning.
Electronic beam scanning allows fixed-frequency operation
at the cost of introducing electronically tunable components
and/or switches (as it happens in ESPAR). On the other hand,
frequency beam scanning is much more cost-effective since
the LWA can be completely passive, but it requires wideband
or multicarrier signals to estimate the DoA.
This paper presents two main contributions to the field
of LWAs applied to DoA estimation. First, we propose the
use of a low-cost printed-circuit-board (PCB) array of two
passive LWAs as shown in Fig. 1, which can synthesize
frequency-scanned monopulse patterns covering a wide field
of view (FoV) by proper design of the constituent leaky-mode
dispersion responses. Second, we describe a simple technique
to estimate the DoA of a multicarrier radio frequency signal,
by measuring the discrete power spectrum received by the
four ports of the LWA monopulse array. Though amplitudemonopulse DoA estimation techniques are well known by the
RADAR community since 1960s [15], only more recently
monopulse antennas have been proposed for low-cost wireless
indoor localization systems [16], radio frequency identification
(RFID) [17], or tracking of Wi-Fi terminals [18], [19], usually

0018-926X © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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operating in the 2.45 GHz ISM band. Beam scanning is
essential to cover a wide FoV [15], and all reported scanning monopulse solutions use electronic beam steering, thus
requiring reconfigurable circuitry (tunable phase shifters as
described in [16] and [17]). In this paper, we propose for the
first time a totally passive frequency-scanned monopulse LWA
array for the DoA, which dispenses for any type of active
tunable component, thus reducing the hardware cost.
This paper is distributed as follows. The theory of operation
is reported in Section II, describing the relations between the
desired frequency-scanning monopulse performance and the
dispersion responses of the two LWAs forming the monopulse
array. This is illustrated in Section III with the design and
experimental demonstration of a practical LWA monopulse
array using half-width microstrip (HWM) technology, which
covers an FoV from −80◦ to +80◦ in the frequency band
from 2.39 to 2.65 GHz. Section IV is dedicated to describe
the technique to estimate the DoA from the power spectrum
measured at the four ports of the array. Particularly, it analyses
the influence of the number of frequency channels needed to
optimize the FoV without ambiguity and the effect of noise
in the estimation accuracy. Finally, the proposed frequencyscanned power-based LWA DoA estimation system is compared with other reported solutions in Section V, summarizing
the pros and drawbacks in the conclusion.

Fig. 2. Ideal frequency-scanning dispersion of the LWA array with L = 3λ0 .
(a) Main beam direction θ R ( f ). (b) HPBW θ ( f ).

II. T HEORY
The basic scheme of the proposed LWA array is depicted
in Fig. 1. Two planar LWAs with radiating length L are
arranged in parallel and separated at a distance G in the
x-direction. A total of four ports are used to receive radio
waves incoming from different angles. As it is well known,
uniform LWAs inherently produce frequency-scanned directive
radiation from a single-fed structure [14]. For the case of uniform microstrip LWAs [20], [21], the structure is particularly
simple since it is based on a long metal strip of width W and
length L printed over a ground plane as shown in Fig. 1.
In this simple LWA, the beam is scanned in the forward
quadrant to a certain angle of radiation θ R , which depends
on frequency following the constituent leaky-mode frequencydispersion response:

ports of a symmetrical LWA. In our case, we use ports A
and A’ of LWAA in Fig. 1 to create two mirrored beams
scanning at +θ R A and −θ R A at the design frequency f 1 .
These scanned beams must overlap at their half-power points
to provide optimum amplitude-monopulse [15]. This condition
can be written as follows:
θ A ( f1 )
(2)
θ R A ( f1 ) =
2
where θ A ( f ) is LWAA half-power beamwidth (HPBW),
which can be analytically computed from the aperture length
L and the scanning angle θ R at any frequency [14], [25]

βy ( f )
(1)
k0
where β y ( f ) is the leaky-mode longitudinal phase constant
and k0 is the free-space wavenumber for each frequency. For
the case of uniform microstrip LWAs, the dispersion is mainly
controlled by the strip width W [20]–[22]: the use of wider
strips implies that β y ( f ) increases, which means that the
scanning angle direction is higher than using narrow strips for
a given design frequency. Other LWA topologies control the
scanning angle direction with other geometrical parameters.
In any case, a simple symmetrical bidirectionally fed LWA
can produce a monopulse pattern, as originally demonstrated
in [23] with a microstrip linear array. Essentially, it was shown
in [23] and [24], how a sum/difference pattern, covering a
limited angular range around broadside direction (θ = 0◦ ),
can be easily synthesized by simply feeding the two opposite

If we consider L = 3λ0 (with λ0 the free-space wavelength),
(2) and (3) result in θ R A ( f 1 ) = 8.5◦ and θ R A ( f1 ) = 17◦ .
This corresponds to points A1 and A1 ’ in the frequencyscanning dispersion curves shown in Fig. 2(a). Point A1
denotes port A radiating at f 1 with positive angle θ R A ( f 1 )
in Fig. 2(a), while point A1 ’ denotes port A’ scanning at
the mirrored negative angle −θ R A ( f 1 ) for the same design
frequency f1 . These two angles are separated at an angular
distance θ A ( f 1 ) given by (3). From now, the letters A and B
will indicate the antenna, when they are followed by an
apostrophe, it refers to the ports with negative radiation angle,
and the numbers 1–3 indicate the frequency. The theoretical
normalized radiation patterns for points A1 and A1 ’ are
shown in Fig. 3 top, demonstrating that they intersect at
their 3 dB points which simultaneously occur at broadside
direction θ = 0◦ . Fig. 4 represents the corresponding sum

sin θ R ( f ) ≈

θ ( f ) ≈

1
L
λ0

cos θ R ( f )

.

(3)
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Fig. 4.

Theoretical frequency-scanned sum and difference patterns.

Fig. 3. Frequency-scanned individual radiation patterns in the zy plane at
the four ports of the LWA array and for different frequencies.

which stands for the off-broadside scanning direction of the
monopulse patterns given by
and difference patterns, showing typical monopulse patterns
directed at broadside and covering an angular range roughly
given by the scanning directions of the beams ±θ R A (in our
case θ = ±8.5◦ around broadside).
In this work, we extend the idea of monopulse synthesis
using symmetric LWAs to create frequency-scanned sum/diff
patterns which increase the angular range far from broadside. For that, we propose the use of LWAB together with
LWAA , so that two directive beams scanning at different
radiation angles θ R B > θ R A are created at the same frequency.
As illustrated in the inset of Fig. 1, these two scanned beams
must overlap at their HPBW to satisfy the aforementioned
monopulse condition. As θ R A ( f 1 ) has been fixed by (2), it is
the scanning angle of LWAB at f 1 θ R B ( f 1 ) which must be
engineered to satisfy the next condition
θ R B ( f ) = θ R A ( f ) + δθ R ( f )

(4)

where δθ R ( f ) is the angular shift between the two scanned
beams given by the following condition to produce 3 dB point
overlapping:
θ A ( f ) + θ B ( f )
.
(5)
2
In (5), θ B ( f ) is the HPBW of LWAB . As mentioned, these
two scanned beams intersect at their respective −3 dB points
for a resulting angle θ M ( f ) sketched in the inset of Fig. 1,
δθ R ( f ) =

θ A ( f )
θ B ( f )
= θR B ( f ) −
. (6)
2
2
Using (4), the dispersion points B1 and B1 ’ in Fig. 2(a) are
constructed for LWAB at the first design frequency f 1 . In the
studied numerical case, we obtain θ R B = 26◦ and θ R B =
18.3◦. It must be noted that, although the two LWAs have equal
lengths L, their respective HPBWs are different as shown in
the curves in Fig. 2(b), since the two antennas scan at distinct
angles θ R B > θ R A .
The theoretical scanned beams created by LWAB at f 1
(B1 and B1 ’) are plotted in the top of Fig. 3 together with
those of LWAA (A1 and A1 ’), showing the generation of four
scanned beams at equal frequency f 1 and intersecting at their
3 dB points. Beams A1 and B1 in Fig. 3 cross at the expected
monopulse scanning angle θ M = 17◦ given by (6), as also
corroborated by the corresponding sum/diff patterns in Fig. 4.
Besides, the new scanned monopulse patterns complement the
previous one, covering an angular region from θ R A = 8.5◦ to
θ R B = 26◦. Similarly, when LWAA and LWAB are operated
with the negative scanning ports A’ and B’ at f 1 (dispersion
points A1 ’ and B1 ’ in Fig. 2), the scanned monopulse patterns
around mirrored direction θ M = −17◦ shown in Figs. 3 and 4
are produced. Thus, the proposed LWA array topology synthesizes four properly scanned beams at one single frequency
f 1 , which create three overlapping monopulse patterns, one
θM ( f ) = θR A( f ) +
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centered at broadside and the other two patterns with offbroadside scanning at ±θ M ( f 1 ).
To construct the dispersion values at the second frequency
point f 2 , similar conditions are imposed. First, LWAA must
scan at f 2 at the same angle than LWAB at f 1 , thus producing
points A2 and A2 ’ in Fig. 2 which satisfy
θ R A ( f i+1 ) = θ R B ( f i ).

(7)

Second, LWAB must satisfy (4) and (5) at the new frequency
f 2 , obtaining points B2 and B2 ’ shown in Fig. 2. These
conditions guarantee that the LWA array produces scanned
monopulse patterns at f 2 , which continue the angular range
covered by previous monopulse patterns at f 1 . In our case,
applying (7) we obtain θ R A = 26◦ with θ R A = 18.3◦ for
LWAA , and (4) leads to θ R B = 45◦ with θ R B = 22◦ for
LWAB . As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the beams A2 and B2
continue the scanning initiated by beams A1 and B1 , covering
the range from θ R A = 26◦ to θ R B = 45◦ .
This process must be iteratively repeated for higher frequencies, until the scanned beams cover a high angular range
close to endfire directions (θ = ±90◦). In our numerical case,
we only need a third frequency point f 3 , whose corresponding dispersion points A3 and B3 (A3 ’ and B3 ’) are shown
in Fig. 2 with θ R A = ±45◦ and θ R B = ±62◦ . The last
beam B3 increases the angular range up to θ = 62◦ as shown
in Figs. 3 and 4. The effect of the ground plane does not allow
for radiation at higher scanning angles in MLWA, due to the
polarization of the radiated fields which are parallel to the
x-axis [22]; besides, using this topology, when the scanning
approaches to endfire direction, the radiation due to the leaky
mode becomes less dominant compared to the contribution of
other sources as, for instance, the diffraction at the edges. Also,
this ground-plane effect makes (3) inaccurate for scanning
angles close to endfire. For this reason, the dispersion curves
in Fig. 2 are calculated using the more exact values of the
LWA scanning angle and HPBW, obtained from the numerical
radiation patterns of a leaky wave once the antenna length
is fixed [14]. In this way, we can design the LWA length L
more precisely. In our case, a length of L = 3λ0 provides the
desired overlapping of the scanned beams for the monopulse
synthesis. Since the maximum scanning angle is limited, this
also makes the last scanned monopulse patterns not optimum
(their constituent patterns do not exactly intersect at their
−3 dB points), as it can be seen in Fig. 3 for f 3 .
In any case, frequency-scanned monopulse patterns
with continuous scanning are obtained with the proposed
shifted-dispersion LWA array technique, as shown in Fig. 4.
This is also corroborated with the computation of the theoretical frequency-scanned power-based monopulse functions
(FSPMFs)
G B (θ, f i ) − G A (θ, f i )
(θ, f i )
=
(8)
F S P M F(θ, fi ) = 
(θ, f i )
G B (θ, f i ) + G A (θ, f i )
which is an extension of the conventional definition of
amplitude-monopulse functions [15], for the case of our
frequency-scanned array. In (8), Ḡ B (θ, f i ) and Ḡ A (θ, f i )
are the normalized power radiation patterns of LWAB and
LWAA plotted in Fig. 3, while (θ, f i ) and (θ, fi ) are the

Fig. 5. (a) Theoretical FSPMFs. (b) Scanning of the monopulse central angle
and FoV with frequency.

TABLE I
T HEORETICAL F REQUENCY-S CANNED M ONOPULSE F UNCTIONS IN F IG . 5

difference and sum patterns shown in Fig. 4, with i = 1
to N, being N the number of frequencies needed to cover the
maximum angular range, in this case N = 3. The resulting
monopulse functions are plotted in Fig. 5(a), showing which
radiation patterns are used to obtain them.
As expected, they are frequency scanned around a central
angle θ M ( f ) given by (6). The FoV of each FSPMF is given by
the angular range without ambiguity, where the power-based
monopulse function monotonically varies between −1 and
+1 [15]. This FoV region is highlighted in Fig. 5(a) with
a thick trace for each FSPMF. The continuous variation in
the theoretical monopulse scanning angle θ M and the limits
of the FoV as frequency is swept are plotted in Fig. 5(b).
Table I summarizes the values obtained at each discrete
design frequency, using the related ports and dispersion points
in Fig. 2. Clearly, the FoV can be extended as the number of
ports and frequency points N are increased. When only the two
ports of LWAA are used at a single frequency f 1, the FoV is
[−10◦, +10◦ ] around broadside. This is extended to [−30◦,
+30◦] when the four ports of the array with LWAA and LWAB
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are used at f1 . Eventually, the FoV spreads to [−80◦, +80◦ ]
when the four ports are scanning this wide angular range using
the three aforedescribed frequencies f 1 , f2 , and f 3 . It must
be noticed that the final FoV of ±80◦ is higher than the total
scanning range of the antenna, since the monopulse functions
extend a little bit beyond the peak of the radiation patterns
that are combined to obtain them. Also, it must be noticed that
the monopulse functions scanning closer to endfire directions
[those obtained at f3 with B3 A3 and B3 ’ A3 ’ in Fig. 5(a)]
show a reduced slope at these fringing directions. This is
due to the aforementioned limitations when scanning close
to endfire direction, which makes the two beams forming the
monopulse patterns not to be mirror-symmetric with respect
to the scanning direction.
In the studied theoretical case with L = 3λ0 , a total of
N = 3 frequency points and M = 2N + 1 = 7 total monopulse
functions have been required to scan the entire half-space
angular range. An LWA with longer length L will produce
narrower radiated beams according to (3), and this translates
into a reduced FoV for each individual scanned monopulse
function. As a result, a higher number of frequency points N
and scanned monopulse functions M would be needed to cover
a similar angular range without ambiguity. On the other hand,
narrower beams improve the angular accuracy as it is well
known [15]. Thus, one can increase the angular precision while
keeping a wide FoV, at the expense of using longer LWAs and
more frequency channels N.
Once the LWA length and the operating frequency
band has been chosen, the proposed technique to create
frequency-scanning overlapped monopulse patterns is general
and it can be applied to any practical LWA technology. For
that, one needs to design the scanning dispersion of the two
LWAs forming the array, so they satisfy the described shifted
dispersion conditions. As commented in the introduction, this
design depends on each particular LWA topology, and it is
normally related to the LWA constitutive cross-section and/or
unit-cell dimensions [14]. For the case of microstrip LWAs,
this is simply achieved by proper design of the constituent
strips widths, with W B > W A [20]–[22] as illustrated in Fig. 1.
This will be demonstrated in Section III with the practical
design of a real prototype operating in the 2.5 GHz band.
III. D ESIGN OF P ROTOTYPE IN HWM T ECHNOLOGY
A realization of a frequency-scanning monopulse LWA
array in HWM technology is sketched in Fig. 6(a). Low-cost
FR4 substrate with thickness H = 1 mm, εr = 4.55, and
tanδ = 0.016 was selected to show that the proposed design is
compatible with high-loss cost-effective microwave laminates
in the 2.5 GHz band, but the final characteristics of the substrate of the prototype were εr = 4.48 and tanδ = 0.0085 due
to the tolerances in the manufacturing of the FR4 board.
The HWM LWA array structure is very simple [21], mainly
composed of two long patches of length L and widths W A and
W B , separated by a distance G in the x-direction and loaded
in one side with periodic metal vias of diameter d0 and period
P0 . This side behaves as a PEC wall to prevent propagation
from the nonradiative EH0 microstrip mode, so that the EH1

Fig. 6.

7075

(a) Scheme of array of two HWM LWA. (b) Fabricated prototype.

TABLE II
D IMENSIONS IN M ILLIMETERS OF THE D ESIGNED
HWM LWA A RRAY IN F IG . 6( A )

leaky mode becomes dominant and it can be directly fed with a
simple 50 microstrip line of width W f located at a distance
s f from the patch side. The HWM LWA array radiates in
the form of two y-directed travelling-wave magnetic currents
separated at a distance S in Fig. 6(a). Finally, an aluminium
ground plane of dimensions WG ×L G is used to focus radiation
on the front half-space of the array (positive z-directions). The
dimensions are summarized in Table II and a photograph of
the fabricated prototype is shown in Fig. 6(b).
As explained in Section II, we will use an antenna with
L = 3λ0 = 36 cm in the 2.5 GHz band to obtain
N = 3 frequency scanning points. Then, we must design
the widths W A and W B of LWAA and LWAB to satisfy the
monopulse-scanning shifted-dispersion conditions described
in Section II. Particularly, W A = 14.75 mm provides the
dispersion points A1 and A1 ’ in Fig. 7(a), with θ R A ( f 1 ) = 14◦
and θ R A ( f 1 ) = 28◦ which satisfy (2) at the first frequency
f 1 = 2.39 GHz. Then, LWAB is designed with W B = 15.5 mm
to produce θ R B ( f 1 ) = 39◦ and θ R B ( f 1 ) = 22◦ (points B1
and B1 ’) which satisfy (4) at the same frequency f 1 . It must
be observed that the actual beamwidth in Fig. 7(b) differs
from the theoretical one [Fig. 2(b)], showing a wider beam for
LWAA at low frequencies. This is due to the high attenuation
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Fig. 7. Measured frequency-scanning dispersion of fabricated HWM LWA
array prototype. (a) Main beam direction θ R ( f ). (b) HPBW θ ( f ).

constant shown by LWAs printed on high-loss FR4 substrate
when scanning close to broadside direction [26]. The same
occurs for dispersion point A1 scanning at θ R A = 14◦ . Nevertheless, the HPBWs exact values have been considered for an
accurate design of the monopulse array. This is confirmed with
the measured beams plotted in Fig. 8(a) for f1 = 2.39 GHz,
showing that the four scanned beams created by LWAA and
LWAB successfully intersect at their 3 dB points.
Then, in order to satisfy (7), according to the measured
dispersion in Fig. 7(a), the second frequency point would be
at f 2 = 2.52 GHz, so θ R A ( f 2 ) = 39◦ and θ R A ( f 2 ) = 22◦
(point A2 ). As shown in Fig. 7(a), points A1 , B1 , and A2 (and
also A1 ’, B1 ’, and A2 ’) match the ideal dispersion curves.
However, LWAB provides a point B2 with lower scanning
angle θ R B ( f 2 ) = 55◦ than the ideal value of 64◦ . As a
consequence, the scanned beams at f 2 = 2.52 GHz do not
perfectly cross at their −3 dB points as shown in Fig. 8(a).
This mismatching between the ideal and the measured dispersion points is due to the proper dispersion of the leaky mode
inside the HWM LWA.
From the design point of view, it must be noticed that once
the width and length of the HWM have been designed for a
given substrate to produce the monopulse patterns at the first
frequency f 1 , the following scanning points (frequencies and
angles) are determined by the frequency-dispersion response
of the HWM LWA. In this sense, by tuning the scanning
ratio (measured in deg/MHz), one can adjust the scanning
response to fulfill different scanning bandwidths. In our case,
we have chosen low-cost FR4 laminate (with εr = 4.55),
obtaining a total scanning bandwidth of 260 MHz (from
2.39 to 2.65 GHz). One can use higher εr to increase the

Fig. 8. (a) Measured normalized frequency-scanned radiation patterns in the
zy plane (H-plane). (b) Radiation patterns in the zx plane (E-plane).

scanning speed and, thus, obtain a lower scanning bandwidth
as done in [5] or alternatively use an inhomogeneous substrate
(filled with air holes) to reduce the effective permittivity
and increase the scanning bandwidth [27]. Also, it has been
proposed the use of high-impedance surfaces [28] and metamaterial unit cells [29]–[32] to tune the frequency scanning
rate. More recently, and in connection with the microstrip LWA
technology, it has been proposed the addition of shorting pins
to enhance the frequency sensitivity [33]. All these techniques
can be applied to provide extra degrees of freedom in the
design of the frequency-scanned monopulse response, which
covers the wide FoV in the desired bandwidth.
Similarly, the last frequency point is obtained for
f 3 = 2.65 GHz, with θ R A ( f 3 ) = 55◦ (point A3 ) and LWAB
extending the scanning to θ R B ( f 3 ) = 69◦ (point B3 ). As previously explained, scanning at higher angles is prevented for
the leaky mode. Therefore, a complete angular range from
−69◦ to +69◦ in the ZY plane has been covered by frequency
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scanning through the N = 3 selected frequencies of 2.39, 2.52,
and 2.65 GHz (260 MHz scanning bandwidth). The measured
radiation patterns in the E-plane are also shown in Fig. 8(b).
The E-plane is the one defined by the direction of the beam for
each frequency and the x-direction. In this plane, the beams
are much less directive since the radiation aperture of HWM
LWA is in the form of a narrow line-source magnetic current
along y direction. The HPBW varies in this plane from 100◦
for beam A1 to 50◦ for beam B3 . This fan beam shape is
typical in planar LWAs, as explained in [34]. The beams
are not scanned with frequency in this zx plane, as shown
by the stable beam direction in Fig. 8(b) for LWAA and
LWAB at the three studied frequencies. As illustrated in Fig. 8,
the LWA provides directive frequency-scanned monopulse
beams in the elevation zy plane. Therefore, the monopulse
angular estimation will be performed with respect to this
elevation direction θ . However, the FoV extends outside this
principal zy plane. Effectively, the FoV for the perpendicular
zx plane is [−25◦, +25◦ ] if we consider the more restrictive
pattern, i.e., the one of beam B3. Therefore, the monopulse
operation and the estimation of the elevation DoA will be
defined in the zy plane or any plane parallel to it, as long as
the signal comes from a direction inside the 3-D FoV ranging
from −69◦ to +69◦ in the elevation plane and from −25◦ to
+25◦ in the azimuthal plane. All the radiation patterns shown
in Fig. 8 have been measured with the two antennas in the
final array configuration. This way, possible mutual coupling
is considered in the performance of the system.In this sense,
it is important to notice that the two radiating edges of each
LWA are placed facing outside the array to minimize coupling
effect which could impact the dispersion of each individual
antenna.
The frequency-scanned beams shown in Fig. 8(a) were
normalized to their peak value. However, the peak gain of
each beam varies as they are scanned with frequency. This is
shown in Fig. 9(a), observing that a maximum gain G M AX of
approximately 7 dBi is obtained when the LWAs are operating
at their intermediate scanning range. For lower frequencies
(lower angles), the gain drops due to increased effect of losses
and mismatching [26], as it is evident for LWAA at 2.39 GHz
with a reduced gain of approximately 5 dBi when radiating to
θ R A = 14◦ . For the highest frequencies of the scanning range,
the gain significantly drops, as the effective aperture length is
reduced when scanning to endfire [20], [26], and the ground
plane reduces the radiation to this direction. This is evident
for LWAB at 2.65 GHz, which shows a maximum scanning
angle θ R B = 69◦ with the lowest peak gain of −2.3 dBi.
Table III summarizes the measured peak gain values for the
four ports of the LWA array and the three used frequencies.
The input matching at the four ports of the LWA array is
reported in Fig. 9b, showing the aforementioned mismatching
effect at the lower scanning range of LWAA , which must
operate close to its cutoff to provide close-to-broadside scanning [14]. For the rest of the scanning range, good matching
below −10 dB is observed above the cutoff frequency.
Also, it is important to show the isolation between ports
in Fig. 9(c). From one side, part of the energy can couple
between opposite direct ports of the same LWA, as shown with

7077

TABLE III
M EASURED G AIN AND C ORRECTION C OEFFICIENTS

Fig. 9. (a) Measured peak gain, (b) input matching, and (c) isolation at the
four ports of the fabricated prototype, as a function of frequency.

the curve A–A’ for the ports of LWAA and B–B’ for the ports
of LWAB . This type of coupling (also referred to as spillover)
increases for higher frequencies as the leakage factor in LWAs
is reduced for higher scanning angles [20]. As shown in
Fig. 9(c), minimum spillover coupling of −40 dB is obtained
for LWAA at 2.39 GHz and maximum coupling of −8 dB
is shown for LWAB at 2.65 GHz. Finally, coupling between
parallel ports of the two LWAs [A and B in Fig. 6(a)], and
between opposite crossed ports (A and B’), is also measured.
As shown in Fig. 9(c), they are below −30 dB in the entire
scanning bandwidth. The rest of coupling coefficients are equal
due to symmetry, and they are not represented in Fig. 9(c).
Once the LWA array has been characterized, the frequencyscanned sum and difference patterns and, hence, the associated FSPMFs for each frequency point fi are obtained
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using (8). In this case, according to the peak gain measurements in Fig. 9(a), we can calibrate each gain pattern with the
corresponding frequency-dependent power factors PFx ( f i )
G x (θ, f i ) = G x (θ, f i )P Fx ( fi ) x = A, B, A , B  i = 1 . . . N
(9)
P Fx ( f i ) = G M AX /max{G x (θ, fi )}
x = A, B, A , B  i = 1 . . . N.

(10)

As can be seen in (10), the power factors are obtained from
the peak gain values at each frequency point f i and for each
port x of the LWA array. Their computed values are summarized in Table III. This compensation method is necessary to
overcome the antenna gain variations while scanning and to
properly compare the individual beams generated by different
ports of the array. This is important to properly synthesize
the desired sum and difference patterns and, thus, obtain
optimum monopulse functions as explained in Section II.
Similar calibration techniques are common to LWA applied
to DoA estimation [4]–[13] (and particularly for frequency
scanning LWAs as explained in [6] and [11]).
The frequency-scanned sum and difference patterns
obtained after calibration are reported in Fig. 10. The measured
frequency-scanned monopulse patterns are similar to those
predicted by theory in Section II (Fig. 4), thus demonstrating
the successful synthesis of M = 2N + 1 = 7 monopulse
patterns which scan the angular space in a wide range between
−80◦ and +80◦ using N = 3 three frequency points. The
calibration factors absorb the gain fluctuations with frequency
for each port, thus keeping the monopulse patterns as close as
possible to the ideal ones. In this way, one can use low-cost
high-loss laminates as FR4 and compensate for the unwanted
effects of losses and dispersion.
The resulting seven FSPMFs are plotted in Fig. 11(a).
Again, the FoV without ambiguity for each measured
monopulse function is highlighted with thick trace
in Fig. 11(a). As expected, the central monopulse function at
2.39 GHz (m = 1) covers a wide FoV [−23◦, +23◦ ] around
broadside. Fig. 11(b) plots the central angle and FoV angular
limits for each monopulse function as frequency is varied.
The total FoV when only this central monopulse function
is used is illustrated with a vertical arrow in Fig. 11(b) for
M = 1. The two adjacent scanned monopulse functions at
2.39 GHz cover the angular ranges [±17◦, ±44◦], which
added to the previous monopulse function make possible to
cover a total FoV [−44◦, +44◦], as delimited with the arrow
for M = 3 total monopulse functions in Fig. 11(b).
This range can be further extended to [±35◦, ±65◦ ] and to
[±50◦, ±80◦], when the frequencies 2.52 and 2.65 GHz are
added [cases M = 5 and M = 7 in Fig. 11(b)]. A summary
of these results is shown in Table IV and graphically depicted
in Fig. 11(c), where m represents the order of the monopulse
function as illustrated in Fig. 11(a). As predicted by theory
in Section II (Fig. 5), the monopulse functions m = 6 and
m = 7 covering the close-to-endfire directions at f 3 present
a distorted shape in Fig. 11(a) when compared to the rest of
monopulse functions.

Fig. 10. Measured frequency-scanned sum and difference patterns in zy plane.
TABLE IV
M ONOPULSE F UNCTIONS F OV

A reduced monopulse slope and lower dynamic range is
obtained close to endfire, thus decreasing the angular sensitivity for angles far from broadside. In any case, this last
monopulse functions m = 6 and m = 7 are of key importance
to expand the FoV up to this wide angular region of ±80◦,
almost reaching endfire. Section IV is dedicated to illustrate
how this novel LWA array can be used to estimate the DoA
in this wide FoV of [−80◦, +80◦ ].
IV. E STIMATION OF D IRECTION OF A RRIVAL
This section describes how the proposed LWA array can be
used to estimate the DoA of a pilot RF signal composed by
three tones with specified discrete frequencies (2.39, 2.52, and
2.65 GHz). It is assumed that the three tones are transmitted
instantaneously and with equal power from a single RF source
location, which must fall inside the aforedescribed antenna
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Fig. 12. (a) Central monopulse function and measured monopulse value.
(b) Error function using the central monopulse function.

value MVm with m = 1 . . . M = 7. Then, the following
error function is computed from the difference between the
respective angular monopulse functions FSPMFm (9) and
the measured monopulse value MVm (11) related to each
monopulse pattern:
Err orm (θ ) = abs(F S P M Fm (θ, f i ) − M Vm ( f i )).

Fig. 11. (a) Measured FSPMFs. (b) Scanning of the monopulse central
angle and FoV with frequency. (c) FoV representation for each monopulse
function m.

FoV of [−80◦, +80◦] in the longitudinal zy plane and of
[−25◦, +25◦ ] in the perpendicular transverse zx plane. The
proposed LWA array must be connected to a receiver system
which simultaneously measures the power P(x, f i ) at each
port x of the LWA array (with x = A, B, A’, or B’) and the
three received tones frequencies i = 1 . . . N = 3.
Similar to the definition of the FSPMF in (9), the following
monopulse values MVm with m = 1 . . . M = 7, as previously
defined, must be computed from the received power values
P(x, f i ) :
M Vm =

P(x, fi )P Fx ( f i ) − P(y, fi )P Fy ( f i )
P(x, fi )P Fx ( f i ) + P(y, fi )P Fy ( f i )

(11)

where x and y are different and indicate the port (A, B,
A’, or B’). The subindex m, as defined in Fig. 11(a) and
summarized in Table IV, represents the combination of ports
for a selected frequency f i , which are used to obtain the

(12)

As a first example of DoA estimation and to better understand the effect of using a multi-tone signal, a single-tone
RF signal with f 1 = 2.39 GHz is transmitted from a known
direction of θ Do A = 10◦ . For this initial example, only the
power received in ports A and A’ at the lowest frequency f 1 is
measured, so that only the central monopulse function m = 1
is being used in (12). This is illustrated in Fig. 12(a), which
represents the central monopulse function (m = 1) which is
compared to the measured monopulse value MV1 obtained
from the incoming signal with direction θ Do A = 10◦ [MV1
is represented with a dashed horizontal line in Fig. 12(a)].
The resulting error function computed by (12) is plotted
in Fig. 12(b), showing three angular zones which minimize the
error function: θ = −78◦, θ = +10◦ , and some points around
θ = +50◦ . Obviously, only the zone θ = +10◦ corresponds
to the true signal direction, being the others false angular
directions which create ambiguity when estimating the DoA.
The same procedure is now performed using the other two
monopulse functions at the lowest frequency f 1 = 2.39 GHz
(m = 2 and m = 3), so that a total of M = 3 monopulse functions are compared with three received different monopulse
values MV1 , MV2 , and MV3 as shown in Fig. 13(a). The
three resulting error functions (12) are plotted in Fig. 13(b),
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Fig. 13. (a) Monopulse functions at f 1 with measured monopulse values at
θ = 10◦ . (b) Error functions at f 1 .

illustrating how they all share a unique common error minimum located at the real DoA angle θ = 10◦ . This way,
the previous angular zones that lead to a false DoA are filtered.
For instance, the point θ = −78◦ that created a minimum error
of 0.0006 when using only the central monopulse function
m = 1 gives a higher error value of 0.16 for the positive
monopulse function (m = 2) and an error of 0.15 for the
negative monopulse (m = 3). We can define the overall
cumulative error (OCE M ) as the root mean square of all errors
when considering a given number M of monopulse patterns

 M
 1
Err orm (θ )2 .
OC E M (θ ) = 
(13)
M
m=1

This OCE for M = 3 is shown with green dotted line
in Fig. 13(b). When this OCE3 is compared with the error
function with M = 1 [shown in blue line in Fig. 13(b)],
it can be seen that the angular region around θ = 50◦ which
created ambiguity is eliminated. Certainly, the use of the two
monopulse functions m = 2 and m = 3 in combination with
m = 1 (M = 3) reduces the ambiguity. Similarly, the false
direction point θ = −78◦ will be filtered out when more
monopulse functions are added, as it will be shown in the
following results with M = 5 and M = 7. This way, the final
angular pseudospectrum A P S(θ ) can be defined as the inverse
of the OCE M in logarithmic scale


1
.
(14)
A P S(θ ) = −20 log
OC E M (θ )

Fig. 14. Normalized APS using different number of monopulse functions
for several DoAs.

This APS is represented in Fig. 14 for different RF source
DoA angles Do A = 10◦ , 30◦ , 50◦, and 70◦ .
For each DoA angle, the APS is measured by increasing
the order of the monopulse functions involved, M = 1, 3,
5, and 7. As explained, as M is increased, the resulting
overall angular FoV without ambiguity widens around the
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central direction θ = 0◦ . This is shown in Fig. 14(a), which
represents the APS measured for DoA = 10◦ as studied in
Fig. 13. Clearly, adding more monopulse functions reduces
the ambiguity, eliminating unwanted peaks which appear at
θ = −78◦ and around θ = +50◦ when M = 1, and which
could lead to false DoA estimation due to uncertainties. This
behavior in the pseudospectrum as M is increased is totally
coherent with the data of Fig. 13, demonstrating the utility of
using multiple scanned monopulse functions to increase the
FoV without ambiguity.
As it can be clearly seen in Fig. 14(a), the pseudospectrum
floor level increases from −44.26 dB when M = 1, to around
−32 dB when M = 3, and to −24 dB when M = 7. This fact
can impact the estimation accuracy in the presence of noise
and/or interferences, and it must be considered. It must be
noticed that the predicted DoA is ultimately estimated from the
angle providing the overall maximum value in the measured
pseudospectrum. For all the DoA cases represented in Fig. 14,
it is shown how the actual DoA can be accurately estimated.
Moreover, the tendency with the increase in M is the same for
all the studied DoA in all the FoV range θ = [−80◦, +80◦ ].
Clearly, the use of multiple scanned monopulse functions plays
a key role to provide angular accuracy without ambiguity in
such a wide FoV angular range. As a drawback, it must be
noticed that increasing the number M of monopulse functions
reduces the dynamic range of the obtained APS.
A. Effect of Noise on the System Performance
To better evaluate the DoA estimation accuracy, the effect
of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is added to the
signal processing. The theoretical model to evaluate the performance of the technique in an AWGN scenario is explained
in detail in the Appendix. The measured pseudospectrums for
a DoA = 45◦ and for different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs)
(as defined in the Appendix), are plotted in Fig. 15. The
transmitted power of the multi-tone RF beacon signal is varied
in the range PT X = [1.25−125 mW] to provide different SNR
levels ranging from 54 to 74 dB. These transmitted power
levels are in the range of the RF power used by smartphones
and commercial mobile beacons [35]. The TX beacon antenna
typical gain is 3 dBi, and the antenna noise temperature is
assumed to be 60 K (see Appendix). The distance between
transmitter and receiver in this measurement setup is 3 m. With
this scenario, the results in Fig. 15 for DoA = 45◦ clearly show
that the levels of unwanted false peaks in the APS increase
as the SNR decreases. For PT X = 125 mW (SNR = 74 dB),
the estimated DoA equals the real value of 45◦ when M ≥
3. If only the central monopulse function is used (M = 1),
the estimated DoA is 42◦ as shown in Fig. 15(a), thus showing
an inaccuracy of −3◦ with respect to the real DoA. The use
of more than one scanned monopulse function significantly
reduces the error created by the noise, by reducing the amount
and level of unwanted peaks in the APS, as it can be seen
in Fig. 15(a). If the SNR is reduced to 64 dB (PT X =
12.5 mW), the lower SNR reduces the accuracy in the estimation of the DoA, and at least M = 5 monopulse functions
are needed to recover the actual DoA as shown in Fig. 15(b).

Fig. 15. Normalized noisy APS with DoA = 45◦ using different number of
monopulse functions M and for several SNRs.
TABLE V
D OA RMSE FOR D IFFERENT SNR S

For the lower signal power level PT X = 1.25 mW in
Fig. 15(c), the error in the estimated DoA is greater as the SNR
has been further reduced to 54 dB. As shown in Fig. 15(c),
the estimated DoA is 66.4◦ for M = 1, 56◦ for M = 3, 46◦ for
M = 5, and 44◦ for M = 7. Thus, it is demonstrated how this
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TABLE VI
C OMPARISON B ETWEEN LWA A RRAYS IN THE L ITERATURE

Fig. 16. DoA RMSE of the estimated angle in an FoV from −80◦ to 80◦
for different number of monopulse functions.

unwanted effect of noise in the DoA estimation is mitigated
as the number of monopulse functions M is increased.
In order to quantitatively measure the impact of the number
of monopulse functions M in the DoA estimation error,
Fig. 16 shows the root-mean-square of error in the estimation
of the DoA (DoA RMSE), as a function of the SNR. This
DoA RMSE is computed taking into account all possible
DoA angles in the FoV [−80◦,+80◦] (with a step of 1◦ ,
i.e., 161 DoA points). If just the central monopulse function is
used (M = 1), the DoA RMSE keeps very high (around 60◦ )
for any value of SNR. This is due to the relatively narrow FoV
[−23◦, +23◦] covered by a single M = 1 monopulse function
(see Fig. 11), which induces strong angular ambiguities out
of this angular region, as it was illustrated in Fig. 14 for

M = 1. If M = 3, monopulse functions are used, and it
can be seen in Fig. 16 how the DoA error is significantly
reduced below 2◦ when SNR > 67 dB in the whole FoV.
A similar low DoA error below 2◦ is obtained with M = 5
when the SNR is reduced to 60 dB. According to these results,
the use of a high number of scanned monopulse functions M
is of key importance to mitigate the negative effect of noise
which can strongly decrease the DoA estimation accuracy.
Table V summarizes some of the results in Fig. 16 to highlight
these facts. It must be highlighted that this low error in the
estimation of the DoA (below 3◦ even in the presence of noise)
is reported for line of sight (LoS) experiments. The estimation
of the DoA under multipath conditions/non-LoS is out of the
scope of these preliminary results, which report the proofof-concept of this innovative frequency-scanning monopulse
LWA array. The performance of the proposed direction-finding
LWA array used in a real wireless system and for indoor
localization will be studied in future works.
V. C OMPARISON W ITH OTHER D OA S OLUTIONS
This section is dedicated to compare the proposed DoA
estimation scanned-monopulse LWA array with other related
solutions, in order to clarify the contribution of this work to
this field. For that, two separated comparisons are performed.
First, Table VI relates our design with other multi-port LWA
topologies reported in the literature, emphasizing the similarities and differences with respect to our LWA array. Second,
Table VII compares the proposed DoA finding technique with
other related DoA estimation systems.
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TABLE VII
C OMPARISON B ETWEEN D OA D ETECTION S OLUTIONS

The most common application of an array of LWAs is
to provide 2-D scanning of the main directive beam: scanning in the elevation plane is provided by the inherent
frequency-scanning response of each LWA, while steering
in the azimuthal plane of the array is obtained by means
of phased-shifting electronic/switching techniques [36]–[40].
More recently, similar combination of frequency and phase
scan with LWAs arrays are applied for near-field focus 2-D
steering [41], [42]. Also, fully electronic scanning LWA
array topologies have been proposed for fixed-frequency 2-D
scanning [38], [43]. Other works use the multiport LWA
array topology for different applications: In [44], two LWA
in parallel with four accessible ports are used to permit
switching from orthogonal linear and/or circular polarizations.
Three LWAs are arranged in parallel in [45] to increase the
scanning range in the mm-wave frequency band using different
SIW LWAs with complementary shifted dispersion. Similarly,
an array of two SIW LWAs is presented in [46] to achieve
a dual scanned beam configuration. In any case, this is the
first time that an array of two LWAs is proposed to synthesize
frequency-scanned monopulse functions, with application to
DoA estimation techniques.
With respect to the use of directive antennas for DoA
estimation, including those proposals based on LWAs,

phased-array antennas, with their complex active beamforming/feeding networks to control the phase of each individual
radiating element, have been extensively used to estimate the
DoA of incoming RF signals [1], [2], [47], [48]. These kinds of
solutions are not cost-effective and they are power consuming.
To avoid the use of a multi-element actively fed phased array,
electronic scanning parasitic arrays (ESPAR) using just one
port have been also proposed for DoA estimation [3]. In this
work, the use of parasitic elements reduces the complexity of
the feeding network and the ESPAR presents one single RF
antenna port, but each parasitic element needs to be tuned and
controlled with an individual scanning control signal. In order
to reduce the tuning elements, fixed-frequency electronicbeam-scanning (FF EBS) LWAs provide one single RF port
and a lower amount of control signals for scanning (usually
one or two to scan in the elevation plane). This concept
has been recently applied to DoA estimation as reported
in [4], [7], [8], and [12]. In this context, references [10]
and [13] proposed the use of several FF EBS LWAs, which
are distributed around the targeted area to perform indoor
localization based on triangulation of estimated DoA.
As explained in this work, the inherent frequency scanning
characteristic of LWAs dispenses from electronic control signal
and associated active circuitry to perform the scanning. This
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way, totally passive LWA scanning solutions for DoA estimation can be proposed, provided the incoming RF signal is composed by several tones—which must be distributed through the
LWA scanning bandwidth to cover the FoV provided by the
LWA frequency-scanning response. This frequency-scanning
fully passive LWA direction finding scheme has been proposed
in [5], [6], [9], and [11]; however, all these works report
either a low angular resolution and/or a narrow FoV. Particularly, a sufficient wideband continuous signal is requested
in [6] for precise angular resolution. Our proposed LWA
monopulse-scanning array is fully passive and provides good
angular resolution and wide FoV thanks to the use of scanned
monopulse functions. At the same time, a three-tone signal
has shown to be sufficient, thus dispensing for ultrawideband
or other type of wide-continuous-bandwidth signals which
request for high transmission bandwidths. As commented,
this tradeoff between low-complexity totally passive topology and good resolution and FoV is obtained thanks to the
proposed scanned monopulse technique. Besides, the length
of the antenna (36 cm) is very suitable for indoor location
applications. The sizes of other planar LWAs proposed for
DoA estimation in the same ISM 2.45 GHz band are in the
range from 12.5 cm [4] to more than 1 m [5].
Certainly, the use of monopulse patterns has been proposed
for more accurate DoA estimation only in the elevation
plane [18], [19], [23] and also in both azimuthal and elevation
planes [49]–[51]. To increase the FoV, electronic-steerable
monopulse patterns have already been proposed for accurate
DoA estimation over wide FoVs [16], [17], [24]. Again,
the electronic scanning of the monopulse patterns need the
corresponding active phase-shifting circuitry. In this sense,
the proposed frequency-scanning monopulse DoA estimation
LWA array keeps good angular resolution over a wide FoV,
being a fully passive antenna and thus avoiding any active
circuitry to perform the scanning of the directive monopulse
patterns. As a drawback, a multi-tone RF signal is needed for
the DoA estimation. Fortunately, modern cognitive radio (CR)
systems and some wireless protocols provide this multi-tone
RF beaconing: this is the case of Bluetooth low energy (BLE)
devices [35], [48], which establishes three frequency channels
in the 2.45 GHz band for RF advertising that can be used
for this purpose. The proposed frequency-scanning monopulse
LWA array technique can be applied in this type of WLAN
scenarios for DoA estimation, and this will be the scope of
future works.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Two LWAs in parallel can serve to estimate the DoA
of a multi-tone pilot signal using their frequency-scanned
monopulse patterns. It has been explained how, by suitably
designing the shifted frequency-dispersion responses of the
two LWAs, the radiation patterns can properly synthesize
overlapping monopulse patterns to cover an almost complete
semispace FoV over a given frequency-scanning band. This
has been demonstrated with the practical design of a low-cost
FR4 LWA array in HWM technology, which scans a wide
±80◦ FoV using only three frequency channels: 2.39, 2.52,

and 2.65 GHz. The proposed antennas are planar and totally
passive, dispensing for more complex active phased-array
techniques based on switching and/or tunable components.
As it has been reported, the DoA estimation is based on
a calibration of the measured peak-gain values of the 12
synthesized scanned beams (three scanned beams per port
for four different ports and three different frequencies). This
calibration equalizes the amplitude deviations due to losses,
dispersion, and coupling, thus making the proposed approach
robust and compatible with high-loss low-cost PCB laminates
as FR4. Also, since the proposed DoA estimation technique is
based on power measurements, there is no need for sampling
IQ data from the incoming RF signal, making the signal
acquisition and processing very simple.
The proposed DoA estimation algorithm, which is based on
the superposition of seven scanned monopulse functions, has
been described. This way, it has been demonstrated that this
technique combines accurate angular resolution with a wide
FoV thanks to the frequency-angular scanning of the seven
synthesized monopulse functions. Also, it has been demonstrated that the use of several scanned monopulse functions
mitigate the effect of noise, demonstrating an angular error
below 3◦ even in the presence of noise, for LoS operation
without multipath, in the whole wide ±80◦ FoV.
All these characteristics (low-cost fully passive PCB planar
LWA in FR4, simple power-based DoA estimation technique
with good angular accuracy and wide FoV), make the proposed
LWA array very suitable for low-cost DoA estimation/direction
finding applications. It must be remarked that the proposed
monopulse-scanning passive LWA array is based on the use
of multi-tone RF pilot signals, and it cannot provide such
wide FoV with single-carrier radio signals. Nevertheless, modern CR systems and some wireless protocols provide this
multi-tone RF beaconing. In future works, the authors will
apply the proposed LWA frequency-scanning monopulse array
for localization of commercial wireless devices, which allow
for such multi-tone RF signaling schemes, as BLE beacons
and Zigbee motes operating in the 2.4 GHz band.
A PPENDIX : N OISE IN THE P ROPOSED
M ONOPULSE S YSTEM
The effect of noise can be considered in the proposed
frequency-scanned monopulse system, by introducing the following monopulse value in the presence of noise (MVN):
P B(θ, fi ) − P A(θ, f i )
(θ, f i )
=
M V N(θ, fi ) = 
(θ, f i )
P B(θ, fi ) + P A(θ, f i )
P B = (PR X,B (θ, f i ) + N R X,B ( f ))P FB ( f i )
P A = (PR X,A (θ, f i ) + N R X,A ( f ))P FA ( f i )

(15)

where PR X,x (θ, f i ) is the ideal RF signal power (without
noise) coming from an unknown incoming angle, measured
at any port x = A, B of the LWA array and for any of the
scanning frequencies f i . This signal power suffers the addition
of noise power N R X,x ( f i ), which also depends on the input
port x and scanning frequency f i in the form [52]
N R X,x ( f i ) = N · ηx ( f i ) x = A,B

(16)
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where N is the white noise power due to brightness temperature, which is uniformly distributed in space and frequency,
and given by the well-known expression
N = kTa B

(17)

1.38·10−23

J/K is the Boltzmann constant, Ta is the
with k =
antenna temperature (typically 60 K at 2.45 GHz [53]), and
B is the received signal bandwidth (for instance, 22 MHz for
Wi-Fi channels in the 2.45 GHz band). It must be remarked
that, although N is not a function of incoming angle, input
port, or signal frequency, the power addition due to noise
N R X,x ( f i ) does depend on frequency-scanning angle and input
port since N is multiplied by the LWA radiation efficiency
ηx ( f i ). Certainly, the directive frequency-scanning responses
of the LWAs introduce a different amount of noise after each
port x and as a function of frequency.
As the received signal at each port of the monopulse
systemPR X,x (θ, f i ) depends on the scanning response of each
port, the ratio between this received power and the intercepted
noise power will be also different for each port. In order to
define a unique SNR for our multiport scanning LWA system,
we will define the SNR as the ratio between the noise level N
(17) and the available signal power before the ports, PR X,AN T .
This available signal power which is received by the common
aperture shared by all the ports of the LWA array is defined
as follows:
PR X,AN T = PT X · G T X ·

1
· A AN T
4π R 2

(18)

where PT X is the transmitted power, G T X is the gain of
the antenna of the transmitter, R is the distance between
transmitter and receiver, and A AN T is the LWA aperture area,
in our case is 3.6 cm2 . The SNR of the whole frequencyscanned monopulse LWA system is thus defined as follows:
SN R =

PR X,AN T
.
N

(19)
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2.1

Summary

As it was stated in the introduction of this Thesis, Direction-of-Arrival is the most
promising technique for localization in IoT scenarios. Thus, there have been many
proposals for angulation systems for WiFi, BLE and RFID networks. However, these
previous proposals are based on either IQ information, which is not available in most
of the current mobile devices, or complex electronically tunable control circuits that
are not completely suitable for low-cost IoT applications. PLWAs have been also
proposed for angulation systems, but always relying on high quality substrates and
electronic control circuits. Also, some simple cheap PLWAs were proposed, but a
wideband signal, which is not provided in IoT networks, was required.
In this paper, published in the IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation
journal in July 2019, we proposed a frequency-scanned monopulse system based on
an array of two cheap PLWAs designed with FR4 substrate, which is widely used
in PCB circuits, for DoA estimation with good resolution. The proposed technique
is based on a multi-carrier radio frequency signal that is available in many wireless
communication protocols. Thus, a cheap passive antenna system in FR4 for DoA
estimation that can be included in current IoT networks is presented. A study of the
system performance under different noise levels is also carried out to better evaluate
the range of its use.

2.2

Methodology

Hereunder, the different steps that were performed towards the realization of this
work are listed:
1. Evaluation of a theoretical frequency-scanned monopulse system to understand the
different results and set the restrictions for the antenna performance in terms of
dispersion and beamwidth.
2. Proposal of the technique to estimate the DoA based on several scanned monopulse
functions. The idea is to take advantage of the frequency scanning provided by
LWAs to scan a high-resolution monopulse function along adjacent angular sectors.
Thus, a wide FoV, keeping a decent resolution can be obtained.
3. Design and simulation of the PLWAs in HMSIW technology to obtain the desired
frequency scanned radiation patterns for the monopulse synthesis. The designs were
done in the ISM frequency band around 2.45 GHz to demonstrate compatibility
with different IoT networks.
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2.3 Results

4. Manufacturing and measurements of the designed PLWAs. This was done in an
anechoic chamber, placing the antennas in parallel configuration as they would be
in a real system.
5. Evaluation of the system with measurement results, including different noise levels.
6. Comparison of the system performance with previous proposals to highlight the
advances.

2.3

Results

In the first part of the paper, theoretical results were obtained to validate the proposed
DoA estimation technique. First, the ideal theoretical shifted dispersion of two
PLWAs to synthesize contiguous scanned monopulse patterns was presented for an
antenna length of LA = 3λ0 . As it is shown, with three frequencies, a wide angular
range can be covered, with the beam direction going from θ = 8.5◦ to θ = 62◦ . Seven
monopulse functions are obtained as combination of the radiation patterns of both
antennas at each frequency, showing that a FoV of [−80◦ , +80◦ ] can be covered for
the DoA estimation.
Then, the manufactured PLWAs were measured, showing that contiguous radiation
patterns are obtained for the frequencies f1 = 2.39 GHz, f1 = 2.52 GHz and
f1 = 2.65 GHz, covering an angular range of ±69◦ . The different measured peak
gains of each pattern (at each frequency for each antenna) have to be compensated
with a correction coefficient so that proper monopulse functions can be synthesized.
After that compensation, the monopulse functions are obtained, showing a FoV of
[−80◦ , +80◦ ], which is the same as the theoretical one.
In the following section, the DoA estimation technique was presented, justifying the
need of several monopulse functions to estimate the DoA in a wide FoV with good
resolution and no ambiguities. The study of the system under different noise levels
also showed better performance, in terms of root mean squared error of the estimation,
when using several scanned monopulse functions.
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2.4

Conclusions and Contributions

A novel system for DoA estimation of multicarrier signals in IoT scenarios was
presented. The system is based on two PLWAs placed in parallel with shifted
dispersion in the 2.45 GHz ISM band that cover almost a complete semi-space
FoV. Cheap FR4 substrate was used to design the two passive PLWAs in HMSIW
technology, which are demonstrated to be suitable for low-cost applications regardless
of the losses that the FR4 material presents. Then, an algorithm for DoA estimation
was presented and analysed, showing good performance when using several monopulse
functions, even with a significant presence of noise.
With this work, reduction of the overall cost for DoA estimation systems was achieved,
avoiding the use of IQ information or complex circuits based on electronically tunable
elements. The proposed system with the explained algorithm provides DoA estimation
without ambiguity in a wide FoV, keeping a high resolution due to the use of multiple
scanned monopulse functions. This system can be easily integrated in current IoT
networks that allow for multitone RF signals scheme, as it will be shown in the next
article presented in this Thesis.
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ABSTRACT This paper presents a novel advanced Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacon, which is based
on an array of frequency-steered leaky-wave antennas (LWAs), as a transmitter for a Direction-of-Departure
(DoD) estimation system. The LWA array is completely passive, fabricated in a low-cost FR4 printed-circuit
board and designed to multiplex to different angular directions in space each one of the three associated
BLE advertising channels that are used for periodically transmitting the ID of the beacon. This way, the use
of more expensive hardware associated to electronic phased-array steering/beam-switching is avoided. Four
commercial BLE modules are connected to the four ports of the array, producing an advanced BLE beacon
that synthesizes twelve directive beams (one per each port and advertising channel) distributed over a wide
Field of View (FoV) of 120 degrees in the azimuthal plane. Then, any BLE enabled IoT device located within
this FoV can scan the messages from the beacon and obtain the corresponding Received Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI) of these twelve beams to estimate the relative DoD by using amplitude-monopulse signal
processing, thus dispensing from complex In-phase/Quadrature (IQ) data acquisition or high computational
load. We propose an angular windowing technique to eliminate angular ambiguities and increase the angular
resolution, reporting a root mean squared angular error of 3.7◦ in a wide FoV of 120◦ .
INDEX TERMS Direction-of-Departure detection, antenna arrays, monopulse systems, leaky-wave antennas, Bluetooth low energy.
I. INTRODUCTION

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is one of the key enabling
technologies for the Internet of Things (IoT) revolution in
Smart Cities [1]. There are many foreseen scenarios and there
is not a single technology to cover all of them, but BLE is
probably one of the most promising ones for multiple applications, mainly due to following facts [1]: 1- BLE standard
defines a simple and efficient advertising mode to broadcast
small messages, called advertisements, and allows a BLE
receiver to detect nearby BLE devices. 2- The simplest BLE
devices with the advertising feature are called beacons, which
are small, cheap, and designed to run on batteries for many
months, so they can be easily deployed, with high density,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Liangtian Wan
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in smart spaces. 3- Off-the-shelf BLE beacons easily interact
with commercial smartphones, tablets, or other IoT devices.
This has led to the spread of compelling location service
solutions that can be broadly classified on proximity or positioning services [1]. Among the potential uses; proximity,
guiding, tracking [2] and localization [3] at indoor scenarios
are some of the most important prospective applications.
BLE employs 40 physical narrowband channels in the
2.4GHz ISM band, separated 2MHz between each other.
Bluetooth defines two transmission types: data and advertising. Advertising transmission uses three physical radiofrequency (RF) channels (2402 MHz with index #37, 2426 MHz
with index #38, and 2480 MHz with index #39) for discovering devices, initiating a connection, and broadcasting data.
Data transmission uses up to 37 RF channels for communication between connected devices. As defined in the standard,
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an advertising message has a header and a payload between
0-31 bytes. It’s worth to mention that iBeacon is a proposal
from Apple that adopt the BLE standard but specifies its
own message format embedded on the payload [1], [3]. The
same occurs with the Eddystone format that comes from a
Google’s proposal. Nowadays, there are the following BLE
standards; 4.0, 4.1, 4.2, 5.0 and the recent 5.1 [4], [5]. The
basic advertising mechanism, message formats and the scanning process are the same for all the standards, in order to
allow compatibility between available commercial products.
BLE standards do not specify how to get the advertising
channel (#37, #38 or #39) from an incoming message, but it
is defined how to indicate the Media Access Control (MAC)
address, data payload and the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) to the application layer.
Current BLE localization services [1] are mainly based on
the acquisition of the RSSI from the advertising messages
transmitted by a beacon. Three different techniques are used
for such RSSI-based location: lateration, fingerprinting and
angulation [6]. BLE lateration is based on ranging estimation
and, despite being the simplest approach, it provides inaccurate distance estimations due to multipath fading [7], [8].
The BLE fingerprinting approach provides more accurate
predictions, but it relies on cumbersome on-site surveys to
construct the reference radio map [9], [10]. More recently,
angular-based location techniques have been proposed for
BLE positioning, showing superior performance than ranging
techniques [11], [12], while dispensing from time-consuming
fingerprinting radio-maps acquisition.
The new released standard Bluetooth 5.1 [5] pays attention
on direction finding capabilities and defines two different
methods called Direction-of-Arrival (DoA) and Directionof- Departure (DoD). Special frame signaling and synchronization for In-phase/Quadrature (IQ) data measurement is
required, in addition to high processing power necessary to
run the algorithms to identify the direction the Bluetooth
signal is coming from. The standard is based on the traditional approach for RF angular estimation [13]. For the
DoA architecture, the phased array acts as a scanner, acquires
the IQ data and estimates the direction at which a signal
has been received from the device with a single antenna
that has the role of the BLE beacon. For the case of DoD,
the phased array is the BLE beacon and the device with
a single antenna has the BLE scanner that receives the IQ
data from the phased array and calculates the direction at
which the signal has been transmitted with respect to the
beacon. Our proposal follows the approach of the second
architecture (DoD), since it is more interesting to deploy the
beacon in fixed known position, equipped with a phased array
and transmitting advertising frames in a predefined sequence.
Then, the DoD is estimated from the point of view of a mobile
device with a single antenna, such as a smartphone or a tablet,
that receives the advertising frames from the phased array and
processes them. This way, the computational load is left for
the mobile device and the power consumption of the beacon
is reduced, extending its lifetime in the case it runs with
VOLUME 8, 2020

FIGURE 1. Scheme of the advanced BLE beacon with frequency-steering
LWA array synthesizing twelve beams using BLE advertising channels #37,
#38 and #39 and a mobile device with a BLE scanner.

batteries. It has to be emphasized that the IQ-based direction
finding capability is not backward compatible with the previous BLE standards and current BLE Commercial Off-TheShelf (COTS) products that only provide RSSI information,
as it was demonstrated for WiFi [14] and for BLE [15]. For
this reason, seeking backward compatibility with BLE standards, we focus on DoD estimation at a mobile device based
on RSSI with no IQ data. This RSSI-based angular estimation
was demonstrated to show good performance in [16].
Due to the lack of IQ data, the estimation of DoD using
RSSI information requires a smart antenna at the transmitter that creates multiple partially-overlapped directive beams
pointing at different directions of space [16], [17], as shown in
Fig. 1. For good resolution, each individual beam must have
a narrow Half Power Beam Width (HPBW), while assuring a
wide Field of View (FoV) by steering all the beams in a wide
angular range. The main types of smart antennas proposed
for RSSI-based angular estimation are: switched beam antennas (SBA) [16], [18], electronically steerable parasitic array
radiator (ESPAR) antennas [19]–[21], monopulse antennas
(MA) [22]–[28], and leaky-wave antennas (LWAs) [29]–[35].
These designs typically implement some type of electronic
technique to steer the directive beams over the FoV. This ultimately relies on electronically reconfigurable RF front-end
circuits (RF switches, phase shifters, varactors) that increase
the cost of the active smart antenna. On the other hand,
LWAs show the inherent property of creating frequencysteered directive beams, so that different frequencies are
radiated in distinct directions. This has been proposed for
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) location [30], [32],
and DoA estimation using wideband RF signals [31] and
LWAs. More recently, frequency-steering has been combined
with amplitude-monopulse techniques to propose a novel
DoA estimation method using an array of two LWAs [35].
In this paper we propose for the first time a totally passive
and thus much more efficient and inexpensive smart antenna
for BLE RSSI-DoD estimation systems. Its simplicity lies in
the use of a frequency-steered LWA in conjunction with the
channel-hopping scheme inherent to BLE advertising protocol. We adapt the amplitude monopulse technique proposed
9381
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FIGURE 2. Scheme of overall BLE DoD system.

in [35] for the BLE protocol, designing a four-port LWA
array whose frequency-steering response matches the three
BLE advertising channels. In this way, twelve directive beams
angularly distributed in a wide FoV are synthesized when the
LWA array is connected to four BLE beacons as sketched
in Fig. 1. Therefore, we implement a RSSI-based BLE DoD
estimation algorithm that does not require a costly and powerconsuming reconfigurable active smart antenna or complex
IQ data acquisition, reducing the overall system cost and
complexity.
The paper is distributed as follows. Section II describes
the advanced BLE beacon with emphasis on the LWA array
design. In Section III, the array signal processing to estimate
the DoD is explained, demonstrating good angular estimation
accuracy in a wide FoV by just measuring the RSSI associated
to the twelve directive beams. Finally, Section IV makes a
comparison with previous RSSI-based DoA/DoD proposals,
to highlight the novelties and benefits of our proposal.
II. ADVANCED BLE BEACON UNIT
A. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The scheme of the BLE DoD estimation system is sketched
in Fig. 2. The advanced BLE beacon is composed of four BLE
modules, acting like beacons and connected to a frequencysteered LWA array with four RF ports (ports A, A’, B, B’).
A detail of the antenna array is shown in Fig. 3, and it will
be described later. In our case, all the BLE modules are
controlled by a laptop with Linux, running a script in Python.
The mobile device for this proof of concept is composed
of a laptop acting as a control unit and one BLE module
configured as a scanner, which is connected to a conventional
monopole antenna. The laptop receives the raw data through
the BLE module and processes it to estimate the DoD from
the advanced BLE beacon. In a real scenario, the receiver can
be substituted by a BLE enabled smartphone or tablet with
the proper software.
As previously commented, the present BLE standards do
not define how to get the advertising channel (#37, #38 or
#39) from the incoming message from a beacon, just the
MAC address, payload and its RSSI. The channel data at the
receiver while complying with the standard is paramount for
our proposal. Then we need a beacon that codifies the channel
data inside the advertisement message and this information
must be easy to retrieve from any consumer or IoT device.
9382
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FIGURE 3. a) Scheme and b) picture of designed LWA array.

For this, we employ a similar mechanism as described in [36],
following the standard and using the transmission channel
map when configuring the beacon transmission. The transmission channel map is a mask that indicates the allowed
channels: all of them or just one channel at a time. First,
the channel mask is configured for one beacon so it transmits
only at channel #37. The MAC address and the payload must
be set with a value that easily identifies the BLE module
ID and advertising channel being used. Other parameters,
such as the interval transmission period between messages
(in mseconds) or the total amount of advertising messages
can be configured. After the configuration has been performed, the beacon transmits a burst of advertisements in that
channel. This process is sequentially repeated for channels
#38 and #39. The Python script periodically switches between
the four BLE modules so the same sequence is repeated by
each one. In our implementation we have used a laptop with
Linux, BlueZ library [37], four USB BLE modules [38] and a
Python script to command the BLE modules switching periodically on each advertising channel using the iBeacon format. Then, each BLE module acts as a beacon with a known
MAC address and transmits 10 messages every 100 msecond,
i.e. it stays approximately 1 second per advertising channel.
The USB BLE module has a RP-SMA connector and it
is bounded to one of the ports of the antenna array. This
transmitter (Tx) part is shown on the left side of Fig. 2, and it
forms the advanced BLE beacon.
On the other side (right part in Fig. 2), our prototype of
mobile device is based on a laptop with Linux, the same USB
BLE module [38] connected to a single monopole antenna,
a Python script and a DoD estimation processing program.
The Python script configures the BLE module as scanner,
which periodically reports advertisement events and sends a
VOLUME 8, 2020
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TABLE 1. Table with LWA array dimensions in mm according to Fig.3.

message with raw data (time stamp, beacon MAC address,
#channel, RSSI) to the DoD processing program. The DoD
processing program is a Matlab script that processes the raw
data and estimates the DoD.
B. FREQUENCY-STEERED ANTENNA ARRAY

The antenna array is composed of two LWAs arranged in
parallel, as shown in Fig. 3. Each LWA provides two opposite input ports to create mirror symmetric beams that are
steered with frequency. The half-width microstrip (HWM)
LWA technology [39] has been chosen as it was done in [35],
due to its simplicity, low-profile planar and compact shape,
direct integration with printed-circuit board (PCB) circuits
and low-cost characteristics that make it a perfect candidate
for IoT applications.
The scheme of the LWA array is depicted in Fig. 3a
and the manufactured prototype is shown in Fig. 3b. The
array is manufactured using FR4 substrate with thickness
H = 1 mm, εr = 4.55 and tanδ = 0.016. This laminate
is widely adopted for low-cost PCB electronics, but it has
been recently proposed for its use in LWAs [40] with the
aim of reducing the cost of the antenna. Table 1 summarizes the antenna dimensions. Each LWA has a different strip
width, WA and WB , so to produce complementary frequencysteered responses and achieving a wider FoV for the system
as explained in [35]. At one side of each HWM there is a row
of metallic vias of diameter d0 and separated with a period
P0 , acting as a perfect electric conductor (PEC) wall; at the
other side there is an edge of length L where the radiation
occurs. Both antennas are placed with their radiating edges
separated at a distance S and on a metallic ground plane with
length LG and width WG which prevents radiation towards
the –x direction and helps increasing the directivity of the
LWAs in the space of interest (+x direction).
As it can be observed in Fig. 3a, each of the antennas
that compose the array has a different feeding network. For
the case of LWAA , it consists of a microstrip line with an
inset in the antenna structure. On the other hand, the feeding
network of LWAB is formed by a microstrip line with a taper
(progressive change of the width of the microstrip) and no
inset. The reason to use different feeding networks is due to
the radiation angular range of each antenna, this is, LWAA
is designed to radiate at angles close to broadside direction
(φ = 0◦ ), where the antenna is working close to its cutoff
frequency [41], while LWAB radiates at higher angles. The
microstrip line with inset allows for a better matching when
working at the lower frequency channel, but as a drawback,
VOLUME 8, 2020

FIGURE 4. Measured LWA array a) Matching. b) Coupling between ports.

the behavior of this feeding network is more resonant, which
means that its functional bandwidth is reduced, as it can be
observed in Fig. 4a. On the contrary, the microstrip line with
taper permits a good matching in a greater bandwidth, but it
does no work properly close to the cutoff, which in the case
of LWAB is far below the BLE advertising channels. In any
case, good matching below -10 dB in the band of interest
(2.402-2.48 GHz), is achieved in the four ports of the antenna
array as shown Fig. 4a.
It is also important to realize that part of the power that is
injected through one port can couple to other ports. This is
depicted in Fig. 4b. First, in LWAs, part of the power reaches
the end of the structure without being radiated. This amount
of power is coupled in the opposite port, as it is represented
in the curves A-A’ and B-B’. As it can be observed, this
coupling increases with the frequency, since the radiation rate
is reduced for higher angles [41]. A maximum value of -10 dB
is obtained for the case of LWAB and channel #39. The rest
of the couplings are related with the radiated fields that are
absorbed by the other ports of the structure. The couplings
A-B and A’-B’ are between parallel ports, while A-B’ and
A’-B are the ones relating opposite crossed ports. As can be
seen in Fig. 4, all of these couplings are below -30 dB in the
whole bandwidth. This shows a good isolation between all
the ports of the structure.
The radiation patterns produced by the LWA array in the
corresponding BLE channels have been measured in an anechoic chamber as shown in Fig. 5, using a directive panel
antenna as a reference. As sketched in Fig. 1, we need the
array to generate twelve directive beams pointing at different
directions, each beam associated to a single BLE module
and a single BLE advertising channel. The radiation patterns
have been measured both in the analog domain (using vector network analyzer R&S ZVL6, Fig. 6b) and also in the
digital domain (Fig. 6c), i.e., measuring the RSSI levels at
9383
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TABLE 2. Relative peak gain (RPG) between channels in dBs.

FIGURE 5. Characterization of radiation patterns in anechoic chamber.

As it can be seen in Fig. 6c, the digital BLE patterns show
quantization in 1 dB steps. This is due to the fact that the BLE
receiver [38] produces such quantization in the acquired RSSI
levels. In any case, it can be seen how a wide FoV is covered
using twelve directive beams.
With these overlapped beams, the DoD can be estimated using different techniques, such as MUSIC (Multiple Signal Classification) [42] or ESPRIT (Estimation
of Signal Parameters via Rotation Invariance Techniques)
[43]. We propose, as explained in section II.C, the use
of amplitude-monopulse processing like it was done in
[35], which is robust against changes in the propagation
channel.
C. STEERED MONOPULSE FUNCTIONS

FIGURE 6. Measured frequency-steered array response a) Steering angle
φR b) Analog radiation patterns c) BLE digital radiation patterns.

each angular direction and for the different ports and BLE
channels. The measured radiation angle φR as frequency is
varied for each port of the LWA array is shown Fig. 6a. Port
A creates the steering angles φA#37 =13.7◦ , φA#38 =18.5◦
and φA#39 =29◦ , while port B produces φB#37 =44.5◦ ,
φB#38 =48◦ and φB#39 =54.5◦ .Port A’ and B’ produce beams
at mirrored directions (negative values of φ).
9384
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The amplitude monopulse technique has been normally
applied for DoA estimation, by comparing the relative power
levels received by two partially overlapped directive beams
[26], [35]. This technique can be reciprocally applied for
DoD estimation, measuring the power of a signal received
in a mobile device and transmitted from the two overlapped
beams. In order to compensate the peak gain difference
between different beams and equalize it, a factor must be
applied to each beam to normalize the values to the maximum. This calibration has been already done in other works
that make use of LWAs for DoA estimation systems [31],
[35], [44], but it is also valid for DoD estimation. Table 2 summarizes the peak gain difference or Relative Peak Gain (RPG)
between channels. For each beam, the peak gain has been
compared to the highest value, which in the case of the analog
patterns it is achieved using port A with the channel #39 and
in the digital patterns it is obtained with port A’ using also
channel #39.
It can also be observed that the peak differences are much
higher in the digital patterns than in the analog ones. This
is because the electronics of each BLE module, which can
have different performance, are taken into account for the
digital patterns. Once the RPG between channels and ports
has been characterized, the digital monopulse functions MF
can be defined from the combination of the sum (6) and
difference (1) of the normalized gain pattern Ḡ of any pair of
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TABLE 3. Combination of channels and ports to obtain steered
monopulse functions.

FIGURE 7. Measured monopulse functions a) Analog b) Digital RSSI.

beams as:

MF φ, Pi Chk , Pj Chl

1 φ, Pi Chk , Pj Chl

= P
φ, Pi Chk , Pj Chl
=

FIGURE 8. Addition of overlapping monopulse functions to mitigate
multipath effects.

G (φ, Pi Chk ) − G φ, Pj Chl



G (φ, Pi Chk ) + G φ, Pj Chl



(1)

where Ḡ(φ, Pi Chk ) indicates the normalized gain pattern
(in linear units) using any port Pi (i, j = A, B, A’, B’) and
any channel Chk (k, l = 37, 38 or 39), which is obtained as
follows:


G (φ, Pi Chk ) = 10

G(φ)|dB −RPG(Pi Chk )|dB
10



(2)

It must be highlighted that, in contrast to conventional
monopulse systems [35], it is not necessary to use beams
at the same frequency. In our case, since the data is processed in the digital domain instead of in the analog RF
domain, any pair of beams created at different angles and
any frequencies can be compared to estimate the DoD within
their partial FoV, leading to virtual digital monopulse synthesis. Table 3 summarizes the combination of ports and
BLE channels used to generate M = 7 monopulse functions
using (1). The monopulse functions are shown in Fig. 7.
Apart from the aforementioned digital quantization due to
discrete RSSI levels, the obtained digital monopulse functions shown in Fig. 7b are in good agreement with the analog
ones in Fig. 7a.
It can be seen that each monopulse function is steered
to a different angular region and has its own partial FoV
(summarized in Table 3), which complements with the other
functions to cover a wide total FoV of [−60◦ , +60◦ ]. The
value obtained in (1) for each MF∈[−1, 1] can be related to
a DoD (φ value on the abscissa axis) due to its almost linear
VOLUME 8, 2020

relation in the partial FoV indicated in Table 3. As the DoD
is not known a priori, ambiguity is present in the estimation
and signal processing is required, as it will be explained in
section III. It is also important to remark that the angular resolution of the system is related to the monopulse sensitivity,
which can be measured from the slope of the synthesized
monopulse functions (dM/dφ). High angular resolution is
achieved thanks to the narrow beams (so that steep monopulse
functions are obtained), but this creates narrow individual
FoV too. Here the superposition of all partial FoV creates
a wide total FoV, while keeping high angular sensitivity for
all monopulse functions, as shown in Table 3. It can be
observed that the channel #38 is not used to create any of
this monopulse functions necessary to cover the wide FoV,
but it can be used to generate six new overlapping monopulse
functions that increase the accuracy in case of multipath,
as it will be demonstrated later. As shown in Fig. 8, a total
amount of M=13 monopulse functions can be synthesized
when using all the BLE channels. Their respective combination of beams, local FoV and angular sensitivity are
summarized in Table 4.
III. RSSI-BASED DoD ESTIMATION USING STEERED
MONOPULSE SIGNAL PROCESSING

The digital monopulse functions characterized in Fig. 8 are
the references for the estimation of the DoD with respect
to the advanced BLE beacon, as they are measured in a
controlled environment with no multipath. Then, in a real
scenario, the beacon will work as explained in Section II,
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TABLE 4. Combination of channels and ports to obtain overlapping
monopulse functions.

FIGURE 10. a) Estimated DoD (φ̂) and b) estimation error (δφ ) in anechoic
chamber. Monopulse and pseudo-MUSIC processing are compared.

combination of any pair of RSSIC values:

RSSIC (Pi Chk )/
RSSIC Pj Chl 
10 − 10
10
10

MVm =
(4)
RSSIC (Pi Chk )/
RSSIC Pj Chl 
10 + 10
10
10
where the index m = 1..7 corresponds to the combination
of ports and BLE channels, with the same order as presented in Table 3. Thus, we obtain seven monopulse values
that are depicted in Fig. 9b. After this, each monopulse
value is compared to its correspondent monopulse function
(Fig. 7b), obtaining an individual monopulse error function
ME which depends on the unknown angular direction φ
as follows:

FIGURE 9. Array signal processing.

transmitting BLE advertising messages, sequentially changing the transmission channel and the transmitting BLE
module. Once the receiver has gathered information from
all channels and ports (vector of twelve elements {RSSI,
beam ID}), the DoD estimation will be performed by comparison with the monopulse functions obtained in the anechoic
chamber. The processing is quite similar to the analog one
presented in [35], but it must be noticed that here we can
combine digital information from all channels and ports. This
allows to have more virtual monopulse functions for a better
performance of the DoD system.
To better illustrate the steps of the signal processing, Fig. 9
shows the results for a particular case in which the real DoD is
φ = −40◦ . First, the BLE receiver acquires the twelve values
of RSSI corresponding to each one of the beams transmitted
by the advanced BLE beacon. These RSSI values in dBm
must be corrected by the RPG in Table 2, so we obtain a
calibrated RSSI in dB:
RSSIC (Pi Chk ) = RSSI (Pi Chk ) − RPG (Pi Chk )

(3)

where i indicates the port (A, A’, B, B’) and k indicates
the channel (#37, #38, #39). The value of the RSSIC for
each channel and port is represented in Fig. 9a, having a
total of 12 values, one for each beam in Fig. 6c. After
this, a monopulse value MVm can be obtained from the
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MEm (φ) = abs (MFm (φ) − MVm )

(5)

Then, in order to take into account all monopulse functions and eliminate ambiguities, we define a pseudospectrum
PS(φ) as the normalized inverse of the root mean square
error (RMSE) of all monopulse errors for each angle:





PSM (φ) = −10 log 
 s M
 P
m=1






1
2
ME
(φ)
m
M
1

(6)

The estimated DoD (φ̂) will be the angle φ where the
PS shows a maximum value (minimum RMSE). This is
represented, in Fig. 9c, where it can be seen that there is a
maximum at φ = −40◦ , showing an agreement with the
real DoD in the measurement. The example in Fig. 9 was
performed inside the anechoic chamber shown in Fig. 5 at
a distance of 3 m between the advanced BLE beacon and the
BLE scanner. Similarly, the DoD has been estimated in the
entire FoV of 120◦ , in steps of 1◦ as plotted in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10a shows the estimated DoD while the estimation
error is plotted in Fig. 10b. As it can be seen, the DoD is
estimated in the entire FoV of 120◦ , with a maximum error
of 6◦ and a RMSE of only 2.6◦ . In addition, it can be seen
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FIGURE 11. Comparison between monopulse and pseudo-MUSIC angular
pseudospectrums for a DoD of 40◦ in anechoic chamber.

that the angular estimation error is independent on the angle.
Normally, reconfigurable systems have poorer performance
when working far from the normal direction (φ = 0◦ ), due
to the lower beam directivity when approaching to endfire
(φ = ±90◦ ). In our frequency-steerable LWA array this is
not the case; as it is shown in Fig. 6, the beams are more
directive for higher pointing angles than for the normal direction. As explained in [35], the leaky-wave antenna produces
a broader beam at broadside due to the higher losses suffered by the travelling wave under these radiation conditions.
Consequently, the monopulse function sensitivity is almost
constant for all directions, as summarized in Table 3, and
the angular estimation performance does not depend on the
steered direction.
At this point, it is important to highlight that other angular
estimation algorithms such as MUSIC or ESPRIT could have
been adapted to estimate the DoD with the LWA array. These
methods use angular steering vectors to define the signal
subspace. A power-based adaptation of the MUSIC algorithm
was applied for electronically reconfigurable LWAs in [34],
without the need of phase information of the signals, and
this can similarly be adapted for a frequency-steered LWA
as the one used here. In our case, once the RSSI values have
been acquired and stored for the twelve directive beams as
shown in Fig. 9a, they define a power input vector for the
unknown DoD. This vector can be compared to the premeasured power steering vectors for different angular directions
to plot an angular or spatial pseudo-MUSIC spectrum and
eventually estimate the angular direction from its peaks.
In Fig. 11, the pseudo-MUSIC angular spectrum for the
example in Fig. 9 is compared to the PS obtained from the
steered monopulse functions as defined in (6). As it can be
seen, both angular spectrums show similar shape and present
a peak in the correct value of the DoD. Besides, the DoD
estimated with pseudo-MUSIC is compared to our approach
in Fig. 10, showing similar performance in the anechoic
chamber. It must be remarked that both the pseudo-MUSIC
and the steered monopulse signal processing technique are
compatible DoD estimation algorithms for smart multi beam
antennas. As commented, an adapted MUSIC algorithm has
been applied to estimate angle with electronically-steerable
LWAs [29], [33], [34] and with switched steered monopulse
VOLUME 8, 2020

FIGURE 12. Outdoor scenario at UPCT campus a) Layout b) Picture.

antennas [27], [28]. The main contribution of our proposal
is the technique to create the multiple steered beams that
provide the angular information. While previous smart antennas need electronic reconfiguration to steer the beam and
produce the steering vectors, our proposal uses a frequencysteering technique which perfectly suits with the inherent
channel-hopping advertising scheme of BLE to avoid any
active, power consuming electronic reconfiguration of the
antenna beam direction. Certainly, our proposal is smarter in
the sense that a passive smart antenna produces even better
performance than active beamforming BLE beacons, as it will
be explained in a detailed comparison in section IV.
Next test is performed in an outdoor scenario with possible
multipath. The scheme of the measurement grid is depicted
in Fig. 12a, showing the location of different obstacles and
walls with respect to the transmitter and showing the measurements zone. To cover the whole FoV, the test points were
located from φ = −60◦ to φ = +60◦ in 10◦ steps. Also,
to test the robustness of the system with respect to variations
in the distance between the BLE advanced beacon and the
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FIGURE 14. Iterative spatial windowing to reduce noise and multipath
effects.

FIGURE 13. Effect of using more monopulse functions to reduce
multipath effects.

mobile IoT device, the measurements were also performed
for different radial distances: 1, 2, 5, 8 and 12 m. A total
of 65 points were measured in this grid. As shown in Fig. 12b,
the advanced BLE beacon is mounted on a tripod at a height
of 1.5 m, and the IoT device has a dipole antenna with vertical
orientation and it is carried by a person.
In the presence of multipath, the use of as much monopulse
functions as possible is beneficial for the DoD estimation.
To demonstrate this, Fig. 13 shows the results for the case
of a real DoD of φ = 0◦ , at a distance of 8 m, using a
total of M = 7 (from MF1 to MF7) and M = 13 (from
MF1 to MF13) monopulse functions. First, as it was done in
the test in anechoic chamber, we represent the RSSIC for all
the channels and ports. Again, we have a total of 12 values,
shown in
Fig. 13a. Now, as depicted in Fig. 13b, we can obtain
more monopulse values using (4), corresponding to each
of the additional monopulse functions (MF = 8 . . . 13).
Thus, when obtaining the pseudospectrum PS(φ), we will use
more error functions. In Fig. 13c, the PS(φ) is represented
when using M = 7 and M = 13 monopulse values. Using
M = 7 monopulse functions, it can be observed that there are
two peaks in the pseudospectrum. Apart from the peak around
φ = 0◦ due to the real DoD, another maximum appears
around the angle φ = +15◦ due to multipath effects. If M = 7
monopulse functions are used, the dominant contribution is
the one of the multipath, leading to a wrong DoD estimation.
However, using M = 13 monopulse functions the multipath
influence is mitigated. The two peaks are still present, since
the multipath effect is not eliminated, but now the dominant contribution in the PS leads to a lower DoD estimation
error.
As a drawback, it must be remarked that the use of more
monopulse functions increases the bias level observed in the
PS in Fig. 13b (from a floor level of −6 dB with M = 7
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to −4 dB with M = 13). This reduces the dynamic range for
DoD estimation. In order to reduce the error coming from
this noise and also to help mitigating the multipath effect,
it would be convenient for a good estimation to use only the
monopulse functions with their partial FoV containing the
real DoD, but this cannot be known a priori. For this, an iterative spatial windowing is applied as illustrated in Fig. 14 for a
case with real DoD φ = −35◦ . In the first iteration, an initial
estimation of the DoD is performed using all the M = 13
monopulse functions in the total 120◦ FoV [−60◦ , +60◦ ].
This first estimation is defined as φ̂1 and for the example
in Fig. 14 led to φ̂1 = −24◦ . Then, a second iteration
is performed, but now using just the monopulse functions
whose partial FoV falls on a window of half the angular
range of the previous iteration #1 (60◦ ) and centered on
φ̂1 . For the example shown in Fig. 14, a total of M = 8
monopulse functions were used in this second step, corresponding to those falling in Fig. 8 within the angular interval
φ =[−54◦ , +6◦ ]. This provides the second estimation
φ̂2 == −32◦ . The iterations continue until two consecutive
iterations result in the same estimated angle, which in our
example occurs in the fourth iteration (φ̂3 = φ̂4 = −35◦ ).
Two issues must be noticed in the results of Fig. 14. First,
the peak due to the multipath, which in the first iteration
leads to a wrong estimation, is reduced in every iteration.
Second, the noise floor level in the pseudospectrum drops
with each iteration (from −5dB to −10dB), as a consequence of reducing the amount of monopulse functions used.
As it can be seen, the peaks in the PS become sharper with
each iteration, therefore improving the angular resolution and
accuracy. Finally, the iterative windowing process converges
to a more accurate DoD estimation.
One last test is performed in order to analyze the robustness
of the system when the orientation of the mobile device is
changed or when there are obstacles between the device and
the advanced BLE beacon. For this, first we estimate the
DoD when the mobile device is facing the beacon at the
same height. In Fig. 15a the values of received RSSI for
one of the ports and the three BLE channels, are plotted.
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FIGURE 16. Estimation of DoD as a function of distance.

FIGURE 15. Robustness with respect to mobile orientation.

For the first 15 seconds, the device keeps in the same position
with nothing blocking the direct line of sight. The PS shown
in Fig. 15b for this case is very clean and the system predicts
perfectly the real DoD, as shown in Fig. 15c. The second
case of study is with the person holding the mobile device
backwards to the beacon, thus blocking the line of sight with
their body. Now it can be noticed in Fig. 15a that the RSSI
levels are much lower than in the previous case, due to the
attenuation created by the body in between.
Also, the pseudospectrum for this case shown in Fig. 15b
is noisier and shows a higher background noise level due to
the lower acquired RSSI levels. Nevertheless, the estimation
of the DoD is quite good, with an error of 3◦ . At this point
it must be remarked that monopulse systems are known to
provide range-free angular estimation, i.e., they are robust
with respect to absolute power variations [26], since the DoD
estimation is based on the relative levels acquired by each
of the two beams forming the monopulse. This also applies
for our monopulse system with twelve beams, which shows
robustness when an obstacle reduces the RSSI levels in a
similar extent for all the channels, as shown in the 30 dB
signal drop of Fig. 15a.
Finally, the device is placed on the floor. The RSSI levels
are also lower than in the first case. This is because the
gain of the antenna does not keep constant in the elevation
xz-plane. As it was explained in [35], this does not affect the
DoD estimation as long as we stay in a given angular range,
depending on the beamwidth of the radiation patterns in this
plane. As can be seen in Fig. 15b, the pseudospectrum is also
very clean, and the final estimated DoD has an error of 3◦
despite the change of height.
In Fig. 16, it is shown the estimated DoD for some of
the test points in the grid presented in Fig. 12a (covering
five radial distances of 1 m, 2 m, 5 m, 8 m and 12 m, and
13 angular sectors from φ = −60◦ to φ = +60◦ in 20◦ steps).
In Fig.16, solid lines correspond to the real angles and
dashed lines to the estimated DoD. Each solid line, along
VOLUME 8, 2020

with its corresponding dashed line represents angular directions φ = 0◦ , ±20◦ , ±40◦ , ±60◦ . As previously explained,
here we can see the robustness of the system with the distance.
The absolute variations in the received RSSI are the same for
all the ports and channels, so that the relative value between
them does not change. As a consequence, we can see that the
DoD estimation performance is similar in all the test points,
despite the RSSI variations in this range of 12 meters, which
obviously define different values of SNR (Signal-to-Noise
Ratio).
In order to evaluate the SNR in the experiments, we can
compare the background noise level with the maximum and
the minimum values of all the received RSSIs. First, the noise
power is defined by the well-known expression:
N = kTa B

(7)

= 1.38·10−23

Being k
J/K, Ta the antenna temperature, which
is typically 60K at 2.45 GHz [45], and B is the received signal
bandwidth that for the case of the channels of the BLE protocol is 2 MHz. Thus, the noise power is N = −107.8 dBm.
In the experiments, the maximum measured RSSI value
was RSSImax = −3 dBm, obtained at a close distance of 1m
and at an angle of φ = −30◦ with respect to the transmitter.
This angle with maximum RSSI value is in accordance with
the beam patterns shown in Fig. 6c and the RPG in Table 2:
effectively, the beam obtained at channel #39 and port A is the
one with the highest peak gain and it is pointing towards this
direction φ = −30◦ . As a result, the maximum SNR value
in the experiments was SNRmax = 104.8 dB. On the other
hand, a minimum RSSI value of −69 dBm is experimentally
obtained at the largest distance of 12 m and for port A
and channel #38, leading to a minimum SNR of 38.8 dB.
From these results, we can conclude that the SNR in our
experiments (covering a distance of 12 meters and a Field of
View of 120◦ ) varies in this range between SNR = 105 dB and
SNR = 39 dB. Moreover, the sensibility of the receiver BLE
module according to the datasheet [38] is −88 dBm, so the
measured RSSI values in all the experiments are quite above
this value. In any case, the variability in the DoD estimation
for the different test locations can be related with the noise in
the electronics of the BLE modules and more importantly, due
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TABLE 5. Angular error statistics from the experimental test in Fig. 16.

FIGURE 17. CDF of angular error a) Comparison using different number of
monopulse functions and windowing technique. b) Comparison with
pseudo-MUSIC from our dataset and from results in [28].

to multipath effects which can be reduced with the described
signal processing.
For each test point, the angular error, defined as the difference between the real and the estimated angle, is calculated.
Also, the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and the Root Mean
Squared Error (RMSE) for the angular error are computed
for the 65 test points in the experiment of Fig. 16. The use of
M = 7 and M = 13 monopulse functions, with and without
the angular windowing technique are compared in Table 5.
The MAE is reduced when using more monopulse functions
and the windowing technique, from 6.5◦ (M = 7 and no
windowing) to an absolute error of 2.7◦ for the best case
(M = 13 and windowing). The RMSE follows a similar
tendency, reporting for the best case a RMSE of 3.7◦ . Clearly,
the use of M = 13 monopulse functions and angular windowing outperforms the other alternatives.
The closer experimental setup to ours is found in [28]
with 4 BLE beacons placed on the corners of a room.
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Each beacon is based on a phased-array antenna with 1 BLE
module and switches to steer the beam. The receiver uses a
monopole antenna in a tripod and it is conducted a measurement campaign in 65 points around the room with Line-ofSight (LoS) conditions. The authors calculate the empirical
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the angular error
taking into account the real angle and the estimated angle for
all the beacons (see Fig.19 in [28]) and the percentile errors.
In order to compare with their results, we plot in Fig. 17a
the calculated empirical CDF from our field test for different estimation methods. Again, it is shown from the CDF
curves the improvement in the performance when using more
monopulse functions (M=13) and the windowing technique.
For this best case, we achieve a 50 and 90 percentile error
of 1.5◦ and 5.8◦ respectively. Also, the CDF results from
[28] are plotted in Fig.17 for comparison, showing a larger
50 and 90 percentile error of 3.9◦ and 8.9◦ respectively
as summarized also in Table 5. In [28], a pseudo-MUSIC
algorithm was used to estimate the DoD. As previously
explained, the better performance of our proposal is not due
to the use of monopulse DoD estimation algorithm rather
than adapted MUSIC, but to the fact that we synthesize
twelve directive steered beams rather than four as in [28].
Besides, the reported FoV in [28] is 80◦ . Our smart array
for BLE DoD finding solution provides wider FoV of 120◦
and higher angular accuracy. In addition, our smart BLE
beacon provides better performance, while being a completely passive antenna and thus dispensing from active beam
steering. For instance, the active beamforming smart BLE
beacons for DoD estimation proposed in [28] makes use of
an active microwave Single Pole 4 Through (SP4T) switch
with associated Micro-Controller Unit (MCU) and BeamForming Network (BFN) to create four directive switched
beams. Clearly, the frequency-steering solution proposed in
our work takes advantage of the channel hopping scheduling,
inherent to BLE advertising protocol, to avoid any active
beam steering method and reduce the smart antenna cost and
control complexity, thus being in this sense more efficient and
smarter BLE beacon solution than the active phased array
used in [28]. Finally, the CDF obtained when applying the
pseudo-MUSIC algorithm to our frequency-steered array is
also plotted in Fig.17b as a benchmark. The pseudo-MUSIC
algorithm produces poorer DoD estimation than our technique with M = 13 monopulse functions and using windowing, as summarized in Table 5. In any case, both DoD
estimation algorithms (monopulse and pseudo-MUSIC) show
lower angular estimation error than [28] thanks to the use
of the frequency-steered antenna which synthesizes a total
of 12 directive beams (thus providing richer angular information than the 4 beams electronically switched in the BLE
beacon of [28]).
To the authors knowledge, it is the first time that frequencysteering techniques are applied for angular estimation in
a wireless personal area network (WPAN) paradigm with
COTS devices such as BLE. A detailed comparison between
different RSSI-based direction finding smart antenna
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TABLE 6. Comparison between different RSSI-based DoD/DoA estimation techniques using smart antennas.

systems, including DoA and DoD, applied to IoT scenarios
is done in next Section IV.
IV. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS SMART ANTENNA
SYSTEMS FOR RSSI-BASED DIRECTION ESTIMATION

Table 6 summarizes the main smart antenna designs that
have been proposed for power-based direction finding in
the 2.45 GHz band. A Switched Beam Antenna (SBA) was
used in [16] for DoA estimation for 2.4 GHz Zigbee WSN.
It needs a Single Pole 4 through (SP4T) RF switch and control
circuitry to switch between four patch antennas, which cover
a total FoV of 360◦ . Due to the wide HPBW = 60◦ of each
individual patch antenna, the adapted MUSIC algorithm leads
VOLUME 8, 2020

to a high angular error of 20◦ . A more complex electronically
steerable parasitic array radiator (ESPAR) antenna, formed by
seven parasitic dipoles loaded with electronically-controlled
variable-reactance RF diodes, was proposed in [20] for DoA
estimation at 2.45 GHz. A high angular precision of 4◦
is obtained at the cost of the use of complex electronic
beam steering control circuitry, which must tune seven control signals to perform the continuous beam steering. The
ESPAR design proposed in [21] for WSN DoA estimation
is composed by a higher number of 12 parasitic monopoles,
thus increasing to this number the amount of control signals. However, they used RF switching instead of continuous
controllable RF reactances, thus leading to simpler binary
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control at the expense of losing pattern reconfiguration flexibility. As a consequence, lower angular resolution of 8◦ was
obtained, but with simpler control hardware and associated
signal processing. In [20] and [21], the power pattern crosscorrelation (PPCC) method was used for DoA estimation.
The use of monopulse techniques simplifies the reconfiguration circuitry while keeping high angular resolution, as it was
demonstrated in [22] using an electronically steered dynamic
monopulse receiver (DMR) for RSSI-DoA estimation operating at 2.3 GHz. In this case, the electronic steering circuitry
makes use of two controllable phase-shifters and a 90◦ RF
hybrid coupler, which are connected to two patch antennas.
Now, only two control signals are needed by the MicroController Unit (MCU) to reconfigure the RF phase shifters
and produce a beam steering of the monopulse patterns in a
FoV of 90◦ , obtaining 3◦ angular resolution.
Similarly, two printed dipole antennas were connected to
a 180◦ RF hybrid coupler and two phase-shifters controlled
by a MCU to perform 2.45 GHz RFID localization in [23],
reporting similar 90◦ FoV and 4◦ angular discrimination.
In [24]–[26], the use of static (not steered) monopulse patterns was proposed for direction finding, and thus the FoV
without ambiguity and the angular accuracy is much reduced.
In [25], an 868 MHz RFID RSSI-based monopulse reader
for DoA estimation is designed for a wide FoV of 80◦ ,
obtaining a mean angular error of 6◦ . In [26], more directive
antennas are used for 2.45 GHz WiFi RSSI-based monopulse
sniffer, thus reporting narrower 50◦ FoV and lower mean
angular error of 4◦ . Certainly, one needs very directive
beams to increase the angular resolution, but this leads to
reduced FoV unless the beams are somehow steered in space.
In [27], an advanced BLE beam-switching monopulse beacon
for only-RSSI DoD estimation is designed by connecting
three patch antennas to a monopulse beam forming network
(MBFN), comprised of three RF power combiners and two
90◦ hybrids, which are connected to a single BLE beacons
using an RF SP4T switch. This complex active MBFN circuit
synthesizes four radiation patterns, which ultimately creates
two shifted monopulse patterns to eliminate ambiguities. The
reported FoV and mean angular estimation error in [27] using
an adapted version of MUSIC were, respectively, 80◦ and 9◦ .
A last type of smart antenna used for RSSI-based DoA
estimation is the electronically steered leaky-wave antenna
(ES-LWA). In [29], a ES-LWA operating at a fixed frequency
of 2.445 GHz was proposed for DoA estimation in a wide
FoV of 80◦ , reporting an angular error of 10◦ . This ES-LWA
needs two rows of 14 varactor diodes (28 in total), each
row being controlled by two voltage signals and a MCU.
Similarly, in [33], [34], a ES-LWA with 12+12 electronically controlled varactors was applied for DoA estimation,
showing similar electronic steering in a wide 120◦ FoV, and
reporting angular accuracy below 5◦ when using power-based
adapted MUSIC algorithms [34].
Clearly in all the cases where electronic beam steering is
present for wide FoV angular estimation with high resolution,
there is a need of a MCU and active RF reconfiguration
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circuitry to perform the beam steering, thus increasing the
overall costs and energy consumption if compared to a
completely passive system. In this sense, frequency-steering
leaky-wave antennas (FS-LWA) can synthesize several narrow beams covering a wide FoV by using frequencymodulated RF signals (non-fixed frequency), and this can be
applied to direction finding as proposed in [30]–[32], [35].
More particularly, a wideband pulsed RF signal covering the
2 GHz – 3.5 GHz band, was applied in [31] to DoA estimation
reporting very low angular estimation error of 3◦ in a wide
FoV of 180◦ , and using a PPCC method. On the contrary,
in [35] it was proposed the use of monopulse direction
finding techniques with a multi-tone RF beacon signal composed of three narrowband tones at 2.39GHz, 2.52 GHz and
2.65 GHz (260 MHz total bandwidth), showing 2◦ mean error
in a FoV of 160◦ .
In this work we have applied this multi-tone analog
amplitude-monopulse DoA estimation proposal of [35] for
digital BLE DoD estimation. As it was explained in
Section II, the LWA array was adapted to use the three
BLE advertising channels (2.402 GHz 2.426 GHz, and
2.480 GHz). The LWA array proposed in [35] had to be
redesigned to meet this much narrower band of 78 MHz,
while keeping a wide FoV. Moreover, another difference is
that the processing is done in the digital domain and not
in the analog RF domain. This means that the RSSI of the
different channels can be first acquired and recorded, and
later processed by combining RSSI from different frequencies, leading to virtual monopulse synthesis. For instance,
a virtual monopulse pattern could be created combining the
RSSI acquired at channel #37 with the RSSI of channel #39,
as it was explained in Section II. This was not possible in the
analog RF domain, where the powers received at different
ports of the LWA array should be compared for the same
frequency, as done in simultaneous monopulse technique.
Finally, quantization errors due to BLE RSSI discretization in 1 dBm steps have reduced the angular resolution
with respect to the analog version [35] from 2◦ to 3.7◦ .
In any case, it has been demonstrated that the frequencysteered monopulse angular finding concept can be translated from the analog RF domain to the digital domain
using COTS BLE hardware, which can lead to commercial
application.
If compared to previous RSSI-based DoA/DoD estimation based on electronic-steering techniques, the frequencysteering technique dispenses from any active switching/
phase-shifting RF beamforming network and associated
MCU hardware, thus reducing the cost and power consumption. This is of key importance for cost-effective widespread applications, such as BLE in the context of the IoT
and Smart Cities paradigm. Certainly, the BLE-beacon standard perfectly suits with this frequency-steering property of
LWAs, since its advertising protocol produces the requested
channel-hopping schedule without any modification in the
BLE hardware or software. For the author’s knowledge, it is
the first time that a LWA array frequency-dispersion response
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is designed to match the BLE standard for accurate and lowcost DoD estimation applications with this simplicity.
The main contribution of this paper is the use of the frequency steering technique to steer the directive beam and
obtain the angular information for the DoD estimation. Once
the steering data has been obtained, different DoA/DoD estimation algorithms such as MUSIC, PPCC or monopulse
processing can be applied, as summarized in Table 6.
V. CONCLUSION

A novel system for RSSI-based DoD estimation using
BLE bacons has been presented. Taking advantage of the
inherent BLE channel-hopping advertising scheduling protocol, we have proposed for the first time the use of
a frequency-beam-steering LWA array to create twelve
partially-overlapped directive beams covering a wide FoV of
120◦ . This can create up to 13 monopulse functions steered
in this wide FoV while keeping high angular sensitivity.
In contrast to previous smart antenna designs, the proposed
antenna array is extremely simple and low cost, since it is
composed of a totally passive structure fabricated in low-cost
PCB FR4 laminate, thus dispersing for RF switches, tunable
RF components or any other type of active beam forming
network and microcontroller unit to perform the electronic
beam steering/switching. The LWA array has been designed
to match the three advertising channels that are sequentially
broadcasted by commercial BLE beacons, and centered at
2402 MHz (#37), 2426 MHz (#38), and 2480 MHz (#39).
The relative RSS levels produced by each one of the twelve
synthesized beams are measured by the mobile device with
BLE module, which sends this information to the software
that estimates the DoD using simple amplitude-monopulse
techniques. We have proposed a frequency steered monopulse
function to construct a pseudospectrum that provides the DoD
in the wide FoV covered by the array. Moreover, angular
windowing can be applied to mitigate the effects of multipath
and keep high angular estimation in the presence of unwanted
reflections. Our system has shown a low root mean squared
angular error of 3.7◦ in the wide 120◦ FoV, while keeping
a totally passive smart antenna design. Also, the signal processing is extremely simple and with low computational load,
since it involves simple comparison between acquired RSSI
levels. This is of key importance in the context of the IoT
and Smart Cities, where the use of the commercially-offthe-shelf (COTS) devices, low-cost antennas and low-power
processing is preferable. In future works, these advanced lowcost BLE beacons will be used for indoor positioning.
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3.1 Summary

3.1

Summary

In the previous article, an angulation system was proposed for multi-carrier signals,
however, even though there were measurements on the manufactured antennas to
validate the performance of the system, it was not applied on a real IoT scenario. From
the current communication protocols that are applied to IoT networks, Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) and ZigBee are the ones that offer an easy frequency hopping capability.
WiFi 6 is also offering frequency hopping, but it is still being developed and its use is
not extended yet. For the case of BLE, it employs 40 physical narrowband channels
in the 2.4 GHz ISM band. Between all these channels, there are three that are used
for advertising purposes, these are #37 at 2.402 GHz, #38 at 2.426 GHz, and #39 at
2.48 GHz. According to the BLE 4.0 protocol, the advertising channels are introduced
for localization, among other purposes, and it is up to the developer the design of a
good localization technique exploiting them.
The aim of this work, published in the IEEE Access journal in January 2020, was to
apply the angulation system, which was previously proposed, to a real BLE network
in order to localize mobile devices that are compatible with this protocol. For that, a
functional prototype was developed, making use of two PLWAs, manufactured in FR4
substrate, connected to four BLE beacons (one beacon per each port of the array of
PLWAs). That way, a totally functional advanced BLE beacon, with an associated
localization algorithm, was designed. Measurements in a real scenario were performed
to validate the system, comparing the results with alternative systems proposed in
other works.

3.2

Methodology

Since this work combines the design of an analog system with its implementation with
real digital devices, many steps had to be followed:
1. Proposal of a system based on the PLWAs array presented in the previous work for
angulation with BLE devices. The architecture of the system had to be designed at
this stage. Due to limitations in the reception of simultaneous packages, the system
is designed to estimate the Direction-of-Departure (DoD), which is reciprocal to
DoA, but the data is received and processed in the mobile device, obtaining the
direction at which the signal was transmitted with respect to the advance beacon.
2. Design of PLWAs with contiguous shifted dispersion to synthesize twelve scanned
beams covering a wide FoV, as defined previously in the architecture. For this,
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the antennas are tuned to work at the frequencies of the three BLE advertising
channels, radiating at the desired directions at each frequency.
3. Programming of the control program for the advanced BLE beacon, based on four
conventional BLE modules Parani-UD100 Bluetooth 4.0 Class1 USB Adapter [117]
connected to each port of the PLWAs array, to sequentially transmit advertising
packages in the three channels. Some information had to be included in the
advertising packages, such as the transmitting port and the channel of transmission
of each package.
4. Manufacturing and measurements of the array of PLWAs in an anechoic chamber
to know the radiation characteristics at the frequencies of the three advertising
channels. This was done by using the RF network analyzer R&S ZVL6.
5. Digital characterization of the PLWAs array. This is the calibration process in
which the radiation pattern of the antennas is measured once they are introduced in
the final system. In the calibration process, the advanced BLE beacon sequentially
transmits packets from all frequency channels and all ports while it is being rotated
to change its relative angle with respect to the receiver. Then, in the receiver,
the RSSI information, which depends on the received power, is stored for each
combination of channel-port-angle and the digital radiation patterns are obtained.
From this process, in order to normalize all the radiation patterns, a correction
coefficient is applied to each of the twelve patterns. These correction coefficients are
applied in a real scenario to the received data, depending on the channel and port.
The normalized digital radiation patterns, measured also in anechoic chamber, are
used to obtain calibrated monopulse functions that are later used as a reference
for the DoD estimation and, hence, they are loaded, along with the correction
coefficients, to the DoD estimation program.
6. Programming of the DoD estimation program. This program receives the
advertising packets, transmitted by the advanced BLE beacon. Then, the RSSI
information is obtained and added to the advertising packet. Finally, when packages
from all channels and transmission port are received, the information is processed
and a DoD estimation is given through comparison with the calibrated monopulse
functions.
7. Measurements in a real scenario with the system prototype and a real IoT mobile
device. This was done in an open area, making measurements with the IoT device
located in a set of known positions to evaluate the system performance. Estimation
error results were obtained and compared with previous proposals in literature.
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3.3

Results

In the first part of the work, the results showed that the two designed PLWAs provided
properly scanned radiation patterns at the desired frequencies, covering an angular
range of ±54.5◦ . These radiation patterns where also measured digitally by using the
RSSI levels, obtaining similar patterns but with 1 dB steps due to the quantization in
the RSSI measured by the receiver. Then, the analog and digital monopulse functions
were obtained, showing a FoV of [−60◦ , +60◦ ].
After that, the performance of the system was studied inside the anechoic chamber,
presenting a RMSE of 2.6◦ , which is due to some variability in the measured RSSI,
although the values were very stable. Apart from the monopulse processing, a
pseudo-MUSIC algorithm was also applied to understand the differences, showing
similar performance.
Finally, a test was done in an outdoor scenario with possible multipath, showing
that the proposed algorithm can reduce the effect that this unwanted phenomenon
has over the DoD estimation. For the overall results on the outdoor scenario, taking
into account the measurements at several angles and distances, a RMSE of 3.7◦ was
obtained, which improves the accuracy of previous reported works. An additional
test was performed using different positions of the IoT device for a real angle φ = 0◦ :
direct line-of-sight (LoS), with a person blocking the LoS and with the device at a
different height. In all three cases, the estimation was quite good, showing a maximum
error of 3◦ .

3.4

Conclusions and Contributions

A novel system for DoD estimation using BLE beacons was presented in this work.
It is totally compatible with the majority of current BLE devices, since it only
uses RSSI information. This was possible by combining frequency hopping at the
three advertising channels provided by the BLE protocol with the frequency scanning
capability of LWAs. For that, a complete system had to be designed and the PLWAs
had to be tuned to work at the proper frequencies.
The results showed good performance and, since the system was based on an array
of PLWAs in low-cost FR4 material, it is suitable for IoT scenarios. Moreover, the
signal processing is very simple, which implies low computational load, making the
system even more interesting.
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Abstract— The synthesis of monopulse functions in the
Fresnel region, using near-field focused leaky-wave antennas
(LWA), is presented in this work. The focusing technique,
combined with the frequency-scanning behavior of LWAs,
allows for obtaining well-defined radiation patterns in the
vicinity of the antenna, which properly overlap to obtain the
scanning monopulse functions. This is not possible with
conventional far-field focused antennas, in which the radiation
pattern is very distorted in the near-field region. As a proof of
concept, examples using the three advertising channels
provided by the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) protocol are
shown. These channels (#37, #38 and #39) are placed at 2.402,
2.426 and 2.48 GHz, respectively. The near-field monopulse
synthesis is interesting for Direction-of-Arrival (DoA) detection
in proximity sensing applications.
Index Terms—Bluetooth Low Energy, Direction-of-Arrival,
leaky-wave antennas, near-field focusing, proximity detection.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the frame of Internet of Tings (IoT), proximity sensing
and micro-localization of mobile devices using deployed
wireless networks, has become a key enabling technology
towards Smart Areas. Direction-of-Arrival (DoA) estimation
allows localization of a mobile device with respect to a
reference. One approach for the DoA estimation is the
monopulse technique using radio beacons in the 2.4 GHz
ISM band, as proposed in [1]–[3]. In these scenarios, it is
very common that the mobile device is located in the nearfield radiative zone (Fresnel region) of the monopulse
antenna. As recently demonstrated in [4], once entering the
Fresnel zone it is necessary to correct the monopulse
functions for a good DoA estimation. In this paper we extend
the results of [4] for larger monopulse antennas which are
needed for higher angular resolution, and which suffer from
greater near-field distortions. Moreover, here we analyze the
near-field effects in a monopulse leaky-wave antenna (LWA)
[5], [6], which combine high angular resolution with a wide
Field of View by frequency-scanning several directive
beams. As it is shown in this paper, the directive beams are
strongly distorted in the near-field region, and this implies
that monopulse functions cannot be used for proximity DoA.
To mitigate this unwanted effect, we propose the use of
focused LWAs that confine the power in one spot in the
near-field region. This way, a well-defined directive pattern
can be formed in the Fresnel region, allowing for the use of
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monopulse functions for DoA detection when the device is in
the surroundings of the antenna. Thus, higher resolution in
the angular estimation of the position of devices located in
close proximity to the reader can be achieved. As a practical
example, the frequency-scanning monopulse LWA is tuned
to the three advertising channels of the Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) protocol (namely #37, #38 and #39, at 2.402,
2.426 and 2.48 GHz). These channels are sequentially swept
by BLE beacons for location purposes [6], [7].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section
II, an overview of the use of LWAs for synthesis of
frequency-scanned monopulse is presented. Then, some
results on the performance of the monopulse system in the
near-field region are shown in Section III. Section IV is
dedicated to present a near-field focused LWA to palliate the
degradation of the monopulse functions near the antenna,
showing some results and discussing its limits. Finally, some
conclusions are summarized in Section V.
II.

LEAKY-WAVE ANTENNA FOR FREQUENCY-SCANNED
MONOPULSE SYNTHESIS

The synthesis of frequency-scanned monopulse functions
for DoA estimation was proposed in [5]. This technique is
based on bi-directional LWAs, which change the direction of
the radiation pattern depending on the frequency of the
signal. By feeding a LWA through its two opposite ports
(called P1 and P2 in the rest of the manuscript) and by using
different frequencies, several directive beams can be created.
Each of the beams points at a different direction and all of
them properly overlap to create monopulse functions. In this
work we follow the same approach, using the frequencies of
the three advertising channels from the BLE protocol, as
indicated in the introduction section. In this way, six beams
can be synthesized, three from each port of the antenna. For
high resolution of the monopulse functions and thus, of the
DoA estimation, very narrow beams must be used. Thanks to
the use of the frequency-scanning technique [5], a relatively
wide Field of View (FoV) can be covered using six narrow
beams. This is illustrated in Fig. 1a, showing that six
directive beams are scanned to cover an approximate FoV [25º, 25º], and using the three BLE advertising channels. To
obtain an optimum monopulse function, the beams should
overlap at their half-power points, this is, at -3dB with

high resolution (related with the slope of the curves), and
covering the aforementioned FoV of 50º, as depicted in Fig.
1b. The signal processing technique presented in [5] can be
applied for accurate estimation of the DoA of a BLE device,
using the associated multi-frequency beacon signal.

FoV

∆
z

III.
y
P2

P1

a)

b)
Fig. 1.
a) Far-field frequency-scanned beams for high-resolution
monopulse FFF LWA. b) Synthesized monopulse functions.

respect to their maximum value. For this, the half-power
beamwidth has to be Δθ =8.5º. In LWAs, the beamwidth is
directly related to the antenna length, LA, by the next
approximation [8]:
Δθ ≈

1
LA

λ0

(1)

cos θ R

where λ0 is the free-space wavelength and θR is the radiation
angle. This implies that, if a narrow beam wants to be
synthesized, longer antennas must be used. In the case of
Fig. 1, the antenna length is LA=76 cm (≈6λ0 at 2.45 GHz).
More details on the design of the antennas will be given in
the oral presentation. Combining contiguous beams in pairs,
five scanned monopulse functions can be synthesized with

P1

P1

NEAR-FIELD REGION EFFECTS

The patterns shown in Fig. 1, using an antenna with
length LA=76 cm, represent the power distribution of the
radiation in the far-field region, this is, at high distances from
the LWA. For this, a Far-Field Focused LWA (FFF LWA) is
needed, meaning that the antenna must be designed with the
restrictions of the beams in the far-field region.
As explained in Section I, for some applications it is
necessary to detect the DoA of an object at short distances
from the sensor. For this, an evaluation of the performance of
this LWA in the near-field region must be carried to see the
feasibility of monopulse synthesis. The change in the
radiation pattern as we get close to a shorter monopulse
antenna was reported in [4]. There it was shown that
depending on the distance between the sensor and the object,
different monopulse functions must be used to correct for the
near-field effects. As it was done in that work, the fields in
the surroundings of the antenna must be evaluated, so in Fig.
2, the near-field power distribution in the vicinity of the
LWA (plotted with a yellow rectangle) is represented for the
three BLE frequencies and using P1. As it is well-known [9],
the directive scanned beam is only defined at a distance
sufficiently far from the aperture, as it can be clearly seen in
Fig. 2.
To better understand this effect in the near-field radiation
patterns, an angular cut at a distance of d=50 cm from the
LWA is illustrated in Fig. 3. In contrast to the results shown
in Fig. 1a, it is clear that the beams are no longer well
defined when we get close to the antenna aperture, so it is
impossible to obtain proper monopulse functions to estimate
the DoA by using the FFF LWA. This is due to the big size
of the antenna in our case, chosen to achieve high angular
resolution. Instead, as will be demonstrated in Section IV, a
Near-Field Focused LWA (NFF LWA) is key for the
synthesis of proper monopulse functions with high resolution
for proximity applications.

P1

Fig. 2. Near-field region power distribution of the FFF LWA for a) BLE channel #37 b) BLE channel #38 c) BLE channel #39.
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z

z

y

y
P1

P2

P2

P1

a)

Fig. 3.
Angular power distribution of the FFF LWA at a distance of
d=50 cm for the three BLE channels.

IV.

NEAR-FIELD FOCUSED DESIGN

Focusing techniques are well known from the point of
view of antenna design [10]. The synthesis of a focus was
reported in [11], [12], but there was not reconfigurability of
the position of the focal point. LWAs offer the capacity to
easily synthesize a focus by tapering the structure. Besides,
the focus of NFF LWAs can be scanned by changing the
feeding frequency, as demonstrated in [13]–[15]. Another
way to control the focal position with LWAs is by using
electronic scanning [16], but this requires a complex control
network. Moreover, the combination of this two techniques
was proposed in [17] for 2-D scanning of a focus.
With the aim of creating defined directive beams in the
near-field region, a NFF LWA with a focal point at d=50 cm
from the antenna and similar aperture length LA=76 cm than
the previous FFF LWA is designed using the synthesis
technique of [13]. The power distribution in the vicinity of
the antenna is plotted in Fig. 4. Now, it can be clearly seen
that a well-defined directive beam is scanned at this close
distance of 50 cm for the three design BLE frequencies. The
angular cut represented at d=50 cm (purple line) is plotted in
Fig. 5a. Six well-defined directive beams are synthesized at
this short distance, covering a wide FoV of 50º, as it was
done for a large distance in the FFF LWA design in Fig. 1a.
Similarly, the six directive beams can be compared to obtain
the corresponding five monopulse functions, which are
represented in Fig. 5b. The beams at channels #37 and #38 in
Fig.5a overlap more than in Fig.3, since the scanning of a
near-field beam is not necessarily the same as the one of a

P1

P1

b)
Fig. 5.
a) Frequency-scanned beams for high-resolution
monopulse system at 50 cm from the NFF LWA. b) Synthesized
monopulse functions at 50 cm with NFF LWA.

far-field beam. This affects the slope of the near-field
monopulse function when comparing channels #37 and #38.
Despite this, the monopulse technique can be used to
properly estimate the DoA with high resolution at a nearfield distance of d=50 cm (well in the Fresnel zone of a large
aperture LA=76 cm), which cannot be obtained with a FFF
design.
Lastly, it is important to evaluate the performance of the
NFF LWA design in the far-field region. For this, the
frequency-scanned far-field patterns of the NFF LWA are
depicted in Fig. 6. As it can be seen, due to the field
divergence far from the focal distance of d=50 cm, the
patterns are defocused in the far field zone. As a result, broad
tilted beams with high secondary lobes are observed in Fig.
6, and they are not suitable anymore for directive monopulse

P1

Fig. 4. Near-field region power distribution of the NFF LWA for a) BLE channel #37 b) BLE channel #38 c) BLE channel #39.
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4.1

Summary

The angulation system that was presented and tested in the two previous works
was designed taking into account the far-field radiation patterns of the array of
PLWAs. However, the mobile device that we want to localize might be positioned
in the near-field radiative zone (Fresnel region). As it was demonstrated in [118],
the deformation of the radiation pattern along the Fresnel region forces to correct
the monopulse functions depending on the distance. If the pursued resolution of
the monopulse system is very high, a long antenna is needed to synthesize narrower
radiation patterns, hence, the Fresnel region is extended and the radiation patterns
are more degraded.
In this conference paper, presented in the 14th European Conference on Antennas and
Propagation (EuCAP) in 2020, an study of the deformation of the radiation pattern
for large PLWAs was performed. In order to reduce the effect of this degradation, a
modulated PLWA with focusing capabilities was designed, using the same operating
frequencies of the BLE advertising channels. This way, the highly degraded radiation
patterns of conventional LWAs is reconstructed by focusing the radiation in the Fresnel
region. Also, the limits in the use of the modulated PLWAs were presented.

4.2

Methodology

For this work, the next steps were performed:
1. Design of a long PLWA for frequency-scanned monopulse synthesis with high
resolution. The antenna is designed to work at the three frequencies of the BLE
advertising channels.
2. Programming of a tool to obtain the near field power distribution of LWAs. This
way, a 2-D visual analysis helps to understand how the radiation pattern is deformed
and also cuts in the power distribution can be obtained.
3. Analysis of the changes in the radiation pattern when working in the Fresnel region.
4. Based on the technique presented in [25] for frequency steerable focusing using
LWAs, a SIW LWA antenna was designed and analysed, with the previously
programmed tool, for the same operating frequencies.
5. Analysis of the power distribution in the near field for the designed focused PLWA
and obtaining of the new corrected monopulse functions.
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6. Analysis of the performance of the near-field design in the far-field region to
understand the applicability of the design.

4.3

Results

In the first part, the far field radiation patterns of a PLWA of length LA = 6λ0 showed
proper performance for the synthesis of monopulse functions with high resolution
(slope of the function). The analysis of the performance in the near field exhibited
that the degradation of the radiation pattern did not allow for the monopulse synthesis
in the Fresnel region, since the patterns were highly distorted. Specifically, the
patterns at 50 cm distance from the antenna aperture were obtained, presenting a
big distortion, which is not suitable for monopulse synthesis. Then, the results of
the focused design manifested that defined radiation patterns could be constructed in
the near field region and monopulse functions were obtained with these patterns to
validate the proposed near-field frequency-scanned focused LWA approach to mitigate
the deformation of the pattern. Finally, results on the far field radiation pattern
of the focused design evidenced that the beam was broaden, losing the angular
discrimination necessary for high resolution angulation.

4.4

Conclusions and Contributions

With this work, the unwanted beam deformation for long PLWAs when working in
the Fresnel region was highlighted, showing that the mentioned degradation of the
radiation pattern impedes the synthesis of proper monopulse functions. A modulated
PLWA with frequency-steerable focusing capabilities was proposed to overcome this
issue, allowing for the construction of defined near-field radiation patterns that create
proper monopulse functions. Finally, the results for the focused design the far field
scenarios demonstrated that its applicability was limited to the near field region and,
for the far field, the conventional PLWAs had to be used.
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Ambiguity Resolution in Amplitude-Monopulse
Systems Using Broad-Beam Patterns
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Abstract—In this letter, the use of flat-top broad beams is proposed for the improvement of the robustness against direction-ofarrival (DoA) ambiguities in amplitude-monopulse systems, if compared to the conventional use of narrow tilted beams. Oscillations
of the monopulse function outside the field-of-view are eliminated,
thus suppressing false detections created by signals coming from
outside the angular range of interest. Theoretical and experimental
results using a modulated leaky-wave antenna, which synthesizes
a broad-beam at 15 GHz, confirm this improvement.
Index Terms—Ambiguities, broad-beam pattern, direction of
arrival (DoA), leaky-wave antenna (LWA), monopulse antenna.

I. INTRODUCTION
ONOPULSE antennas have been used for decades for
direction-of-arrival (DoA) estimate in radar systems
[1]. Recently, the use of bidirectionally fed leaky-wave planar
antennas (LWAs) has been proposed for low-cost amplitudemonopulse pattern synthesis [2]–[5]. As represented in Fig. 1(a),
two symmetrically scanned directive beams are produced in
the elevation plane by simply feeding the opposite ports (P1
and P2) of this type of antennas. Due to their travelling-wave
nature, the two narrow beams are inherently tilted at the chosen
symmetric angles to create optimum sum Σ and difference
Δ patterns, which cover certain angular field-of-view (FoV)
around broadside direction. Echoes out from this FoV region
can create unwanted ambiguities, leading to false DoA estimation inside the FoV [1]. Different techniques can be applied
to avoid ambiguities; in phase-comparison monopulse systems,
this is achieved limiting the baseline length or using multielement interferometers [6]. Ambiguities in amplitude-comparison
monopulse can also be resolved by generating multiple beams
to generate several (more than two) beams steered at different
directions. This multibeam approach increases the system complexity due to the need of electronic beam steering networks,
as in the case of using phased arrays [7], or multifrequency
signals [4], [5]. With these techniques to reduce ambiguity,
several pulses must be transmitted to each angular sector, and
for that one needs a finite time to cover the whole angular region
and process multiple echoes to make the DoA estimation. It is
assumed that the targets are stationary during all this scanning
time.

M
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Fig. 1. (a) Conventional partially overlapped tilted narrow beams for
monopulse synthesis. (b) Proposed flat-top broad beams.

In this letter, a new mechanism is proposed to improve
the amplitude-monopulse robustness against false echoes while
keeping a simple antenna system. It is based on the use of
two tilted widebeams [see Fig. 1(b)], thus dispensing from
any multibeam mechanism. The proposed system only needs
a single transmitted pulse and received echo while assuring
that no ambiguities are present in the wide angular region of
180°, without the need of scanning the monopulse pattern in
time using multiple sequential pulses. This way, the system does
not depend on the dynamism/stationary nature of the target and
the processing time for the estimation of the DoA is reduced.
Section II describes the theoretical background for the mitigation
of DoA ambiguities. Experimental demonstration is reported in
Section III, using monopulse LWAs operating at 15 GHz.
II. THEORY
The principles to synthesize amplitude monopulse patterns
from a bidirectionally fed LWA are described in [2]–[5]. Two
partially overlapped tilted narrow beams are produced by feeding the opposite ports of an LWA as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The
length of the antenna L and the scan angle of the radiated beams
±θR , must be chosen for a given half-power beam width Δθ,

1536-1225 © 2021 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See https://www.ieee.org/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 2. Theoretical monopulse processing with tilted narrow beams. (a) Radiation patterns. (b) Sum Σ and difference Δ patterns. (c) Monopulse function.
(d) Angular Pseudo Spectrum.

Fig. 3. Theoretical monopulse processing with tilted broad beams. (a) Radiation patterns. (b) Sum Σ and difference Δ patterns. (c) Monopulse function. (d)
Angular Pseudo Spectrum.

which defines the FoV according to Fig. 1(a) as

to angles, where this received monopulse value Δ/Σm = −0.27
cuts the monopulse function Δ/Σ(θ). Reciprocally, a signal
coming from any of these angles outside the FoV might create
an undesired false peak in the APS inside the FoV zone. This
is illustrated with red dotted lines for a signal coming from the
direction θ = +30°. As shown in Fig. 2(c), this direction is
associated to a similar monopulse value Δ/Σm = −0.24, which
creates in the APS a peak in the real DoA angle of θ = +30°,
but also another peak falling inside the FoV at θ = −1.8° [see
Fig. 2(d)]. This phenomenon leads to unwanted ambiguities,
which cannot be distinguished from the real DoA, unless more
monopulse functions are created using multiple scanned beams
[4], [5], [7]. The working FoV can be extended, in order to
estimate the DoA in a wider angular range. For this, different
techniques can be used to scan the monopulse pattern to other
angular sectors: mechanical scanning [8], electronic scanning
[7], and frequency scanning [4]. In any case, for each estimation
of the DoA at different angular sectors, ambiguity needs to be
reduced to avoid false echoes.
In this letter, we propose the use of only two flat-top broadbeams to eliminate this type of ambiguities. As shown in
Fig. 1(b), the two widebeams have similar overlapped patterns
to the ones generated by the narrow beams inside the FoV in
Fig. 1(a). However, each widebeam keeps an opposite-directed
flat-top angular response outside the FoV zone. This means that
outside the FoV, one broad beam always receives much more
signal level than the opposite broad beam (more than 13 dB
of difference as shown in Fig. 3(a). As a result, the sum Σ
and difference Δ patterns [Fig. 3(b)] have the same level than
the pattern of the corresponding individual broad beam outside
the FoV. In this way, the resulting monopulse function Δ/Σ(θ)
shown in Fig. 3(c) keeps a stable value of −1 or +1 for all
angles outside the FoV, while monotonically varying between
−1 and +1 inside the FoV. Compared to the conventional Δ/Σ(θ)

Δθ (deg) =

180o
π

L/λ0 · cosθ

= 2 θR = F oV

(1)

where λ0 is the wavelength. As an example, Figs. 1(a) and 2(a)
show the conventional radiation patterns of an LWA with length
L = 3λ0 , which produces two beams of width Δθ = 20°
scanned at θR = ±10°. The resulting sum Σ and difference
Δ patterns are shown in Fig. 2(b), and the monopulse function
Δ/Σ(θ) is plotted in Fig. 2(c). The obtained FoV of 20° covers the
sector from −10° to +10°, which is shadowed with green color
in Figs. 1 and 2. This FoV determines the angular range without
ambiguity, where Δ/Σ monotonically varies between −1 and +1
as demonstrated in Fig. 2(c). In this region, without ambiguity
(that determines the FoV), any signal will create a unique DoA
estimation. However, an interfering signal coming from another
angle outside the FoV might be interpreted as a signal coming
from inside the expected FoV, thus leading to wrong DoA
estimation. This is illustrated in Fig. 2(d), which shows the
angular pseudo spectrum (APS) obtained when comparing the
received signal monopulse value Δ/Σm with the characterized
monopulse function Δ/Σ(θ) [4]
1
.
AP S (θ) = −20log  Δ
 (θ) − Δ/Σm 

(2)

Σ

First, the monopulse value Δ/Σm [Fig. 2(c)] is plotted in
blue lines and the APS [Fig. 2(d)] for a signal coming from the
direction θ = −2° within the FoV. In this case, the power levels
received in the sum and difference channels lead to a monopulse
value Δ/Σm = −0.27 in Fig. 2(c), which creates a peak in the
APS in the correct DoA = −2° as shown in Fig. 2(d). Although
this is the only peak of the APS in the FoV zone [−10°, +10°],
other peaks appear outside the FoV in Fig. 2(d), corresponding
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Fabricated monopulse SIW LWAs. (a) Narrow beam. (b) Widebeam.

function in Fig. 2(c), we have eliminated the oscillations outside
the FoV.
As a result, the APS formed by any signal falling in the FoV
will create a unique peak associated to its real DoA, with no
ambiguities outside the FoV. This is illustrated for a signal at
θ = −2° whose monopulse value Δ/Σm = −0.27 in Fig. 3(c)
intersects the monopulse function Δ/Σ(θ) only at the real DoA
point, resulting in the APS plotted in blue line in Fig. 3(d).
Conversely, any signal outside the FoV will be associated to a
monopulse value Δ/Σm ≈ −1 for θ < −10° or Δ/Σm ≈ +1
for θ > +10°. As an example, the same interfering direction
θ = +30° outside the FoV is analyzed in red dotted lines in
Fig. 3(c), showing a monopulse value Δ/Σm = +0.95, which
does not intersect the monopulse function inside the FoV, and
hence, the APS in Fig. 3(d) does not show any false echoes in
the FoV.
III. DEMONSTRATION WITH SIW LWAS
In this section, we demonstrate the previous theoretical results
by comparing the performance of two fabricated monopulse
LWAs operating at 15 GHz, one synthesizing conventional narrow tilted beams [shown in Fig. 4(a)], and the other creating the
proposed broad beam configuration [Fig. 4(b)]. The technique to
synthesize scanned broad-beam patterns with modulated LWAs
is well known [9]–[11]. In this letter, we choose the tapered
substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) LWA technology [11], due
to its confirmed flexibility to modulate the antenna aperture complex fields. This way, shaped near- and far-field patterns [11],
including the scanned flat-topped widebeams with sharp roll-off
[12], required for the suggested enhanced monopulse system can
be implemented with modulated SIW LWAs. Nonetheless, other
LWA topologies proposed for scanned-shaped widebeams could
be applied [13]–[15].
For the narrow-beam monopulse, a uniform SIW LWA with
length L = 3λ0 = 6 cm at 15 GHz is used [Fig. 4(a)]. It is
designed using the procedure described in [16] to synthesize a
directive beam with Δθ = 20° scanning at the desired pointing
directionθR = 10°. As explained in [2]–[5], due to its symmetric
response, a uniform symmetric LWA can be bidirectionally fed
to produce mirrored scanned beams well suited for monopulse
synthesis. If the LWA is tuned to radiate at θR = 10°, port 1
will create a narrow beam scanning at θR = +10° and with Δθ
given by (1), while port 2 will produce a mirror-symmetric beam
pointing at −θR = −10°. The measured radiation patterns when
feeding the two input ports are plotted in Fig. 5(a), showing the
two tilted symmetrical beams. The Σ and Δ patterns in Fig. 5(b)
and the measured monopulse function Δ/Σ(θ) in Fig. 5(c) are in
agreement with the theoretical narrow-beam monopulse results
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 5.
Experimental monopulse processing with narrow beam LWA.
(a) Radiation patterns. (b) Sum Σ and difference Δ patterns. (c) Monopulse
function. (d) Angular Pseudo Spectrum.

As done in Section II, two test signals coming from the
directions θ = −2° and θ = +30° are chosen to exemplify the
estimation ambiguity. The measured APS shown in Fig. 5(d)
is comparable with the theoretical APS in Fig. 2(d), showing
that both signals create a peak within the FoV zone around
θ = −2°. In this case, it cannot be distinguished whether the
peak appearing inside the FoV region corresponds to the signal
emerging from θ = −2° or to the one originated at θ = +30°).
The broad-beam SIW LWA has been designed following the
same method as in [12]. In our case, the broad-beam covers
the wide angular zone from θ = 10° to θ = 60° as specified in
Figs. 1(b) and 3(a). As explained in [9] and [12], a longer modulated LWA aperture L creates sharper roll-off and higher rejection
out of the beam-wide angular range. In our case, we have chosen
an SIW LWA radiating length L = 10λ0 (20 cm at 15 GHz). The
picture of the fabricated prototype is depicted in Fig. 4(b), and the
measured radiation patterns are shown in Fig. 6(a), confirming
the synthesis of the desired tilted flat-topped widebeams.
As it can be seen in Fig. 4(b), two identical, mirrored SIW
LWAs, fed from one port and terminated in a matched load,
are used in parallel. This is due to the fact that the modulated
SIW LWA is not symmetric, and as a consequence, the two
opposite ports do not produce mirror symmetric tilted widebeams. Thus, we cannot use a single modulated LWA aperture,
which is bidirectionally fed from opposite ports, as in the case
of a uniform symmetric LWA.
The measured tilted widebeams at 15 GHz are represented in
Fig. 6(a), while Fig. 6(b) shows the resulting sum and difference
patterns. The measured monopulse function Δ/Σ(θ) in Fig. 6(c)
is in good agreement with the theoretical response in Fig. 3(c),
confirming the almost linear behavior of Δ/Σ inside the FoV, and
the stabilization at Δ/Σ = ±1 with no oscillations outside the
FoV. In this case, the measured wide-beam patterns in Fig. 6(a)
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Fig. 7.

Fig. 6. Experimental monopulse processing with broad beam LWA.
(a) Radiation patterns. (b) Sum Σ and difference Δ patterns. (c) Monopulse
function. (d) Angular Pseudo Spectrum.

show a continuous drop out of the flat-top angular range instead
of the theoretical side lobes [as depicted in Fig. 3(a)].
Thus, the measured function Δ/Σ(θ) in Fig. 6(c) does not
show the fluctuations out of the FoV as in Fig. 3(c). As a
consequence, the measured APS shown with red line in Fig. 6(d)
for the interference signal with DoA θ = +30°, does not display
the three peaks shown in Fig. 3(d) in the region from 10° to 40°,
but a single peak at the real DoA angle θ = +30°. Even though
this peak is not very clear, it falls outside the FoV, creating an
APS without any ambiguity that can be interpreted as a signal
coming from inside the FoV. Similarly, the measured APS for a
DoA θ = −2°, confirms a unique peak in the real angle inside
the FoV, and without ambiguities outside.
To evaluate the performance under different noise levels, here
we follow the same approach as in [4], using noisy monopulse
values, where the noise power captured by the antenna, NRX , is
added to the received power at each port PRX . To obtain NRX ,
the background noise N is multiplied by the efficiency of the
antennas, which is η = 90%, and N is given by
N = k · Ta · B

(3)

where k = 1.38·10−23 J/K is the Boltzmann constant, Ta is the
antenna temperature (typically 60 K at 2.45 GHz [17]), and B is
the received signal bandwidth, which is set to 22 MHz.
The received power PRX,x (θ) is obtained through the following known formula:

PT X · (θ) · Gx (θ) · λ2 · σ
(4)
PRX,x (θ) =
(4π)3 D4

where PTX is the transmitted power, (θ) is the sum gain
pattern at the angle where the target is located, Gx (θ) is the
gain pattern of each of the ports x = 1, 2; λ is the free-space

DoA RMSE of the estimated angle in an FoV from −10° to 10°.

wavelength, σ is the radar cross section of the target, and D is
the distance between radar and target.
For our case, we have chosen the following values, which
are typical in radar systems: PTX = 150 kW and σ = 100 m2 .
Regarding the antenna peak gain, it is of key importance to note
that the broad-beam design shows a lower gain (G = 4.5 dBi)
than the narrow beam (G = 10.9 dBi), as a result of the lower
directivity of the broad-beam design [9], [12].
Finally, the root mean square error (RMSE) of the estimation
of DoA is obtained for a sweep of angles in the FoV from
−10° to 10°. This is done in a range of distances from 2 to
50 km. In Fig. 7, the performance of the broad-beam technique
is compared to the one of the narrow beam. It can be seen how
for short distances, the performance is similar, but for a larger
distance, the narrow-beam monopulse shows lower RMSE due
to its higher associated directivity and gain, which means a better
performance. Eventually, when the distance is large enough, the
SNR is very low and the RMSE of both methods becomes equal,
since the noise is very high with respect to the received power.
IV. CONCLUSION
The use of two tilted widebeams with sharp roll-off and low
sidelobes shows better performance than conventional narrow
tilted beams, in order to resolve unwanted ambiguities for DoA
estimation in amplitude-monopulse systems. The unwanted oscillations of the monopulse function out of the effective FoV, can
be attributed to the similar relative levels that the two narrow
beams have in this zone. This is eliminated using oppositely
tilted widebeams, which show a large difference in their relative
levels outside the FoV. This way, the resulting monopulse function shows a biunivocal response with no ambiguities inside the
desired FoV, thus eliminating false DoA estimations due to this
effect.
This simple concept has been demonstrated with LWAs in
modulated SIW technology, operating at 15 GHz, with an FoV
of 20° and using two broad beams covering a wide angular
region from 10 to 60°. Compared to the narrow-beam monopulse
LWA with similar FoV, the widebeam system needs a longer
antenna to create the flat-topped patterns with high rejection (L
= 10λ0 versus L = 3λ0 ). Also, one individual LWA aperture
is needed to synthesize each one of the two tilted widebeams.
In any case, the proposed amplitude-monopulse system reduces
the complexity compared to other proposals for DoA ambiguity
resolution, which are based on electronic scanning of multiple
beams.
Finally, the performance of the narrow beam and the broadbeam techniques has been compared under noisy conditions,
showing that, at similar distance, the broad-beam technique
presents higher angular estimation error due to the lower gain
of the broad beams.
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5.1 Summary

5.1

Summary

Until this point in the Thesis, the frequency-scanned monopulse techniques that have
been used were based on several narrow beams (more than two), produced by LWAs,
to keep a wide FoV while ensuring a high resolution, but if the desired FoV is narrow,
it can be covered only with two beams, maintaining the resolution. However, in this
kind of monopulse systems with narrow FoV, ambiguities can be produced by signals
coming from out of this FoV, producing false DoA estimations as if the signals were
produced inside it. The ambiguities can be mitigated with different techniques, such
as the phase comparison monopulse systems, but the complexity of the system is
increased and IQ information is necessary. Also, by producing many scanned beams
we can reduce the ambiguities since we increase the FoV, but several pulses must be
transmitted to make a DoA estimation, which implies an increased time delay and it
is assumed that the target will be stationary.
In this article, published in the IEEE Antennas and Wireless Propagation
Letters in January 2021, we proposed a mechanism to reduce the ambiguities in
amplitude-monopulse systems with narrow FoV, keeping a simple antenna system
and with only one transmitted pulse needed for the DoA estimation. It is based
on the use of two tilted flat-top wide beams which can be produced by modulated
PLWAs.

5.2

Methodology

The followed steps are listed below:
1. Theoretical study of the ambiguities in monopulse systems to understand how they
can be reduced.
2. Proposal of the flat-top broad beams to mitigate the ambiguities. Here, theoretical
results were obtained to show how these beams can be useful in this matter.
3. Design, manufacturing and measurements of the two different LWAs, one that
synthesizes two tilted narrow beams and the other one synthesizing two tilted
flat-top broad beams. This way the theoretical results can be validated. for the
flat-top LWA design, the leaky mode must be controlled along the antenna aperture,
so a good control of the dispersion is key for this design.
4. Comparison of the performance of the system for different target distances, what
implies a change in the signal-to-noise ratio.
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5.3

Results

To highlight the ambiguity issue in amplitude-monopulse systems with narrow FoV,
we obtained theoretical results of a LWA with length LA = 3λ0 , which produces
two tilted beams of width ∆θ = 20◦ pointing at θR = ±10◦ , defining a FoV of
[−10◦ , +10◦ ]. It was shown that a signal coming from the direction θ = 30◦ (out of
the FoV) produces a false DoA estimation for the direction θ = −1.8◦ (apart from
the estimation at θ = 30◦ ), so it is not possible to distinguish whether the signal
was produced inside the FoV or not. The ambiguities are produced by the oscillating
monopulse function out of the FoV, which is due to the similar levels of the narrow
beams in that region.
On the other side, by using the flat-top patterns, the oscillations out of the FoV are
eliminated, so any signal coming from this region will produce a monopulse value of
-1 or +1. As a result, it will not produce estimations inside the FoV, where the value
of the monopulse functions stay between -1 and +1, thus mitigating the ambiguities.
It was demonstrated with a flat-top pattern from θ = 10◦ to θ = 50◦ and a signal
coming again from θ = 30◦ , which now does not create the false echo inside the FoV
that leads to a wrong DoA estimation.
For the synthesis of this theoretical beams, two antenna designs were developed. The
first one was a conventional SIW LWA of length LA = 3λ0 , whose measurements
validated the results of the narrow beam amplitude-monopulse. Then, the flat-top
broad beam was synthesized with two modulated SIW LWAs, one for each direction
since the same aperture does not produce symmetrical mirrored beams from its two
ports. Longer antennas with LA = 10λ0 were necessary to create such beams,
confirming the performance that was predicted theoretically.
Finally, a comparison of the performance of both antennas, assuming signals coming
from inside the FoV, was performed for different distances to the target. The effect of
the noise was included as it was done in chapter 2 of Part II, so for shorter distances
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was higher and the performance of the narrow beam
antenna was superior, but with possible ambiguities. However, with higher distances,
the performance of both antennas was equalized, since the noise was high compared
to the received power.
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5.4

Conclusions and Contributions

We proposed a simple method for the mitigation of the ambiguities in
amplitude-monopulse functions by simply using flat-top broad beams instead of the
narrow beams that are typically used for high resolution. This way, any signal coming
from inside the defined FoV will produce a good DoA estimation and, on the other
side, a signal coming from out of the FoV will be detected and will not create a false
DoA estimation.
Previous techniques for the reduction of the ambiguity in amplitude-monopulse relied
on the synthesis of several scanned beams, which implied the sequential transmission
of several pulses for the DoA estimation, assuming a stationary target. With our
proposal, only one transmitted pulse is necessary, hence, a quick DoA estimation
without ambiguity can be obtained.
Manufactured prototypes demonstrated the feasibility of the flat-top broad beam
synthesis with a modulated PLWA, showing similar results to those obtained
theoretically. However, longer antennas are required for the broad beam synthesis
(LA = 10λ0 instead of the LA = 3λ0 of the narrow beam design), and moreover,
two antennas were needed instead of one due to the non-reciprocal behaviour of the
modulated structure.
Under similar noise levels, the narrow beam design presented lower estimation error
for signals coming from inside the FoV, since it provides higher gain due to the higher
directivity, but the broad beam design is more robust against ambiguities produced
by signals out of the FoV.
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Abstract— Two different leaky-wave antenna topologies are
proposed for 2D Direction-of-Arrival (DoA) estimation in the
frame of Internet of Things (IoT). The theoretical and simulated
results are obtained for the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
advertising channels frequencies (i.e. channels #37, #38 and #39
at 2.402, 2.426 and 2.48 GHz, respectively). The synthesized
frequency-scanned beams are presented for the two designs, one
using four ports and the other using only a single port. The
localization performances of each topology are also compared.
Index Terms— direction finding, leaky-wave antennas,
frequency-scanned monopulse systems, Internet of Things.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Radio direction finding using monopulse principles has
been used in tracking RADAR systems since 1960s [1]. In the
last decade, leaky-wave antennas (LWAs) have been
proposed for direction of arrival (DoA) estimation in modern
wireless systems, showing a low-cost alternative due to the
lack of complex feeding networks and the capacity to easily
scan the angular space electronically [2]–[11]. Certainly
LWAs are able to synthesize scanned directive fan beams
from a single fed long antenna aperture. This fan beam is
narrow in the longitudinal direction of the LWA, and it can be
easily scanned within this plane in two ways. One type of
electronically-scannable LWAs for DoA estimation make use
of active scanning techniques which involve some short of
tunable RF circuits (varactor diodes or phase shifters) [2]–[4].
Passive frequency-beam scanning is inherent to the dispersive
nature of LWAs, and this has also been used to conceive lowcost DoA estimation LWA systems [5]–[11], without the need
of complex control circuitry. All these LWAs provide onedimensional scanning with DoA estimation in a single plane
as shown in Fig. 1a. In some scenarios, it is necessary to know
the exact direction in the two planes, x-z and y-z. In this paper
we study two frequency-scanning LWA topologies for lowcost two-dimensional DoA estimation. It is important to notice
that for the DoA estimation using the frequency-scanning, we
need to work with sensors that allow for frequency hopping.
This is the case of the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacons,
which can transmit and receive information in the three
advertising channels, namely #37, #38 and #39 at 2.402, 2.426
and 2.48 GHz , respectively. These three BLE frequencies can
be used with a single LWA to produce one directive beam for
each BLE advertising channel, scanning at a different angular
direction, as it was originally proposed in [11] for 1D DoA
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Fig. 1.
a) 1D LWA for 1D DoA estimation b) Two crossed 1D LWAs
for 2D DoA estimation c) 2D periodic LWA for 2D DoA estimation.

estimation in BLE wireless sensor networks. This is illustrated
in Fig. 1a, which shows a total of six fan beams scanning the
x-z plane when using the two symmetric opposite ports of the
LWA and the three BLE channels. The two new proposed
LWA topologies for 2D DoA estimation are shown in Fig. 1b
and Fig. 1c. The first one (Fig. 1b) consists on the crossing of
two 1D LWAs to extend the scanning in the two perpendicular
directions. As sketched, this configuration uses four ports and
collects data from 12 channels (3 frequencies each port). If a
2D LWA as the one sketched in Fig. 1c is used, three conical
scanned beams can simply be obtained from a single central
port which excites cylindrical leaky waves [12]–[14]. This
simpler topology cannot distinguish azimuthal angle, but can
be of interest for certain applications such as drone landing
assistance. In the next sections, the different antenna designs
will be presented, and the angular estimation performances
will be compared.
II.

CROSSED 1D LWAS

The frequency-beam scanning LWA originally presented
in [10] for BLE DoA estimation and shown in Fig. 1a, can be
modified by arranging two linear LWAs in a cross-shaped
topology. In this way, the angular sensitivity can be extended
from 1D to the two orthogonal planes as proposed in [15].
Using Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) technology to
design the crossover proposed in [16], two 1D SIW LWAs can
be combined in a single dielectric substrate as sketched in
Fig.2. The length of each antenna, including the crossover part
is L=51.35 cm, which is around 4.2λ0 at 2.5 GHz. More details
about the design will be given in the oral presentation. To the

Fig. 2. Cross-shaped 1D SIW LWA antennas topology.

authors’ knowledge, it is the first time that a cross SIW LWA
antenna is proposed for DoA estimation.
In this structure, there are four ports that, combined with
the three different frequencies of the BLE advertising
channels, give rise to 12 different fan beams which are
scanned as illustrated in Fig. 1b. The structure was analyzed
with HFSS full-wave simulations and the obtained normalized
radiation patterns in u-v coordinates are shown in Fig. 3. For
the simulation, a substrate with εr=10.068 and tanδ=0.0018
was used, emulating the Rogers AD1000 laminate, which
implies fast frequency beam scanning, which is necessary to

obtain a wide Field of View (FoV) using the narrow
bandwidth of BLE [17]. As it was illustrated in Fig.1b, the
radiation patterns in Fig.3 confirm the generation of fan beams
which are scanned in the two orthogonal planes as the BLE
channel frequency is swept. Port 1 in Fig.2 provides scanning
in the positive x axis and port 2 in the negative –x axis, while
ports 3 and 4 scan respectively in +y and -y. In dashed line, it
is represented the -3 dB level, which defines the main beam
for each port and BLE frequency channel. For a good
visualization of the beams, the cuts in the main x-z and y-z
planes (which correspond to v=0 and u=0, respectively), are
represented in Fig. 4. As commented, the beams in the x-z
plane in Fig. 4a are created by the ports P1 and P2, while the
ones in the y-z plane in Fig. 4b are created by ports P3 and P4.
The patterns are the same in both principal planes due to the
symmetry of the cross-shaped SIW LWA. It is observed that
the beams overlap around their half-power level (-3 dB),
which is optimal for monopulse direction finding techniques
[1], [10], [17]. From the patterns in Fig.4, it can be concluded
that the FoV extends from -50º to +50º in both principal
planes.
The received signal strength indicator (RSSI) from all the
channels (each combination of port and frequency) must be
acquired and processed to estimate the direction of arrival
(DoA), using amplitude-based direction finding techniques
such as monopulse comparison [1], [10] or MUSIC (MUltiple
SIgnal Classification) [2]-[4] [11]. As a result, an angular
pseudospectrum (PS) is obtained, and the DoA is estimated

Fig. 3. Radiation patterns of the crossed 1D LWA structure in u-v coordinates for each port and BLE frequency channel.
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a)

b)
Fig. 4. Radiation pattern of the crossed 1D LWA structure. a) x-z plane for
the ports 1 and 2. b) y-z plane for the ports 3 and 4.

from the PS peak. For the case of the cross-shaped LWA, the
2D DoA estimation is performed by separating the estimation
in each perpendicular direction, i.e. θx and θy, (see Fig. 1b).
To estimate the angle θx the information from ports 1 and
2 is used, while ports 3 and 4 are used for the estimation of θy.
Once θx and θy are estimated, we can obtain the spherical
angles θ and φ following the next projections equations:


1

 tan 2 θ + tan 2 θ + 1 
x
y



Fig. 5. DoA estimation for test point θ=0º. 1D Pseudoespectrum in a) x-z
and b) y-z planes. U-V pseudoespectrum for c) θx estimation and d) θy
estimation. e) combined U-V Pseudoespectrums.



−1
θ = cos 
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 tan θ y 
ϕ = tan 

 tan θ x 
−1

To better show the process, two examples are depicted in
Figs. 5 and 6, one for θ=0º and the other for θ=40º and φ=135º.
For the first example, we can see that both the PS for θx and
for θy (Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b) have a maximum at 0º, which is
translated into θ=0º in spherical coordinates using (1). In Fig.
5c, we can see the u-v PS for the θx estimation, which is
obtained repeating the 1D PS along the perpendicular
direction to the antenna. Instead of just one estimated point,
all the points with θx=0º (u=0) are considered as candidates for
the 2D DoA final estimation. For the other direction, the same
is represented in Fig. 5d, which shows a maximum in all the
points with θy=0º (v=0). Finally, the combination of the two uv PS is represented in Fig. 5e, showing a maximum in a single
point in u=0 and v=0, which corresponds to θx=0º and θy=0º.
For the second example with θ=40º and φ=135º, the two PS
represented in Figs. 6a and 6b now show the peaks at the
angles θx=-26.5º and θy=26.5º. Using (1) they correspond to
the spherical coordinates θ=35.18º and φ=135º. The u-v PS for
each direction are shown in Figs 6c and 6d, and finally the 2D
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Fig. 6. DoA estimation for test point θ=40º and φ=135º. a) 1D
Pseudoespectrum in a) x-z and b) y-z planes. U-V pseudoespectrum for c) θx
estimation and d) θy estimation. e) combined U-V Pseudoespectrums.

PS which results from the combination of both in Fig 6e.As it
can be seen, there is a slight error in the estimation of θ (from
real θ=40º to estimated θ=35,18º). Anyways, the error is
acceptable for IoT applications, demonstrating that 2D DoA
BLE estimation is possible using the proposed four-port
crossed frequency-scanning antenna topology.

III.

2D FABRY-PEROT LWA

Fig. 8. Radiation pattern of the 2D periodic LWA structure. a) Channel #37
at 2.402 GHz. b) Channel #38 at 2.426 GHz. c) Channel #38 at 2.48 GHz. d)
x-z plane cut.

Fig. 7. 2D FPA LWA antenna topology. a) Top and b) bottom view.

The second of the proposed structures for 2D BLE DoA
estimation is the well-known 2D Fabry-Perot antenna (FPA)
[13]. For this case, a design has been optimized to work also
with the BLE advertising channels, and it is depicted in Fig.
7. It consists on a partially reflective surface (PRS) composed
of squared patches on a substrate over a ground plane. The
antenna has a squared profile, with a side of L=92 cm
(approximately 7.7λ0 at 2.5 GHz). To feed the structure, one
port is placed at the center of the bottom of the structure to
excite cylindrical waves [12]. More details on the design of
the antenna will be given in the oral presentation.
HFSS full-wave simulations were performed and the
obtained normalized radiation patterns at the three BLE
advertising frequencies (2.402, 2.426 and 2.48 GHz) are
shown in u-v coordinates in Figs. 8a, 8b and 8c. Also, the cut
in the plane x-z is plotted in Fig. 8d. As it was depicted in
Fig.1c, it can be observed from the u-v patterns the conicalbeam frequency-scanning behavior expected from this type of
antennas [12], [13]. A pencil beam pointing at boresight
direction is obtained at the lowest frequency BLE channel #37
(Fig. 8a), which splits into a conical scanned beam as
frequency is increased using channels #38 and #39. The
antenna is properly designed so the conical beams overlap
with each other at around the -3 dB point, as it can be seen in
Fig. 8d. Also, from this figure we can conclude that the
obtained FoV covers the angular region from -20º to +20º.
This is because the FPA uses air as main hosting medium for
the guiding of the cylindrical leaky modes. The frequency
dispersion of leaky-waves in air is much less sensitive to
frequency than when using a dense dielectric medium [17] (as
happened to the previous SIW LWA with εr=10). As a result,
the scanning ratio is lower and the FoV has been reduced in
the same BLE bandwidth, from ±50º for the SIW LWA (see
Fig.4) to ±20º for the air-filled FPA. Anyhow, different

techniques can be applied to increase the scanning ratio in
FPA and the associated frequency-scanned FoV [18].
As previously commented, this structure is fed by only one
port, reducing the complexity of the system, but as a trade-off
it is only possible to estimate the angle θ, but not φ. In other
words, this antenna topology cannot distinguish between θx or
θy (see Fig. 1b), but only θz (see Fig. 1c). To better understand
this, an example with a test point in θ=10º and φ=135º is
studied. The obtained PS are shown in Fig. 9. In the 1D PS in
Fig. 9a, instead of one maximum, there are two peaks at
mirrored angles θ=10º and θ=-10º but it is not possible to
distinguish the angle φ. This is the reason why the u-v PS in
Fig. 9b has symmetry of revolution, in accordance with the
shape of the conical beams in Figs. 8a, 8b and 8c used for the
DoA estimation. This DoA technique can be used in scenarios
such as aided drone landing systems, where a gradient
algorithm can be running while a drone is moving and
continuously monitoring its angle with respect to the
perpendicular z-axis from the landing point.

Fig. 9. DoA estimation for test point θ=10º and φ=135º with FPA. a) 1D
Pseudoespectrum e) 2D u-v Pseudoespectrums
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IV.

TABLE I.

REFERENCES

COMPARISON

As a summary, a comparison of the characteristics of each
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estimation, meaning that, for the case of using the three
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is necessary. On the other hand, the two crossed 1D LWA
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two 1D LWA in perpendicular directions with a crossover.
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operating in the near-field zone, due to the relatively short
distances involved in these IoT localization applications.
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V.

CONCLUSION

In this work, two different topologies of planar frequencyscanning leaky-wave antennas have been proposed for 2D
DoA estimation in BLE wireless sensor networks. The first
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6.1 Summary

6.1

Summary

All previous works in Part II of the Thesis presented systems for one-dimensional
DoA/DoD estimation, that is, in only one plane (y-z). This might be useful for some
scenarios as localization of mobile devices in an IoT Smart Area, since the devices
are expected to move around one plane, parallel to the floor, or devices moving inside
a corridor. However, in other scenarios, such as drone landing aid systems, it is
necessary to know the direction at which a device is located not only in one plane,
but in two perpendicular planes (y-z and x-z).
Towards this two-dimensional DoA estimation, in order to avoid the use of complex
and expensive phased-array, in this work we proposed two topologies based on the
frequency scanning and the use of BLE beacons. Even though the two topologies
are different, both are based on monopulse processing for the DoA estimation. The
first proposed topology is an extension of the 1-D DoA estimation system with one
PLWA. In this case, two perpendicularly crossed 1-D PLWAs are designed in the same
substrate for the DoA estimation in both planes. The second topology consist on a
FPCA synthesizing concentric conical beams, which is able to detect the angle θz
with respect to the perpendicular direction to the plane of the antenna, this is the
z-direction. Further gradient algorithm is needed to guide a landing drone with the
second topology. Knowing only θz can be sufficient in some applications and by using
the second proposed topology, complexity of the system can be reduced.

6.2

Methodology

These are the steps followed in this work:
1. Proposal of the two ideas to achieve 2-D DoA estimation with frequency-scanned
antennas for easy integration with the BLE protocol. This way, the limits and the
benefits of each proposal are understood.
2. Design and simulation of the two topologies. For the first crossed 1-D SIW
LWA design, a crossover had to be studied and designed in order to manufacture
both crossed antennas in a single substrate. The second design was based in the
well-known FPCA with a partially reflective surface (PRS) composed of squared
metallic patches.
3. Definition of the 2-D DoA estimation technique based on the synthesized radiation
patterns of each topology.
4. Test of the performance of the system with some specific examples.
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6.3

Results

For the case of the first presented topology, which is the one composed of two crossed
1-D SIW LWAs, four beacons are necessary (one for each port). With the combination
of the four ports and the three advertising channels of the BLE protocol, twelve
scanned beams are generated, six for the estimation of the DoA in the x-z plane,
which are produced by ports 1 and 2, six for the y-z plane, produced by ports 3 and
4. A FoV of [−50◦ , +50◦ ] was obtained for θ in both planes. It was shown that
combining the estimation of the DoA in both planes, an estimation of the actual 3-D
direction (θ and ϕ) could be obtained. This was demonstrated with an example of a
signal coming from θ = 0◦ and for another signal coming from θ = 40◦ and ϕ = 135◦ .
The second topology only needed one port and presented three concentric conical
beams, one for each of the BLE advertising channels, as expected. As shown, only
the angle with respect to the z-axis can be known. This topology can be useful if
combined with a gradient algorithm that monitors the angle to guide a device to
the central position. Despite this, the overall cost and time of DoA estimation are
reduced, since only one BLE beacon is used.

6.4

Conclusions and Contributions

Two planar frequency-scanned LWAs were proposed in this work for 2-D DoA
estimation. The DoA estimation technique was explained for both topologies and
their benefits and drawbacks were exposed. With the first proposal, the estimation
of both θ and ϕ within a FoV of θ = [−50◦ , +50◦ ] and ϕ = [0◦ , 360◦ ] is possible
at the expense of using four BLE beacons and the need of information from twelve
beams. This increases the DoA estimation time and the overall cost of the system.
A real implementation of the proposed antenna was simulated, demonstrating the
feasibility of the design. On the other hand, the second proposal makes use of only one
BLE beacon and three information channels, so the DoA estimation time, hardware
complexity and cost are reduced. However, only the off-axis angle can be estimated, so
additional algorithms are needed for guiding and tracking. The FPCA was simulated,
presenting good performance as expected.
Both designs can be very useful for IoT scenarios where the DoA estimation in only
one plane is not enough, providing two options depending on the requirements of the
system in terms of cost and precision.
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ABSTRACT A simple adaptive 1-D frequency-scanning method is proposed for radiative wireless power
transfer (WPT) systems in low-power wireless sensor networks (WSNs). As a proof of concept, a directive
leaky-wave antenna that scans 1-W output RF power in the angular range from ±10◦ at 2.4 GHz to ±37◦ at
2.5 GHz, is used to power a WSN covering an area of 1.2 m × 1.2 m. It is shown that, using a frequencyscanned antenna, a wider area than using a non-scanned directive antenna can be powered without additional
expensive equipment. The WPT protocol is described, showing that any sensor in the WSN can select
the optimum transmission channel in the 2.4-GHz band, based on the received signal strength indicator
measurements, as the coordinator performs a scheduled frequency hopping phase. This maximizes the
WPT beaming efficiency and the transferred dc power. The optimum channel selection can be performed
periodically, which makes the system robust against channel state changes.
INDEX TERMS Adaptive beaming, frequency-scanned antennas, radiative wireless power transfer, wireless
sensor network.

I. INTRODUCTION

Far field (radiative) wireless power transfer (WPT) is a
promising general technique to remotely power mobile
devices over relatively long distances [1]–[3]. Due to safety
power restrictions and low conversion efficiencies, radiative
WPT (RWPT) is mainly considered nowadays for low-power
devices and wireless sensor networks (WSN) [4]. Although
nondirective antennas can be appropriate to energize sensors that transmit data at very low duty cycles [1], highgain directive transmitting antennas are mandatory for more
power-demanding sensors and/or to increase the maximum
distances that can be remotely powered [5]. When using
directive antennas, and since the exact position of the sensors might not be known or multiple sensors have to be
energized, adaptive beam-forming techniques are being used
to focus the radiated power at the desired direction [5]–[7].
This is usually done with complicated two-dimensional (2D)
tracking mechanisms, based on MISO (Multiple Input Single Output) [8] phased-array antennas [9] or retrodirective
arrays [10]. In these cases, the antenna array architecture is
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quite complex, since it requests mixed RF/digital reconfiguration circuitry to control the array weight/feeding coefficients [8], [9]. Also, optimum beam-forming is achieved from
instantaneous Channel State Information (CSI) [11]–[13],
which is not generally available in low-cost WSN architectures without extra costly hardware.
In this paper, we propose a cost-effective RWPT solution to
power a WSN using simple one-dimensional (1D) frequencyscanned directive antennas. The adaptive beaming does not
need costly phased-arrays and associated complex digital
architecture / weighting optimization algorithms. A single
antenna element with two feeding ports is able to adaptively optimize the remote transfer of power for each sensor
node, by simply frequency hopping the transmitting signal.
The concept is demonstrated for a IEEE 802.15.4-based
WSN operating in the 2.4 GHz band, which allows for
channel hopping through its 16 existing frequency channels.
It is shown how a 5 × 5 sensor grid covering an area
of 1.2 m × 1.2 m is efficiently powered using a simple
channel selection algorithm based on the Received Signal

2169-3536 2019 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only.
Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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TABLE 1. Comparison between different solutions.

Strength Indicator (RSSI), which is directly provided by
the WSN architecture without any extra hardware. Theoretical and experimental results illustrate the proposed concept,
demonstrating superior overall beaming efficiency and power
transfer performance in the WSN area, when compared to the
use of a fixed directive panel antenna.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the related work regarding beamforming optimization for WPT. In Section III, the frequency-scanned fan
beaming concept is presented. The LWA used to achieve the
frequency scanning is presented in Section IV. After that,
Section V shows how the antenna can be used in a practical
WPT system based on IEEE 802.15.14 wireless standard.
Measurements are presented in Section VI. The proposed
WPT protocol is explained in Section VII and at the end, in
Section VIII some conclusions are shown.
II. RELATED WORK

The most recent efforts devoted to enhance beamforming
optimization seek to improve energy transmission through
8082

mathematical algorithms and novel hardware configurations [12], as well as the efficient use of the radio channel,
which is shared between information and energy transmissions (Simultaneous Wireless Information and Power
Transfer, SWIPT) [9]. One of the most employed solutions
consists of complex phased-array antennas with the aim of
increasing energy transfer [13]–[17], disregarding the highly
desirable low-cost factor in low-power WSNs. These and
other solutions are described in Table 1, which shows a
comparison of recent proposals to increase the beaming efficiency for RWPT. Since the receiving (Rx) antennas are
generally omnidirectional to minimize the cost and size of
the sensors, it is the transmitter (Tx) antenna the one that
can increase the overall RWPT system beaming efficiency.
Observe that the first antenna implementations tried to use
non-directive antennas in order to cover big areas but getting ultra-low energy values, appropriate for sensors that
transmit at low duty cycles [1]. This work discussed the
sensor platform, and pointed out the required codesign of the
RF powering and the power management circuits for
VOLUME 7, 2019
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optimal performance. In turn, [18] proposed a circularly
polarized microstrip antenna that operates as a rectenna for
wireless battery charging and data telemetry in close frequency bands around 5 GHz.
More recent studies presented algorithms based on multiantenna base stations to simultaneous optimize wireless information transmission and power transfer [9], [13], [15]. For
instance, the proposal in [15] assumed a multiuser MISO
downlink system and common zero-forcing (ZF) beamforming scheme, in order to propose a simplified energy efficiency optimization algorithm under two constraints: the
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio and the energy harvesting. Based on a similar MISO scenario, [13] and [9]
aimed to optimize the weighted sum-powered harvested by
the receiver. In general, all these MISO techniques involve
complex phased-arrays of antennas to optimize the transmitted beam toward the receiving target. However, they
might be too expensive in the context of cost-effective WSN
solutions. In this sense, the number of elements of the
Tx phased-array can be reduced using Bayesian compressive sensing [19], in order to reduce the antenna complexity
and to make easier practical implementations. A different
strategy to optimize the Tx beaming efficiency is by the
use of time-modulated antenna arrays. In this line, [20]
took advantage of the pulse splitting technique in order to
determine the optimal split pulse sequence aimed at synthesizing multiple patterns at the central frequency and at
an arbitrarily selected harmonic frequency. An interesting
approach in this framework can be also found in [21], where
a two-step real-time beaming implementation of a linear
time-modulated array was applied to envisage a smart WPT
system. First, the position of the devices to be energized
is determined through a monopulse function. Then, these
positions are used to set the time control modulating signals
of the entire array for real-time beaming to the obtained directions. Note that these solutions result in medium-high complex hardware implementation and processing algorithms for
beamforming.
Other interesting contributions that require less signal processing rely on antenna systems capable of automatically
tracking the direction of arrival, such as retro-directive antennas [10], [22]–[25]. They typically consist of simple radiating elements in array configuration connected to a circuit
network that conjugates the phase of the incident signal in
order to transmit in the same direction. The application for
wireless power delivery is described in [10], using a mobile
device that broadcasts a pilot signal and a four-elements
retro-reflective beamforming antenna. Similarly, [22] proposed a 2D Van Atta array to phase-conjugate the impinging wave, reporting wideband operation around a frequency
of 5.8 GHz and a wide beamwidth. Additionally, a retrodirective wire-dipole antenna is investigated in [23] for WPT
applied to specific environments. Finally, the use of a circularly polarized retrodirective antenna array for RWPT was
reported in [25], implementing EBG (Electromagnetic Band
Gap) techniques between the antenna elements aiming at
VOLUME 7, 2019
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simultaneously improving cost, compactness, and reducing
mutual coupling effects.
Recent developments of far-field wireless-powered sensor
networks can be found in [26]–[28], composed of multiple
sensor nodes. The proposed real-time algorithm in [26] is able
to distribute the transmitted power to multiple nodes simultaneously while allowing a control of the consumed power to
ensure perpetual operation. Besides, [27] presented a physical
realization of a 2.45 GHz WPT system for charging WSN
nodes spatially distributed. In this solution, the transmitter is
based on a patch array of 4 elements with a switched radiation
beam employing a Butler matrix. The receiver uses directional planar Yagi-Uda antenna. Again, the network provides
long time operation as each of the WSN node can measure
and report its voltage level, so that the more appropriate
beam can be switched to cover specific energy demands.
Finally, the WPT system proposed in [28] used a 1D parabolic
reflector antenna with a linear feeder composed by an array of
dipoles as a transmitting section, while the receiving section
is composed of a compact rectangular patch 3 × 4 rectenna
array. Table 1 summarizes for each of these RWPT solutions the operation frequency, the average maximum distance in meters that can be remotely powered and/or the
RF power density delivered at the sensor nodes, and the type
of beamforming technique to maximize the RWPT beaming
efficiency, together with the overall system complexity in
terms of associated hardware and signal processing requests
to provide such beamforming techniques. In contrast with
the cited solutions, here we propose a paradigm shift in
comparison with the WPT-beaming state of the art. For that,
we propose the use of a simple channel-hopping technique for
1D scanning, to dynamically optimize the beaming efficiency
in a WSN grid.
To this end, we proposed the use of a Leaky-Wave Antenna
(LWA) as the RWPT Tx. LWAs are widely known for its
low profile structure, compact size, easy feeding mechanism
and high directivity radiation pattern, hence, enabling also the
inherent re-direction of the beam direction just by adjusting
the signal frequency [29]. As it will be shown in the following
sections, the overall coverage range can be extended without
complicated signal processing or hardware implementation.
Our solution fits a cost-efficient model, high gain power
emission, and easy and quick adaptive technique to optimize
the RWPT beaming efficiency.
III. FREQUENCY-SCANNED FAN BEAMING FOR WPT

Fig. 1 represents a scenario of a WSN with 25 sensor nodes
separated at a distance of 30 cm and spread in a 5 × 5 grid in
the XY plane, thus covering a total area of 1.2 m × 1.2 m.
A directive antenna with gain GTX is located at the center of the WSN grid at a height z = H = 1 m. The
DC power transferred to any node of the WSN can be estimated with the well-known link-budget equation used in
RWPT [4], [5]:
RX
PDC = ηRF−DC · ARX
eff · ηRAD · SRF (r, θ, ϕ)

(1)
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FIGURE 1. Scenario of a 5 × 5 WSN grid powered by a 1 W 14dB gain
directive antenna at a height H = 1 m, with different beaming
configurations.

RX are the effective area and the radiation efficiency
and ηRAD
of the receiving antenna, and SRF is the microwave power
density (W/m2 ) at the receiver node, which is given by:

PTX
· GTX (θ, ϕ)
(2)
4πr 2
where PTX is the transmitted microwave power, and r, θ, ϕ are
the distance and subtending angles between the transmitting
antenna and any receiving node position. Unlike long-range
point-to-point WPT systems where large collecting antennas
are used to maximize the capability to gather the incident
RX
power at the receiver [5], ARX
eff · ηRAD cannot be maximized in
a practical WSN since the nodes must be low-cost and small
in size. Similarly, the conversion efficiency ηRF−DC is fixed
once the harvester circuitry at the sensor node is designed.
In WSN RWPT systems, transmitting antenna with high gain
GTX are used [1], [4] to intensify the RF power density at the
node (2) and therefore enhance the converted DC power (1).
The peak gain of this antenna GTX is proportional to its radiTX and its directivity DTX , which is related
ation efficiency ηRAD
to the half-power beam width (HPBW) in stereo-radians
(the product of the HPBW in each perpendicular plane,
1θX · 1θY ) [30]:
4π
TX
TX
GTX = ηRAD
· DTX ≈ ηRAD
(3)
1θX · 1θY
From (3) it is easy to see that, as we increase the peak
gain of the transmitting antenna in a WPT system (keeping
the same transmitted power PTX ), the antenna becomes more
directive as it covers a lower angular region 1θX , 1θY . As a
SRF (r, θ, ϕ) =
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result, the antenna can power a lower number of nodes. This
is illustrated in Fig. 1(a), where a 14 dB gain antenna with
HPBW of 1θX = 30◦ , 1θY = 30◦ (16.5 dBi directivity and
TX = 58% radiation efficiency, which is a typical value
ηRAD
of commercial panel antennas [31]), transmits RF power of
PTX = 1W (+30 dBm) from a height H = 1m above
the WSN grid under study. Inserting its angular gain pattern GTX (θ, ϕ) in (2), the power density distribution along
the whole WSN area (XY plane, at a ground level Z = 0)
can be numerically computed and plotted. As shown with
red color in Fig. 1(a), power densities above 200 µW/cm2
are obtained just below the transmitting antenna, and this
spatial distribution of power radially decays. If we assume
a minimum value of 50 µW/cm2 as the threshold to power
our sensor nodes [1], [14], we obtain that only the central
5 nodes within a radius of 30 cm are powered (this limit
is shown with cyan contour curve in Fig. 1). In order to
power the 20 remaining nodes of the WSN, the directive beam
must be focused towards other directions. This can be done
with complicated 2D beamforming systems based on costly
phased-array antennas [5]–[7] or with a costly mechanical
steering system.
Instead of using a directive pencil beam focused in its two
planes, we propose for the first time the use of a sectorialtype radiation pattern that is focused in one single plane.
In our example, if we use a directive antenna with a HPBW
of 1θX = 60◦ and 1θY = 15◦ , the stereo-angle product
1θX · 1θY keeps unchanged if compared to the previous
example, thus obtaining equal 16.5 dBi directivity and similar
14 dBi gain (and assuming the same radiation efficiency).
As a result, similar S > 200 µW/cm2 peak power density
is obtained below the antenna in Fig. 1(b), but now distributed in a narrower region in the y-direction and in a wider
area in the x-direction (1θY has been reduced to half and
1θX doubled). Basically, Fig. 1(b) shows a similar amount
of 5 sensors with S > 50 µW/cm2 , but now distributed in
a single row along the x-direction instead that on the central
circle. This fan-beaming configuration has the advantage that
simple 1D scanning along the y-direction can be used to
illuminate all the 25 nodes of the WSN. This is illustrated
in Fig. 1(c) where the antenna scans to an angle of θR = 10◦
and powers the second row of nodes located at y = +30
cm, while Fig. 1(d) shows the beaming of the third row of
nodes at y = +60 cm for a scanning angle θR = 30◦ . The
scanning angle θR is measured in the ZY-plane as represented
in Fig. 1(d). Symmetrically, the row of nodes at y = −30
cm and at y = −60 cm can be illuminated if the transmitting antenna scans to negative angles, θR = −10◦ and
θR = −30◦ , respectively. As a result, the five rows with
the total 25 nodes of the WSN can be theoretically powered
using simple 1D beam-scanning, thus reducing the complexity if compared to more conventional 2D beam-scanning
solutions.
Moreover, 1D scanning can be performed without
phased-array antennas and associated electronically reconfigurable feeding hardware (as commonly done with uniform
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longitudinal arrays, ULAs [32]–[34]). Effectively, LWAs are
known to provide 1D continuous scanning of a directive fan
beam by just sweeping frequency and with a simple feeding
circuit [29].
IV. 1D SCANNING PLANAR LEAKY-WAVE ANTENNA

As previously commented, one of the main characteristics in
the performance of LWAs is their inherent frequency scanning behaviour, known as the antenna dispersion, which consist on the change in the antenna radiation angle θR when the
frequency of the feeding input signal varies. First examples of
LWAs were based on bulky waveguides [29], but this technology lacks the compactness and integrability. Another option
is to use planar technology as microstrip LWAs (MLWA),
which are especially low-cost since they can be manufactured
using standard printed circuit-board (PCB) techniques and,
besides, they are very easy to integrate with other planar
technologies. One of the keys in the design of such antennas
is to be able to control the frequency scanning, so in the
operating band of frequencies, the radiation angle is scanned
as desired, although there are some restrictions depending on
the technology. LWAs are included in the group of travelling
wave antennas, which means that only one port is needed to
illuminate a long aperture, taking advantage of a travelling
guided wave. This eliminates the need of using complex beam
forming networks (BFN) to synthesize a directive beam.
In this case, the half-width MLWA (HMLWA) technology,
as in [35], has been chosen for our purpose, due to its simplicity, ease of fabrication and integrability. It consists of a
microstrip line working with the first higher mode to achieve
radiation. For that, in one side of the line there is a row of vias
acting as a perfect electric wall and in the other side there is a
radiating edge, as seen in Fig. 2(a), which shows a picture
of an array of two HMLWAs fabricated in FR4 substrate
(εr = 4.48 and tan δ = 0.01).
The frequency scanning of this antenna is controlled with
the substrate characteristics and the antenna width. Since the
chosen substrate is FR4 with 1mm thickness, as it is cheap,
the only parameter to control the dispersion of the antenna
is its width. The width will basically control the frequency
band: the lower the width, the higher the operating frequency,
so it has to be optimized to work in the 2.4 GHz band.
Also, the beamwidth of the radiation pattern in the H-plane
(YZ-plane according to Fig. 2(a)) of the antenna is controlled
with the antenna length as follows [29]:
1θ (f ) ≈

1
L
λ0

cos θR (f )

(4)

where L is the antenna length, λ0 is the wavelength in vacuum
and θR the radiation angle which depends on the frequency.
In this H-plane, the beam can be very narrow as the antenna is
long in the y-direction. In the E-plane (XZ-plane), the beam
is very wide, since the aperture in the x-direction is just a radiating edge with a ground plane (the metal sheet in Fig. 2(a)).
The H-plane and E-plane definition comes from the fact that
the polarization of the antenna is linear and contained in the
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FIGURE 2. Microstrip Leaky-wave Antenna. a) Array of two MLWAs
b) S parameters of the array.

TABLE 2. MLWA dimensions.

XZ-plane, so the y component of the electric field is negligible compared to the z or x components. In order to reduce
the beamwidth in the E-plane, two antennas are arranged
in parallel at a distance G in an array configuration in the
x-direction, this way, the antenna has a narrower beam [30]
in this plane, but wide enough to illuminate all the sensors in
a row of the WSN. The reduction in the E-plane beamwidth
makes the directivity to increase.
As it can be seen in Fig. 2(a), the feeding network of this
antenna is very simple and it just consists of a microstrip line
welded to a SMA connector. Also shown in Fig. 2(a), a simple
1:2 power splitter is used to feed the two-MLWA array
To optimize the dispersion and beamwidth of the antenna,
the final dimensions, according to the ones in Fig.2 (a), are
listed in Table 2.
The reflection coefficient of this antenna (S11 ) is plotted in
Fig. 2(b), showing good input matching S11 < −10 dB in the
whole 2.4-2.5 GHz band, meaning than less than 10% of the
power is reflected back to the port. Also, the isolation between
the two available ports of the LWA is bellow S21 < −15
dB, thus assuring that less than 3% of power couples between
these two opposed ports.
As depicted in Fig. 3(a), θR can be scanned by varying
frequency in the ISM band from θR = ±10◦ at 2.4GHz to
8085
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FIGURE 3. Radiation characteristics of the proposed MLWA. a) Radiation
angle of the MLWA in the YZ plane as a function of the frequency
b) Directivity, gain and efficiency of the MLWA.

θR = ±37◦ at 2.5 GHz. As previously explained in Fig. 1,
positive θR values are obtained when the antenna is fed from
port 1 in Fig. 2(a) (+y direction), while port 2 provides
negative scanning directions (-y direction). The directivity
and gain of the antenna can be seen in Fig 3(b) along with the
RX in (1)), evidencing they
antenna radiation efficiency (ηRAD
are not constant along the scanning band. This change of
the efficiency will make the gain (3) to vary as the beam is
scanned, and this will affect the resulting power coverage (2)
when using a LWA, as will be explained in Section V.
This frequency-scanning behaviour in the elevation
YZ-plane is shown in Fig. 4(a), which shows the normalized
radiation patterns for different configurations of the transmitting frequency and feeding port. As shown, the LWA creates
a narrow beam in the YZ-plane with a changing beamwidth,
that goes from 1θY = 25◦ to 1θY = 16◦ as the scanning
angle is augmented by increasing transmitting frequency.
This narrow beamwidth is achieved thanks to the antenna long
size in the y-direction L = 52 cm (approximately 4.3 wavelengths at 2.5 GHz). Using two antennas in array configuration, with a 1:2 power splitter (see picture in Fig. 2(a)),
a beam in the XZ-plane with an approximate beamwidth of
1θX = 60◦ can be synthesized, as shown in Fig. 4(b). It must
be noticed that, conversely to the behaviour in the YZ-plane,
the beam is not scanned with frequency in the transverse
XZ-plane. Nevertheless, a slight variation of the XZ-plane
beamwidth from 1θX = 90◦ to 1θX = 60◦ as frequency
is swept from 2.4 to 2.5 GHz, can be observed in Fig. 4(b).
As commented in Fig. 3(b), the variation of the beamwidth
in the two planes impact the resulting directivity from D =
8086

FIGURE 4. Radiation patterns of the MLWA. a) H plane for different
frequencies b) E plane for different frequencies.

TABLE 3. Radiation pattern characteristics.

14.5 dBi to D = 16 dBi as the pointing angle is frequencyscanned. Also, the LWA radiation efficiency varies as the
beam is scanned with frequency. All these facts result in the
peak gain variation shown in Fig. 3(b). The highest peak gain
of G = 14.8 dBi is obtained for higher frequencies, where the
beam is narrower and thus the radiation more directive, and
also the radiation efficiency is higher. All these aspects will
affect the final WPT coverage. A summary of these results is
presented in Table 3, where the main characteristics of both
the panel and the LWA antennas are summarized.
As demonstrated with all these results, this HMLWA creates a 1D frequency-scanned sectorial beam whose scanning
angular range, operating bandwidth and resulting beam peak
gains, are suitable to demonstrate in the next section the
proposed concept of dynamic WPT beaming in a typical
WSN operating in the 2.45 GHz ISM band.
V. ADAPTIVE WPT SYSTEM BY FREQUENCY SELECTION

A top view of the WSN scenario under study, with the locations of the 25 nodes and the LWA, is represented in Fig. 5(a).
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FIGURE 6. Coverage cut comparison between panel antenna and LWA
a) x = 0, b) y = 0.

FIGURE 5. WSN scenario under study, top view. a) Nodes location and
naming, b) Coverage given by a panel antenna (in blue) with 14 dB gain
c) Coverage given by a MLWA (in blue) with gain in Fig. 3b and radiation
patterns in Fig. 4.

Each node is codified with a letter to define the rows
(from A to E) and a number for the columns (from 1 to 5).
In order to demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed scanning LWA, Fig. 5 compares the simulated overall power
density coverage when using the fixed-beam directive panel
antenna and using the LWA of Table 2 (height H = 1 m,
transmited power PTX = 1 W.
It can be seen in Fig. 5(b) that the coverage provided
by the panel antenna (with a directivity of 16.5 dBi, effiTX
ciency of ηRAD
= 58% and 14 dBi of gain) will feed
just 5 of the 25 nodes (those located at a central circle
below the antenna). On the other hand, Fig. 5(c) represents the simulated overall coverage of the MLWA, with the
same directivity than the panel antenna (same steradians,
as explained in Section III), and with the frequency-beamscanning described in the previous Section IV. It must be
noticed that the coverage of the MLWA plotted in Fig. 5(c),
represents the overall power density obtained after the continuous frequency sweep in the 2.45 GHz ISM band, from
2.4 GHz to 2.5 GHz. Besides, it must be noticed that
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the LWA is not centered with respect to the WSN center
(x = 0 cm, y = 0 cm). The MLWA is slightly shifted in
the y-axis at x = 0 cm, y = −10 cm, in order to avoid
the gain drop associated to perpendicular direction of the
antenna (also known as broadside stopband [35]). As it was
shown in Fig. 3, broadside direction θR = 0◦ is associated
to the lowest realized peak gain. If the LWA is centered, this
perpendicular gain drop would make the center row of sensors
to be poorly beamed.
Fig. 6(a) shows the power density cut along the line in the
y-direction at x = 0, while Fig. 6(b) represents a cut for the
x-direction at y = 0. As illustrated in Fig. 6(a), the overlapping of the different beams that are scanned along y while
frequency is varied from 2.4 GHz to 2.5 GHz (represented
in dash line with different color for each frequency), is what
creates the overall envelope power density coverage along the
y-direction. In the case of the x-direction at y = 0, only the
first frequency radiates at that line (see Fig.1(b)), hence, only
the cut at that frequency is shown.
Clearly, the theoretical results in Fig. 6 demonstrate the
superior RF power total coverage produced by the MLWA
when sweeping in frequency, if compared to a fixed panel
antenna of similar directivity.
VI. MEASUREMENTS

To validate the proposed system, an experimental campaign
has been carried out. A 1 W output power amplifier is connected to a microwave signal generator, which can sweep
frequency in the 2.45 GHz band. The amplifier output is
connected to port 1 or port 2 of the MLWA, as sketched in the
scheme of Fig. 7(b). A WPT harvester from Powercast [36]
is used to convert incoming RF power to DC at the different
locations inside an anechoic chamber as shown in Fig. 7(c).
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FIGURE 7. Experimental set-up. a) Top view of scenario b) Lateral scheme
c) Picture of deployment in an anechoic chamber with detail of harvester
and LWA with RF amplifier.

This harvester device transforms received RF power to a
pulsed signal whose duty cycle is proportional to the converted DC power which charges the sensor batteries. This
pulsed waveform has been captured with a digital oscilloscope as shown in Fig. 8(b). To demonstrate the concept
of optimum WPT by frequency sweeping, Fig. 8(a) shows
the measured DC duty cycle for the five positions in the
central column (A3 . . . E3), as a function of the transmitting
RF frequency and by switching the feeding port of the LWA.
As shown in Fig. 8(a), the feeding port of the LWA must
be properly chosen, so that nodes at positive y-positions
(A3- C3) are powered when port 1 is used, and conversely
negative y-positions (D3, E3) must be charged using port 2.
Also Fig. 8(a) demonstrates the existence of an optimum
frequency for each node location, which maximizes the collected DC power. The selection algorithm employed for
choosing the optimum channel for each end-device will be
described in the next Section. For instance, the node located
at D3 shows maximum duty cycle of 1% when LWA is fed
from port 2 and radiates power at 2.42 GHz (this corresponds
to the LWA scanning at an angle θR = −15◦ as shown
in Fig. 3(a)). At lower/higher frequencies, the LWA scans
at lower/higher angles and thus the radiated beam is not
optimally shaped towards the exact spot of the sensor, thus
reducing the collected DC power. For this fixed spot D3,
Fig. 8(b) depicts the waveforms measured at the RF-DC
converter, in a time lapse of 4 s for different transmitting
frequencies. As commented, the pulsed waveform shows a
higher number of pulses (a lower period between pulses and
thus a higher duty cycle), as the collected RF-to-DC power
increases. As shown in Fig. 8(b), the signal presents the
highest duty cycle at 2.42 GHz (24 pulses in 4 secs), at which
8088

FIGURE 8. Measured results. a) DC duty cycle at the central column as a
function of frequency b) Pulsed waveform at the RF-DC converter at D3.

the beaming efficiency between the LWA and the node at
D3 is maximized. For other frequencies, the rectified signal
shows lower duty cycles since the beam is not optimally
focused.
For other locations of the sensor nodes along the
y-direction, the optimum RF frequencies shown in Fig. 8(a)
shift as expected: higher distances require a higher scanning
angle θR and hence a higher transmitting RF frequency. The
minimum threshold to power the sensors is also marked
in Fig. 8(a), indicating that all the five nodes in the central
column (in a distance from y = −60 cm to y = +60 cm)
are optimally powered by proper selection of the antenna
port and the transmitting frequency from 2.4 to 2.5 GHz.
Similar results are obtained for other columns, as shown
in Fig. 9(a) for the nodes located at the right-side column
(A5 . . . E5). Lower power is transferred in this case since this
column is more distant to the transmitting antenna than the
central column. Also, the behavior as we move along a row is
illustrated in Fig. 9(b), showing the performance of the WPT
for the further row (A1 . . . A5). Now only port 1 is used and
the optimum frequency is essentially the same for all nodes
(around 2.49 GHz), since the beam must be focused to an
almost similar scanning angle θR ≈ 35◦ for any position in
the same row.
According to these values, a theoretical 2D map of the duty
cycle can be represented. For that, the theoretical values of the
power density (Fig. 5) are transformed to duty cycle values
by a normalizing rectification factor K obtained from the
experimental results obtained at node D3. As its duty cycle
is 1% (see Fig. 8(a)) for a theoretical power density value
S = 216.12µW/cm2 , the transformation factor is:
K=

DC
= 4.63 · 10−3
S

cm2 /µW

(5)
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FIGURE 11. Measured DC duty cycle for each node of the WSN a) panel
antenna b) LWA.

TABLE 4. Optimal port and frequency (GHz) for each node.

FIGURE 9. Measured DC duty cycle as a function of frequency a) at the
right-side column b) at the first row of nodes (further row).

FIGURE 10. Theoretical DC duty cycle on the plane containing the WSN
for a) panel antenna b) LWA.

Using this approximate linear transformation, Fig. 10(a)
shows the theoretical 2D map that predicts the maximum
duty cycle expected at each node of the WSN, when the
14 dBi gain panel antenna radiates 1 W. The same is shown
in Fig. 10(b) for the designed MLWA, when the proper optimum frequency is selected for each node position. These
theoretical results are just a unit conversion (from RF power
density to harvested DC), of the simulated power density
fingerprints shown in Fig. 5. To check the validity of these
simulated results, Fig. 11 shows the measured DC for these
two scenarios. Fig. 11(a) represents the DC measured at the
25 nodes when using the 14 dBi gain panel antenna a 1 W
RF power, showing that only the central nodes produced
a DC above the threshold of 0.2%. On the contrary, the
DC measured when using the MLWA in Fig. 11(b), reports
that all the 25 nodes harvest RF power with DC well over the
threshold. In both cases, good agreement is observed between
experiments in Fig. 11 and theoretical results in Fig. 10,
demonstrating the superior power coverage provided by the
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proposed LWA frequency-beaming WPT scheme when compared to a more conventional directive fixed panel antenna
of similar gain. Clearly the LWA allows to power all the
25 nodes in the WSN area of 1.2 m × 1.2 m, while the fixed
panel antenna powers only the central nodes.
As commented, to obtain these results we have assumed
that each node is remotely powered from the Tx LWA by
proper selection of its optimum frequency. Table 4 represents
this correspondence between each one of the 25 node positions in Fig. 5(a), and the optimum transmitting frequencies
provided by the studied frequency-scanning MLWA. Also,
the adequate transmitting port (1 or 2) for each node is
summarized in Table 4.
As expected, the optimum frequency increases as the nodes
are further located from the WSN center (C3), with respect
to the longitudinal y-direction (as we move from one row
to another row of nodes). Also it can be seen how, as we
get further from the antenna, the difference for the optimal
frequency between nodes in the same row increases, so that
nodes at central positions (for instance A3) report a higher
frequency than those nodes at the edges (A1 and A5, when
compared to A3). This is due to the boomerang-shape projected radiation pattern fingerprint, as illustrated in Fig. 1(d).
Finally, in order to show the overall cost of this system, the
estimated price of all components is summarized in Table 5.
It can be seen that the estimated total cost of the system
is around 1311.15 e, shown just as a reference. The costeffective characteristic of our proposed system comes from
the fact that we are using a passive antenna that electronically scans the main beam by just using frequency hopping. Other alternatives, such as the more conventional ULAs
would require, for the same antenna length of around 4λ0
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TABLE 5. Cost of the components involved in the WPT system.

(to achieve the same beamwidth of 15◦ ), a minimum total
amount of 9 radiating elements separated a distance λ/2 from
each other (to avoid unwanted grating lobes [30]). Thus,
a fixed-frequency electronically beam-scanned ULA would
require a complex beamforming network (BFN [41]) with
9 pairs of associated electronically tunable phase shifters
and attenuators (one per each radiating element), in order
to provide similar electronic fan-beam scanning. This makes
these systems more expensive because of the need of complex circuitry control for the active antenna to achieve the
same scanning capability. Possibilities based on mechanical
positioners would need complex and bulky hardware; besides
there is a delay associated to the time the positioner takes to
mechanically change the pointing direction of the antenna,
and also the cost due to mechanical system maintenance.
Moreover, it is not possible with a mechanically-steerable
directive antenna, to synthesize several simultaneous directive beams. On the contrary, the proposed channel-hopping
architecture, can also be used in a multiple beaming mode,
so that a multi-tone power RF signal [42]–[44] can be used to
simultaneously illuminate several spots. All these aspects will
be treated in future works, and they are out of the scope of this
first demonstration of the proof-of-concept of our innovative
RWPT system.
VII. WPT PROTOCOL

As described above, the proposed WSN WPT system enables
the use of optimum beaming if the transmitter is capable of
choosing the appropriate frequency channel that maximizes
the power transfer for any node in the network. Therefore, this
required correspondence (node position – frequency channel) should be dynamically managed by the end-nodes and
the energy transmitter by using a simple frequency-selection
scheme. To this end, two well-differentiated phases have been
defined and integrated within the regular functioning of the
WSN, as sketched in Fig. 12. Firstly, at a primary stage
called synchronization, each node sniffs the radio channel
and measures the received RSSI while the WSN coordinator, i.e., the energy transmitter, executes frequency sweeping
and switches between port 1 and 2 of the LWA. The WSN
coordinator must introduce a data header to identify the port
and frequency channel which are being used (in most wireless
protocols the channel ID is provided by default). This process permits end-devices to select the most proper channel
regarding received power (RSSI), which depends on their
individual positions with respect to the coordinator. Thus,
each new node joining the WSN sends a request message to
8090

FIGURE 12. WSN synchronization process. a) First stage, coordinator
transmits with channel sweeping and end-nodes sniff and select channel
for maximizing RSSI. The selected channel is retransmitted by each node
to the coordinator. b) Second stage, coordinator performs energy
transmission to end-nodes using pre-selected channels.

FIGURE 13. WSN scenario: IEEE 802.15.4 MiMo coordinator powering
end-nodes through a LWA using pre-selected channels; data links
established using omnidirectional antennas.

begin this process and waits till the WSN coordinator starts
the synchronization process.
After this first synchronization stage, the second phase
corresponds to the powering process of the WSN motes,
balancing data and power frames in order to reach acceptable
energy-harvesting levels but without severely harming the
performance of the data network [9]. As discussed previously,
many approaches may be selected with the aim of balancing
the transmission of data or energy through the wireless links,
which is not the focus of this work [45]. In the following,
we illustrate the functionality of the proposed synchronization and powering scheme in a real scenario.
As sketched in Fig. 13, the WSN coordinator as well as
the end-devices present two different antennas. Regarding the
former, for instance an IEEE 802.15.4-based MiMo 3 × 3
coordinator [37] may be connected to the two ports of the proposed LWA for transmitting energy and to an omnidirectional
antenna for sending data traffic. Note that both antennas are
connected to the data transmission circuit of the coordinator’s
hardware. Particularly, the RF power amplifier is connected
only to the LWA. On the other hand, two omnidirectional
antennas may be attached to the motes, each of them devoted
to receive energy or data, separately. Therefore, one antenna
is connected to the data transmission circuit of the mote, while
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FIGURE 14. Received RSSI for different frequency channels at position D3.

the other is attached to the energy harvester. Thus, during
the first phase (synchronization), the coordinator sequentially
transmits through the LWA data frames with a header indicating which port of the antenna is being used, while performing
frequency hopping among the 16 available channels in the
2.405-2.480 GHz band (with 5 MHz step). We assume this
band as it is the most widely employed in 802.15.4-based
networks. In order to increase the efficiency of this stage, the
time schedule for this operation may be pre-defined or negotiated by the motes and the coordinator during the joining
process of the formers to the network. With this strategy,
the motes are able to wake up and connect to the correct
channels at the exact time in which the probe frames are sent
by the coordinator, i.e., a synchronization between coordinator and end-nodes is achieved. Thereafter, the motes receive
these data frames by their data antennas and measure the
RSSI for each transmitting channel and port and stores this
information until the end of this synchronization phase. In this
way, each node is eventually able to decide the optimum port
and frequency channel that provides the highest signal level
(RSSI), and to transmit this information back to the network
coordinator using the data link. From this moment, once
the coordinator has been informed about the most beneficial
configuration (port + frequency channel) for each end-node,
the energy transfer for each individual mote will be performed
following this correspondence. It must be noticed that during
the wireless powering phase, the motes receive and store
the received energy by using their antennas connected to
the harvester. Observe that this two-stage process can be
iteratively repeated in order to make the system adaptable to
any change in the position of the nodes or perturbations in the
radio channel. However, it is expected that in static networks,
the synchronization phase needs to be executed only once.
To illustrate this concept, Fig. 14 shows the RSSI measured
by a mote located at position D3 as a function of the transmitting channel (#11-#26), together with the RF-to-DC duty
cycle obtained from the power harvester for the same position D3. Besides, the analog RF signal level was measured
with a microwave network analyzer in a wider frequency
span. It can be observed that, as expected, the frequency that
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FIGURE 15. Power density at the WSN scenario area for different number
of channels used in the WPT system.

optimizes the DC power transfer in the harvester (2.42 GHz)
is the same frequency with maximum analog RF signal, and
also it coincides with the frequency channel that provides
maximum digital RSSI (channel 14). Thus, Fig. 14 demonstrates the validity of the developed strategy by which a node
is capable of estimating the optimum WPT channel for analog
RF wireless power transfer using the measured digital RSSI.
Regarding the consumption of energy taken by the channel
synchronization stage, note that it can be severely reduced
once the aforementioned channel association between the
coordinator (energy transmitter) and the end-nodes is
achieved. As explained, this process can be pre-configured
beforehand or negotiated by both parts during the joining
process. Observe that each end-node just needs to be awake
and sniffing the corresponding channels during the short and
scheduled periods of probe transmissions. It may be also considered the possible repetition of this process more than once,
in order to avoid punctual fluctuation of the measured RSSI.
This process also enables the use of the proposed system in
dynamical WSN, in which the end-nodes may present certain
grade of mobility or the propagation conditions might change
over the time, as well. These aspects should be individually
studied depending on the environmental and system circumstances. After sniffing the channel, the motes only have to
send one frame to the coordinator including its preferred
configuration. Therefore, it can be seen that this process does
not imply a large waste of energy by the end-nodes.
Moreover, in order to reduce the power consumption by the
motes when measuring the RSSI and to make the system more
efficient, it is important to analyze the minimum number of
frequency channels needed to efficiently cover a given WSN
area. The fewer number of channels, the lower the time and
energy requested to perform the channel sounding. However, a reduced amount of channels could impact the spatial
coverage of the RWPT system. This is shown in Fig. 15,
which shows the covered power distribution for different
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showing the coverage cut along the y-direction for 16 and
3 channels. On the other hand, an increased number of
requested channels leads to higher time and energy needed
to perform the synchronization phase. To better understand
this, Fig. 17 shows the coverage efficiency, defined as the
ratio between the total coverage using all the 16 channels and
the coverage using a given number of channels. In this case
the total coverage is calculated as the integral of the power
density along the whole area of 1.2 × 1.2 meters:
Z 60cm Z 60cm
Coverage(Nchannels) =
S(Nchannels) (x, y)dxdy
−60cm −60cm

(6)
As demonstrated in Fig. 17, with just 6 channels, we can
achieve an outstanding coverage efficiency ηCOV > 95%,
where the coverage efficiency is defined as:
ηCOV =

FIGURE 16. Y-direction cut of the coverage for a) 16 channels and
b) 3 channels.

Coverage(Nchannels)
Coverage(N =16)

(7)

This way, the time and power needed in the synchronization phase is reduced with respect to the case of using all
16 available frequency channels. As it was shown in Fig. 15,
all the motes can be efficiently illuminated over the threshold
of 50µW/cm2 using only 6 channels of the 16 available channels. Obviously, these channels have been properly selected,
using a uniform distribution through the available spectrum,
so that the associated spatial distribution is optimum with
respect to the total WSN area to be efficiently illuminated
and powered.
VIII. CONCLUSION

FIGURE 17. Coverage efficiency as a function of the number of channels
used in the WPT system.

number of scanning channels. In the first scenario, a single
frequency channel is used, so that only two tilted fan regions
are illuminated, leaving much of the WSN area without power
coverage. As we increase the number of channels, the shadowed zones without power are reduced. In the studied case,
6 channels are needed to cover most of the WSN area. If we
increase this amount of scanning channels, the overall WSN
power coverage does not significantly improve, as shown
in Fig. 15 for 16 channels. Fig. 16 illustrates this shadow
effect
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It has been demonstrated that a fan-beam frequency-scanning
antenna together with a channel-hopping technique, can be
used as a simple mechanism for adaptive radiative wireless
power transfer in a WSN. The beaming efficiency can be
dynamically optimized for each node position, using a simple
protocol in which the WSN coordinator sweeps frequency of
a monitoring signal, and the nodes select the channel with
maximum RSSI level. As a proof of concept, this paper has
illustrated the capacity to power an IEEE 802.15.4-based
WSN with 25 nodes spread in a 1.2 m × 1.2 m area,
using its 16 channels in the 2.4 GHz band. This solution is
much simpler than other WPT dynamic beaming techniques
based on phased-arrays and 2D beaming, and thus can lead
to cost-effective solutions to remotely power commercial
WSN grids.
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1.1

Summary

In this third Part of the Thesis, we aimed to contribute to the improvement of
Radiative Wireless Power Transfer systems (RWPT), by using passive PLWAs. As
commented in the Introduction, one of the main challenges in RWPT is to obtain
high beaming efficiencies, so the radiated power is focused on the receiver and not
spread into the free space. In this matter, there is still much room for improvement
and the typical approach has been the use of smart antennas that are able to redirect
a directive beam towards the position of the receiver. In scenarios such as WSNs,
this is of key importance, since different nodes are located at different directions.
Beam redirection is normally done with phased-arrays of many elements, which rely
on complex electronically controlled beamforming networks that are expensive and
bulky. Moreover, this beamforming network consumes much power, so a passive
smart antenna could be of much interest to reduce the complexity, cost and power
consumption of the transmitter.
With the first work of Part III, published in the IEEE Access in 2019, not only
did we presented a frequency-scanned passive PLWA for adaptive beam redirection,
suitable for powering nodes of WSNs, but we also proposed a WPT protocol to find
the best feeding frequency of the transmitter to power each of the nodes of a WSN. By
taking advantage of the frequency scanning, we avoid the use of complex beamforming
networks, reducing cost. A transmitter that is able to change the frequency of
the electromagnetic signal is needed, since it is the mechanism behind the beam
redirection.

1.2

Methodology

For this work, the next steps were carried out:
1. Identification of the scenarios where LWAs can be useful for RWPT. WSNs were
found to be a good candidate, since beam redirecting is needed because the nodes
can be positioned in different points and also change their position. PLWAs
suppose a cost reduction while keeping scanning capabilities to increase the beaming
efficiency.
2. Proposal and definition of the WPT system, based on the frequency scanning of a
fan-beam shaped radiation pattern.
3. Programming of the tools to obtain the theoretical power densities when feeding
the antennas with different frequencies.
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4. Design, manufacturing and measurements of the PLWA as a radiating element at
the transmitter of the RWPT system for WSNs. The PLWA is designed to scan
an angular range of [−35◦ , +35◦ ] in a bandwidth from 2.4 GHz to 2.5 GHz. It is
suitable for different protocols such as BLE or ZigBee. Since a 1-D PLWA produces
a fan-beam shaped radiation pattern, it is directive in one direction (the one in
which the scanning is performed) but omnidirectional in the other direction, thus,
to better direct the radiation towards the WSN, an array of two 1-D PLWAs in
parallel, with an extended ground plane, is done to reduce the beamwidth in this
direction.
5. Measurements of the power received by a node at different positions in a given area.
These measurements are performed for the whole frequency band and using both
ports of the antenna system to evaluate the performance of the system.
6. Definition of the WPT protocol to efficiently power the nodes depending on their
position. The position of the nodes is unknown a priori, so the protocol must
adaptively find the best frequency for the transmitter to power each node at any
moment.

1.3

Results

The first part of the article showed that, for a given WSN placed on the ground, a
directive beam was necessary to obtain a minimum threshold power density to power
the nodes. Specifically, theoretical results were presented for a WSN composed of
25 nodes positioned in a 5 x 5 grid with 30 cm of distance between each of them.
Thus, an area of 1.2 m x 1.2 m had to be covered. The transmitting antenna was
positioned at 1 m over the ground. In this scenario, a typical directive antenna is
able to power only a certain area, with a scanning mechanism needed to cover the
whole WSN area. To avoid the use of phased-arrays or mechanical scanning, LWAs
with its associated frequency-scanning were theoretically demonstrated to be able to
cover the whole area if the beam directivity is high enough.
Then, the antenna system was designed with the desired radiation characteristics,
in terms of beamwidths, to cover the specified area taking into account the needed
frequency scanning. Measurement results showed the capability to cover the area with
enough power density to power the nodes, which is set to 50 µW/cm2 .
After that, measurements on the power captured by the nodes showed that there is an
optimum frequency for the transmitter depending on the position of the node. Also,
it was depicted how the nodes in the center line, parallel to the antenna direction,
received more power than the ones that are off-centre. This difference in the received
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power suggests that the charging time is different depending on the location of the
node in the covered area.
Finally, the WPT protocol was defined and explained, showing that the use of more
frequencies in the system increases the time of a synchronization stage where the
optimum frequency for each node is obtained. This must be taken into account since
the nodes might change their position and the system has to be able to adapt quickly.
For the case of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard (used by the ZigBee protocol), there are
16 available channels from 2.405 GHz to 2.48 GHz, so an study on the coverage with
different number of channels is performed in order to find a good trade-off between
synchronization time and coverage. It was found that, by using just three channels,
the coverage was poor and there were many shadow regions (zones with a received
power density below 50 µW/cm2 ). A good compromise was reached when using six
channels, since the coverage was 95% of the one obtained with all the 16 channels.

1.4

Conclusions and Contributions

A system for adaptive RWPT in WSNs was proposed for cost and complexity
reduction with respect to the use of phased-arrays. It was possible thanks to the use
of LWAs with their associated frequency-scanning and the channel hopping provided
by some protocols as ZigBee. The RWPT protocol was described showing the need
of a continuous monitoring of the best frequency to power each node. An example of
a WSN with 25 nodes was presented to better understand the working principle of
the proposed RWPT technique, showing the ability to redirect the radiation to the
proper direction depending on the position of each node.
This technique provides an alternative to the use of expensive and bulky
phased-arrays, making it very interesting for the remote powering of the nodes in
a WSN in a given area.
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Abstract—The beaming efficiency of a radiative wireless
power transfer (WPT) system based on 1-D frequency-scanned
antennas, to power a low-energy wireless sensor network (WSN),
is studied in this work. The study is focused on the 16 frequency
channels of the Zigbee protocol in the 2.45 GHz band. The
beaming efficiency is analysed for different antenna lengths and
number of frequency Zigbee channels, showing that using longer,
more directive antennas, the coverage for the WSN can be
improved, but more frequency channels are needed to achieve
the same beaming efficiency than using shorter antennas, which
increases the system complexity.
Keywords—beaming efficiency,
transfer, wireless sensor networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

R

adiative wireless power transfer (RWPT) has recently
attracted a lot of interest to power low energy devices as
the ones in wireless sensor networks (WSN) where it is
difficult to deploy a wired power supply system [1], [2]. The
WPT systems can be broken down into three parts: the first one
is the transmitter’s dc-RF conversion circuitry, the second one
is the wireless channel and the last one is the RF-dc conversion
circuitry at the receiver [3]. Each part of this systems can be
optimized to improve the power transmission and a lot of effort
is being put to increase the efficiency of the power transfer.
The total efficiency ηT of a WPT system is defined as follows
[3]:

ηT = ηTX η CHη RX

(1)

where ηTX is the efficiency of the dc-RF converter in
transmission, η CH is the wireless link channel efficiency (a.k.a.
beaming efficiency) and η RX is the RF-dc conversion
efficiency. In the case of ηTX , efficiencies up to 80% have been
reported [4]; for η RX , the values are around 80% [5] In this
work, we will focus on the wireless link channel efficiency,
which consist in how well the transmitting antenna can focus
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the WPT WSN system proposed in [12].

the energy towards the receiver. Values of beaming efficiency,
understood as the ratio of the power transmitted toward the
receiving/target area and the total radiated power, close to
100% have been previously reported for a very specific and
fixed angular range [6], but in this and other similar works the
approach to this aim has been the use of large antenna arrays
[7]–[11], which make use of complex feeding networks based
on phase shifters, making the system very expensive and bulky,
therefore unsuitable for cheap applications in the frame of IoT.
Recently, a dynamic WPT system based on 1-D frequencyscanning directive antennas has been proposed by the authors
of this work to reduce costs and size for the case of a WSN
[12]. It consists on a leaky-wave antenna (LWA), placed above
the WSN, which is able to steer a directive fan-shape beam in
one direction by changing the frequency at which it is fed, in
order to maximize the power transmission for each node in the
network. As explained in [12], the system is optimized to scan
the main beam from ±10° to ±37° in the widely used 2.4052.48 GHz band, which is divided in 16 frequency channels, this
is, the radiation angle is different for each channel. This
working band is used by the Zigbee protocol that will allow for
the use of this channels as desired. A scheme of this system is
shown in Fig. 1.

It can be seen how, when the antenna is fed with different
frequencies and at different ports, the radiation is focused in a
different area. In this work, we will study how the length of the
antenna LA and the number of frequency channels N can affect
to the beaming efficiency of the system, which is defined in
Section II. It will be seen how there is a trade-off between the
antenna compactness, in terms of length, and number of
channels needed to obtain a proper beaming efficiency. It must
be said that this is an approximation for the fingerprint, as we
are assuming far-field radiation where the beam shape does not
change, while in this context we would be working in the
radiative near-field Fresnel region, where the beam shape may
vary with distance. Anyways, with the LWAs used in the
system, frequency-scanning can also be achieved in this region
[13]–[15].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the definition of beaming efficiency for this system in the
WSN scenario will be presented. Section III will deal with the
effect that the number of channels and the antenna length have
over the beaming efficiency. Finally, some conclusions are
summarized in Section IV.
II. BEAMING EFFICIENCY DEFINITION
Since this is a dynamic WPT system, where different areas
can be powered, the definition of beaming efficiency that has
been seen in other works cannot be applied here. For this, in
this section a redefinition of the beaming efficiency for our
scenario is presented.
According to the scenario shown in Fig. 1, we can define
the total coverage as the integral of the power density along the
whole area of 1.2x1.2 meters:
Coverage( Nchannels ) = 

60 cm

−60 cm



60 cm

−60 cm

S ( Nchannels ) ( x, y ) dxdy

(2)

To obtain this coverage, we take into account the
combination of all the fingerprints synthesised with all the
frequency channels, as shown in Fig. 1. As will be explained
later, the total coverage depends on the number of channels
used in the system: the more channels, the more area is
covered. With this, we can define a coverage efficiency as the
ratio between the coverage using certain number of channels,
and the coverage using all the 16 channels:
ηCOV =

Coverage( Nchannels )
Coverage( N =16)

reference antenna can be lower than the maximum coverage of
the LWA, the gain efficiency can be greater than one.
One last efficiency can be defined as the ratio between the
powered area, understood as the area at which the power
density S is over a given threshold, that we can assume 50
µW/cm2 [1], and the total WSN area, this is the powered area
efficiency:
η PA =

Area S > 50 μW

cm 2

AreaWSN

(5)

Finally, the beaming efficiency is defined as:

η BEAM = η COVη GAINη PA

(6)

III. EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF CHANNELS AND THE ANTENNA
LENGTH
In Fig. 1, a scheme of the WPT system is depicted for the
particular case of using just two frequency channels and for an
antenna length of 75 cm, which is around 6.25λ0 at 2.45GHz.
The coverage (2) will change depending on the number of
frequency channels used in the system, but it will also change
with the antenna length.
A. Number of frequency channels
If, instead of using just two channels as in Fig. 1, three
frequency channels were used, the shadow region between the
four depicted fingerprints could be covered. This covered
region can increase even more when more channels are used,
but at some point, the fingerprints start to overlap and adding
more channels does not mean a significant increase of the
covered area and, hence, of the coverage efficiency. This can
be seen in Fig. 2, where the power density using an antenna
length of 50 cm (4.16λ0) is shown for different number of
frequency channels used. In blue, the antenna is represented.

(3)

It must be noticed that this efficiency gives the relation of
the achieved coverage with respect to the maximum possible
coverage when all the channels are used.
On the other hand, another efficiency can be defined where
the maximum possible coverage is compared to a coverage
given by a reference antenna. It would be written as follows:
ηGAIN =

Coverage( N =16)
CoverageREF

(4)

This gain efficiency has a global definition and it does not
depend on the number of channels used in the system but in the
maximum possible coverage. As the coverage given by a

Fig. 2. Power density at the WSN scenario for different number of frequency
channels with antenna length of 50 cm.
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In Fig. 3 the coverage efficiency is plotted for different
number of channels using the same 50 cm long antenna. It can
be seen how, with just six channels, the coverage efficiency is
above 95%, meaning that using more channels will not
increase significantly the coverage. The selection of the
channels has been chosen to maximize the coverage efficiency
for each N. This is shown in Table I.
As previously said, the number of channels will not change
the gain efficiency, as it will depend just on the antenna length.
In the case of the powered area efficiency, it will follow a
behaviour similar than the coverage efficiency, as depicted in
Fig. 4.
B. Antenna length
Now, we will see the effect of the antenna length in each
of the efficiencies. In LWAs as the one used in this system,
the beamwidth of the radiation pattern in the perpendicular
plane of the antenna is defined by the antenna length and the
angle of radiation by the next formula [16]:

180 π
LA

λ0

cos (θ RAD )

8

9

1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16

2

4, 16

10

1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16
1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15,
16
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14,
15, 16
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
14, 15, 16
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16

3

1, 8, 16

11

4

1, 6, 11, 16

12

5

1, 5, 9, 12, 16

13

6

1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16

14

7

1, 4, 6, 9, 11, 13, 16

15

8

1, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16

16

(7)

Here we can see that, when the antenna is longer, the
beamwidth gets narrower. This also means that the gain of the
antenna increases due to the confinement of the radiated
energy in a smaller angular range. In order to see how this
affects the coverage of the WSN, Figs. 5 and 6 show the
power density using two different antenna lengths: LA=25 cm
and LA=100 cm.
It can be clearly seen how, as the length of the antenna is
increased, the fingerprint for each frequency channel gets
narrower, but at the same time the values for the power density
are higher. This means the following: first, more frequency
channels will be needed to achieve more than 95% of coverage
efficiency; secondly, the gain efficiency will grow as the power
density is much higher than the one using a shorter antenna and
last, the powered area efficiency will go up to 1, in our
scenario, when using all the channels, as seen in Figs. 6c and
6d.
In order to see these differences using different antenna
lengths, Figs. 7, 8 and 9 show the coverage efficiency, the
gain efficiency and the powered area efficiency, respectively.
For the gain efficiency, the reference coverage is the one
using an antenna 50 cm long with 16 frequency channels. That
is why with 50 cm, the gain efficiency is one. Using another
reference will make this gain efficiency to change the level, but
the tendency will be the same: higher for longer antennas.
The final total efficiency is depicted in Fig. 10, where it can
be seen how, as the antenna is longer, the total beaming
efficiency grows, but a higher number of channels is needed to
reach 95% of the maximum value (marked in red in Fig. 10),
which makes the system more complex, so depending on the
area that needs to be covered and the system complexity
wanted, one may choose longer or shorter antennas. Fig. 11
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1

Fig. 3. Coverage efficiency η COV for different number of frequency channels
with antenna length of 50 cm.

PA

Δθ =

TABLE I.
CHANNEL SELECTION DEPENDING ON N
Selected channels
N
Selected channels

N

Fig. 4. Powered area efficiency η PA for different number of frequency
channels with antenna length of 50 cm.

shows the optimum number of channels N needed to achieve
95% of the maximum possible efficiency for each antenna
length.
It is demonstrated that using longer antennas means that
more frequency channels are needed to properly take
advantage of the total available coverage. This means that, if
one wants to power a small area, a short antenna using a few
channels is the optimum in terms of system complexity, but if
a bigger area wants to be powered, a longer antenna and using
more channels will be needed. To better explain this, Fig. 12

cov

Fig. 7. Coverage efficiency η COV for different number of frequency channels
with different antenna lengths.

gain

Fig. 5. Power density at the WSN scenario for different number of frequency
channels with antenna length of 25 cm.

PA

Fig. 8. Gain efficiency η COV for different antenna lengths.

Fig. 6. Power density at the WSN scenario for different number of frequency
channels with antenna length of 100 cm.

shows the powered area (with S>50 µW/cm2), in green, when
using a 25 cm antenna and a 100 cm antenna and with 3
channels. In Fig. 12a, it is seen that in the covered area there
are no shadows, but in the case of using a 100 cm antenna (Fig.
12b), there are some shadow regions and more channels are
needed to eliminate them in order to power an area in which
some low-energy sensors will be arbitrarily placed.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the beaming efficiency of a 1-D frequencyscanned RWPT system for WSN has been studied. It has been
seen that, depending on the WSN area size, optimum values of
antenna length must be chosen in order to reduce the system
complexity while keeping a good coverage. In future works,
antenna designs with the capability to synthesize a focus of
energy and to steer it with frequency, in order to increase the
gain and, hence, the beaming efficiency will be reported for
this scenario.

Fig. 9. Powered area efficiency η PA for different number of frequency
channels with different antenna lengths.
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2.1 Summary

2.1

Summary

The previous article presented a dynamic RWPT system to power WSNs which are
located in a given area. In order to better explain the performance of the system, a
specific example of a WSN composed of 25 nodes in a 5 x 5 grid, covering an area of
1.2 m x 1.2 m, was presented. As an extension, in this work presented in the 2019
IEEE Wireless Power Transfer Conference (WPTC), we studied the performance
for different antenna lengths, which provide higher gains but synthesizing narrower
beams. Different efficiencies are defined to obtain the optimum number of frequency
channels needed to cover a given area.

2.2

Methodology

Next steps were followed in this work:
1. Deep study and interpretation of the results obtained in the work presented in
chapter 1 of Part III.
2. Definition of the beaming efficiency in the proposed RWPT system for its
optimization.
3. Study of the effect of the number of channels and the antenna length over the
beaming efficiency.
4. Analysis of the results and interpretation of the optimal number of channels and
antenna length depending of the scenario.

2.3

Results

First, the definition of the beaming efficiency was divided in three terms: coverage
efficiency ηCOV , gain efficiency ηGAIN and powered area efficiency ηP A . Each of these
efficiencies help to understand the benefits and drawbacks of using different antenna
lengths and number of channels.
The results for the change in the number of channels showed that, as more frequency
channels are used, both ηCOV and ηP A increase. However, ηCOV reaches a high value
for a reduced number of channels. More concretely, for the example used of a LWA
of 4.16λ0 , over 95% of coverage is obtained when using just 6 channels, so a further
increase in the number of channels will not significantly increase the coverage.
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On the other hand, by using longer antennas, the three defined efficiencies increase,
but it is demonstrated that, in order to achieve over 95% of ηCOV , more channels
are needed. The optimum number of channels depending on the antenna length is
obtained at the end, going from 4 channels in the case of an antenna of 25 cm to 9
for an antenna of 1 m. Thus, for smaller areas to be powered, shorter antennas are
sufficient and less frequency channels are needed, however, for larger areas, longer
antennas are required, but also more channels are needed, increasing the complexity
of the system.

2.4

Conclusions and Contributions

Here, a study of the performance of the proposed RWPT for WSN based on
frequency-steered PLWAs, in terms of beaming efficiency, was presented. As the
results showed, depending on the area of the WSN, the antenna length must be
optimally chosen, since the number of necessary channels can be reduced.
With this work, an easy overview of the optimal antenna length selection was given,
serving as a reference for the design of a RWPT system, depending on the area to be
powered.
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Two-dimensional Quasi-Bessel beam synthesis and frequencyscanning leaky-wave launchers
M. Poveda-Garcia1, J.L. Gomez-Tornero1
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Technical University of Cartagena, Cartagena (Spain)

Abstract — In this paper, a technique to synthesize a 2D frequency-scanned high order
Bessel beam in a parallel plates waveguide (PPW) scenario is presented. This technique is
based on a one dimensional beam launcher, rather than the more typical axicons or the more
recent metasurfaces and antenna arrays for 3D Bessel beam synthesis. With this launcher,
it is possible to generate a 2D Bessel beams whose direction can be controlled by changing
the frequency of the feeding signal in the Ku band from 14.5 GHz to 15 GHz. It is
demonstrated how this can be done by combination of two leaky waves (LW), which can
be created by the same 1D structure, scanning at different angles and launched to the PPW
region. The beams are generated in a triangular area, with one of its sides being the launcher
itself and the other sides are defined by the direction of radiation of each of the forming
leaky waves.
1. INTRODUCTION
Bessel beams are known to be a non-diffractive particular solution of the Helmholtz equation [1].
As an infinite aperture is required to generate an ideal Bessel beam, this is not possible in reality,
so using a finite structure will lead to the generation of a Bessel beam in a limited region around
the structure, in which the beamwidth keeps constant as it is propagating in the mentioned
diffraction-less region. This kind of beams can be on much interest in applications such as medical
imaging, wireless power transfer, sensing or even electromagnetic / quasi-optical trappers. To this
aim, different approaches has been proposed in order to create a Bessel beam such as axicons [2],
localized waves [3], holographic metasurfaces [4]–[6] or leaky-wave (LW) structures [7]–[10].
In this sense, apart from axicons and localized waves, two different ways of generating a Bessel
beam are proposed, as depicted in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b. The first one makes use of the interference
between two forward propagating leaky-waves travelling in opposite directions, in which the nondiffractive region is triangular-shaped in one plane and cone-shaped in 3-D. The second one is
very similar, but in this case backward leaky waves are used making the non-diffractive region to
be diamond-shaped. In both cases, the direction of the Bessel beam is perpendicular to the surface
of the launcher.
In this work, we propose the use of a 1-D launcher which creates a 2-D quasi-Bessel beam in a
parallel plates waveguide (PPW) scenario, as sketched in Fig 1c. The principle is the same as in
other works, i.e. the interference of two propagating leaky waves, but in this case the two leaky
waves propagate in the same direction with different propagation angles. This way, the launcher
can be easily fed by one side and can create a Bessel beam in a different direction rather than the
perpendicular to the launcher. Also, as leaky waves are scanned with frequency [11], the direction
of the Bessel beam can be frequency-scanned, as will be shown. In the case of the other solutions,
a change in the frequency will lead to a longer beam, but will not change its direction. Synthesis
of frequency steerable focal points has already been proposed in the literature in the same PPW
scenario [12] and also to obtain broadbeams in the far field [13], but in this work the proposed
modulation of the leaky mode is very different, allowing for the synthesis of the equivalent of two
leaky-modes, which is key for the generation of Bessel beams. In [6], there is also frequencyscanning of a Bessel beam, but in that case the feeding network is very bulky and it is not
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integrated in the structure. The proposed structure includes the feeding network in the same PCB
as the launcher is manufactured.
Forward
propagation

Interference
region

Bessel Beam
Backward
propagation

𝜃𝑒𝑞

a)

Feeding

b)

c)

Feeding

Feeding

Fig. 1. a) Bessel beam generation by interference of forward propagating leaky waves in opposite directions. b) Bessel
beam generation by interference of backward propagating leaky waves in opposite directions. c) Bessel beam
generation by interference of forward propagating leaky waves in the same direction with different propagation angle.

2. GENERATION OF QUASI-BESSEL BEAM WITH 1-D LEAKY-WAVE LAUNCHER
A. 2D Scanned high order Bessel beams
As shown in Fig. 2a, the proposed launcher is fed by one side and the overlapping region for the
two leaky waves is triangular. In this case, if the direction of the radiated fields for each LW can
be independently controlled, the direction of the Bessel beam can also be controlled, as well as
its depth, according to the dimensions of the triangle-shaped overlapping area.
The angles 𝜃1 and 𝜃2 are the scanning angles of the plane waves produced by each LW, 𝜃𝐵 is the
quasi-Bessel beam scanning angle, 𝐿𝐴 stands as the aperture length of the high order Bessel beam
launcher and 𝜃𝑒𝑞 is the equivalent to the axicon angle 𝜃𝑎 [10]. In Fig. 2b, an analogy between our
proposal and the case of Fig. 1a is presented. The angles in Fig.2a can be related by (1):
𝜃 +𝜃

𝜃𝐵 = 1 2 2
{
𝜃 −𝜃
𝜃𝑒𝑞 = 2 2 1

(1)

𝜃𝑒𝑞
𝜃𝐵
INPUT

INPUT

a)

b)

𝜃𝐵
𝐵

LW1

𝐿𝐴

𝜃𝑒𝑞

𝐿𝑒

LW2

Fig. 2. a) Scheme of the different angles involved in the generation of a scanned high order Bessel beam by two plane
waves. b) Equivalence with the angles involved in the case of Fig. 1a.
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B. Fields in the Aperture of the 1-D Launcher
The field along the aperture to generate the scanned quasi-Bessel beam is the equivalent to the
addition of two different field distributions to produce two plane waves radiating at different
angles, this is, with different phase distribution. This can be written as follows:
𝐸𝐴𝑃 ( ) = 𝐴𝑒 −𝑗𝛽1 ∗𝑦 + 𝐴𝑒 −𝑗𝛽2 ∗𝑦 = 𝐴𝑒 −𝑗sin(𝜃1 )∗𝑘0 ∗𝑦 + 𝐴𝑒 −𝑗sin(𝜃2 )∗𝑘0∗𝑦

(2)

where A is the amplitude of the field, which is uniform along the aperture and 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 are the
phase constants of each field distribution and are related with the radiation angles, 𝜃1 and 𝜃2 , by
the next expression [11]:
𝛽
⁄𝑘 = sin(𝜃)
0

(3)

with 𝑘0 the free space wavenumber.
Using (1), (2) can be rewritten as:
𝐸𝐴𝑃 ( ) = 𝐴(𝑒 −𝑗𝑘0∗sin(𝜃1)∗𝑦 + 𝑒 −𝑗𝑘0∗sin(𝜃2)∗𝑦 ) =
= 𝐴 (𝑒 −𝑗𝑘0∗sin(𝜃𝐵 −𝜃𝑒𝑞 )∗𝑦 + 𝑒 −𝑗𝑘0 ∗sin(𝜃𝐵 +𝜃𝑒𝑞 )∗𝑦 )

(4)

sin(𝜃𝐵 + 𝜃𝑒𝑞 ) = sin(𝜃𝐵 ) ∗ cos(𝜃𝑒𝑞 ) + cos(𝜃𝐵 ) ∗ sin(𝜃𝑒𝑞 )
sin(𝜃𝐵 − 𝜃𝑒𝑞 ) = sin(𝜃𝐵 ) ∗ cos(𝜃𝑒𝑞 ) − cos(𝜃𝐵 ) ∗ sin(𝜃𝑒𝑞 )

(5)

since
{
then,
𝐸𝐴𝑃 ( ) = 𝐴 (𝑒 −𝑗𝑘0 ∗sin(𝜃𝐵 )∗cos(𝜃𝑒𝑞 )∗𝑦 ∗ 𝑒 −𝑗𝑘0∗cos(𝜃𝐵 )∗sin(𝜃𝑒𝑞 )∗𝑦 + 𝑒 −𝑗𝑘0∗sin(𝜃𝐵 )∗cos(𝜃𝑒𝑞 )∗𝑦 ∗
𝑒 +𝑗𝑘0 ∗cos(𝜃𝐵 )∗sin(𝜃𝑒𝑞 )∗𝑦 )

(6)

and rearranging the terms it can finally be written as:
𝐸𝐴𝑃 ( ) = 𝐴 ∗ 𝑒 −𝑗𝑘0∗sin(𝜃𝐵 )∗cos(𝜃𝑒𝑞 )∗𝑦 ∗ 2 ∗ cos(𝑘0 ∗ cos(𝜃𝐵 ) ∗ sin(𝜃𝑒𝑞 ) ∗ )

(7)

This aperture field has two main terms related to the amplitude and the phase. The amplitude term
will be defined as follows:
|𝐸𝐴𝑃 ( )| = 2𝐴|cos(𝑘0 ∗ cos(𝜃𝐵 ) ∗ sin(𝜃𝑒𝑞 ) ∗ )|

(8)

The aperture illumination has a periodic behaviour along the whole aperture length, as it can be
seen in Fig. 3a for the particular example of a high order Bessel beam generation with 𝜃𝐵 = 30°
and 𝜃𝑒𝑞 = 30° and a launcher with length 𝐿𝐴𝑃 = 12𝜆0 . On the other hand, the phase of the
aperture can be written as:
𝛹(𝐸𝐴𝑃 ( )) = −𝑘0 ∗ sin(𝜃𝐵 ) ∗ cos(𝜃𝑒𝑞 ) ∗

+ 𝛹 (cos(𝑘0 ∗ cos(𝜃𝐵 ) ∗ sin(𝜃𝑒𝑞 ) ∗ )))

(9)

where 𝛹 (cos(𝑘0 ∗ cos(𝜃𝐵 ) ∗ sin(𝜃𝑒𝑞 ) ∗ )) can be either 0 or π as the cosine is real. This means
that when there is a change on the sign of the cosine, there will be a 180 degrees shift in
𝛹(𝐸𝐴𝑃 ( )). This can be also seen in Fig. 3b.
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a)

b)
Fig. 3. a) Normalized amplitude of the electric field to generate a quasi-Bessel beam. b) Phase of the electric field to
generate a quasi-Bessel beam.

C. Theoretical Bessel Beams

a)

⁄λ
0

⁄λ0

With an aperture illuminations similar to the one shown in Fig. 3, the near fields can be
theoretically calculated as described in [14]. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where different
combinations of 𝜃𝐵 , 𝜃𝑒𝑞 and 𝐿𝐴 are used.

b)

⁄λ
0

⁄λ
0

Fig. 4. a) Quasi-Bessel beam with 𝜃𝐵 = 30°, 𝜃𝑒𝑞 = 30° and 𝐿𝐴 = 12λ0 . b) Quasi-Bessel beam with 𝜃𝐵 = 30°, 𝜃𝑒𝑞 =
35° and 𝐿𝐴 = 20λ0 .

It is demonstrated how, using this technique, quasi-Bessel beams with different characteristics
can be synthesized.
D. Leaky-Wave Complex Propagation Constant
Once we have the amplitude and the phase of the field along the aperture, we can relate them to
the real and imaginary terms of the propagation constant of an equivalent leaky mode:
𝑘𝑒𝑞 ( ) = 𝛽( ) − 𝑗𝛼( )

(10)

The imaginary part of the equivalent leaky mode along the antenna length is given by the next
relation [11]:
1

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
|𝐸𝐴𝑃 (𝑦)|2
𝐿
𝑦 ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅2
|𝐸𝐴𝑃 (𝑦)|2 𝑑𝑦 −∫0 |𝐸
⁄𝜂 ∗∫0 𝐴̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐴𝑃 (𝑦)| 𝑑𝑦

𝛼( ) = 2 1

(11)
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In this expression, 𝜂 represents the radiation efficiency of the launcher, understood as the ratio
between the power that is leaked from the launcher and the input power. The rest of the power is
absorbed at the end of the launcher.
On the other hand, the real part of the equivalent leaky mode along the antenna length is given by
the following expression:
𝛽( ) = −

𝜕𝛹(𝐸𝐴𝑃 (𝑦))
𝜕𝑦

= 𝑘0 ∗ sin(𝜃𝐵 ) ∗ cos(𝜃𝑒𝑞 )

(12)

Since the second term of 𝛹(𝐸𝐴𝑃 ( )) is a constant, its derivative will be zero except for the points
where there is a change in the value (0 or π). Thus, 𝛽( ) will be constant along the launcher
except for the points at which there is a 180-degree change of phase of the aperture illumination.
In the next section, the proposed topology to achieve the kind of illumination previously obtained
and to achieve this phase shift will be explained. For the moment, we will take 𝛽( ) as a constant
with no change along y. The complex propagation constant of the leaky mode corresponding to
the illumination in Fig. 3 is plotted in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Real (𝛽) and imaginary (𝛼) parts of the complex propagation constant of the equivalent leaky mode along the
launcher aperture.

3. SUBSTRATE-INTEGRATED WAVEGUIDE BASED LEAKY-WAVE LAUNCHER
In order to achieve the illumination obtained in Section 2, a structure which allows for the
independent control over 𝛼( ) and 𝛽( ) in necessary. A good example is a leaky-wave antenna
(LWA) based on substrate-integrated waveguide (SIW) technology as the one in [15] (also shown
in Fig. 6). This structure consists on a SIW where the periodicity of one of its row of vias is
increased to allow for some leakage. In this sense, the more separated the vias are, the stronger
the radiation rate 𝛼 is, while the radiation angle will be mainly controlled by the width of the SIW,
showing that independent control over 𝛼 and 𝛽 is possible by changing two parameters: the width
of the antenna W and the periodicity P of one of the rows of vias. The possible modulation of the
complex propagation constant along the aperture length with this kind of structure was
demonstrated in [16]. With this, it would be possible to synthesize the desired illumination, with
the only drawback of the abrupt 180-degree phase shift at the longitudinal positions y where the
cosine term in Eq. (7) changes sign. To achieve this, the novel proposed solution is to flip the
radiating edge of the structure where the 180° phase shifts are necessary. As illustrated in Fig. 7
– which plots the fields in the transversal plane of the antenna-, the radiated fields flip polarity
when the radiating edge is interchanged from one side to the opposite one, thus creating the
necessary 180º phase shift.
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Fig. 6. Substrate-integrated waveguide leaky-wave antenna technology proposed for the 1-D quasi-Bessel beam
launcher.
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Fig. 7. Radiated field polarity flip by change of the radiating edge.

In Fig. 8 the structure to synthesize the illumination shown in Fig. 3 is depicted for a modulated
SIW LWA launcher working at 15 GHz. It can be seen how both W and P are tapered along the
antenna length to obtain the requested modulation of the leaky-wave phase and leakage rates
shown in Fig.5, and also it can be observed the change in the radiating edge for the points which
request 180 degrees shift in the illumination phase. The structure will radiate into a PPW region,
where the high-order Bessel beam should be created. Fig. 9 shows the fields, obtained through
full wave simulations, inside the PPW where the quasi-Bessel beam can be identified. To better
compare with theory, the results in Fig. 9a are overlapped with the ones in Fig 4a, showing a good
matching.
One of the main properties of LWAs is its inherent frequency-scanning behaviour, which means
that the radiation angle of a LW, given a structure, will be increased when the frequency of the
feeding signal increases, therefore, it is expected that the direction of the high-order Bessel beam
also changes with frequency. This behaviour is observed in Fig. 10, where the fields inside the
PPW for different frequencies are depicted.
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Feeding network

a)

b)
Fig. 8. a) Proposed 1-D quasi-Bessel beam launcher. b) Profile (width and vias periodicity) of the proposed launcher.

a)

b)
Fig. 9. a) Simulated fields inside the PPW region for a quasi-Bessel beam generation with 𝜃𝐵 = 30°, 𝜃𝑒𝑞 = 30° and
𝐿𝐴 = 12λ0. b) Comparison between theoretical and simulated results.
Freq = 14,5 GHz

a)

Freq = 14,75 GHz

b)

Fig. 10. Frequency-scanning behaviour of the generated quasi-Bessel beam.
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Freq = 15 GHz

c)

4. CONCLUSION
It has been shown how, using a simple structure as a SIW LWA, with integrated feeding network,
it is possible to generate frequency-scanned quasi-Bessel beams. The synthesis of a leaky mode
which is equivalent to the combination of two propagating leaky waves is possible with a single
structure thanks to the independent control over the real and imaginary parts allowed by the
structure. Also, the abrupt 180-degress phase shift necessary in the aperture field if possible to
achieve by flipping the radiating edge of the SIW LWA. In future works, the manufacturing and
measurement of the structure will be performed to validate the design. Also, the number of beams
and their width will be studied in detail.
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3.1 Summary

3.1

Summary

The previously proposed RWPT system was designed for far-field transmission of
power. In the far-field, there is a limitation in the overall beaming efficiency, since the
radiation pattern is spoiled by the diffraction and spreading of the energy towards free
space. In other words, the capability of focusing the energy towards the receiver is
restricted in the far field. In the radiative near field or Fresnel region, the fields at the
aperture can be modulated so all or most of the available radiated power is focused
in the receiver. That way, no power is wasted being radiated to different unwanted
directions.
In this matter, Bessel Beams arise as a non-diffractive alternative, with the power
propagating without spreading in a given specific region. This kind of beams can
be very interesting for RWPT applications, since almost all the available radiated
energy can be sent to an specific point. As it was stated in the introduction, previous
approaches to create Bessel Beams do not give a redirecting mechanism rather than
mechanical.
The aim of this last article, presented in the 2019 PhotonIcs & Electromagnetics
Research Symposium - Spring (PIERS-Spring), was to propose a non-diffractive
quasi-Bessel Beam launcher, based on a SIW LWA. With the proposed structure,
the non-diffractive beam can be frequency-scanned, which supposes a good advantage
to easily redirect the radiation. The quasi-Bessel Beam synthesis with this structure
is possible in a Parallel Plate Waveguide (PPW) scenario.

3.2

Methodology

These were the steps followed in this work:
1. Study of different Bessel Beam launchers based on LWAs to understand the working
principle and find the different weaknesses.
2. Adaptation of the studied techniques to a 1-D PLWA structure, which allows for
frequency-scanning. Here, the design equations to obtain the needed aperture
illumination were found and showed the capability to be synthesized by a modulated
SIW LWA.
3. Design of the proposed modulated SIW LWA and simulation in a PPW scenario to
validate the method.
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3.3

Results

At the beginning, the mathematical demonstration showed that the proposed method,
as the superposition of two leaky-waves, reported a particular overall illumination that
presented a linear phase with sudden 180◦ shifts, also referred to as phase reversals.
Theoretical results evidenced that the obtained illumination created the quasi-Bessel
Beams in the expected area.
Then, the modulated SIW LWA was designed. In order to create the phase reversals
in the illumination phase, the edge where the radiation occurs in the structure was
changed along its length. Simulated results showed good matching with the theoretical
ones with the exception of some spurious fields outside the Bessel Beam generation
region. Frequency-scanning of the quasi-Bessel Beam was demonstrated as well,
showing that, by changing the feeding frequency, the quasi-Bessel Beam is maintained,
only changing its direction.

3.4

Conclusions and Contributions

A simple launcher for the generation of non-diffractive beams in a PPW scenario
was proposed in this work. Theoretical results showed an easy method to obtain the
needed aperture illumination, as a function of the beam restrictions. The obtained
illumination could be easily synthesized by using a SIW LWA structure, which also
offers frequency-scanning of the created non-diffractive beam. An structure was
designed at 15 GHz and simulation results validated the technique.
With this work, an easy way to create frequency-scanned non-diffractive beams, which
could be useful for improving the beaming efficiency in a RWPT, was presented.
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Chapter 1

Conclusions

Although Leaky-Wave Antennas (LWA) have been extensively studied over the last
decades, their use in real applications has been very limited to frequency-modulated
continuous-wave radars and few others. Despite their good characteristics, such as
high directivity, integrability and easy feeding, their inherent frequency-scanning
behaviour (dispersion) supposes a drawback for many applications that require no
beam variation along a given bandwidth, reason why this phenomenon is also known
as “beam squint”. For such applications, it is desirable that the gain provided by the
LWA to a given direction stays stable for certain bandwidth, so different techniques
must be applied to reduce the beam squint.
On the other hand, with the growing of the Internet of Things (IoT), new
applications might arise in which the frequency-scanning of the radiation beam can
suppose an advantage, for instance in radio-frequency localization, power efficient
communications and Wireless Power Transfer (WPT). Traditionally, beam scanning
has been implemented by means of phased-arrays, which are a set of many radiating
elements with a complex beamforming network that controls the phase and the
amplitude of the signal that feeds each element. This implies an elevated cost and
an increase of the overall antenna system size. Here, LWAs can be beneficial, since
they provide beam scanning by only changing the feeding frequency, thus avoiding
the use of complex and expensive beamforming networks. The cost reduction makes
the systems based on LWAs very interesting for IoT applications. Moreover, the
integrability of LWAs with Printed Circuit Boards (PCB) thanks to the development
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of Planar LWAs (PLWA) makes them more compact, reducing size of the antenna
system.
In this context, the objective of this Thesis was to extend the applicability of PLWAs.
More concretely, the three applications that have been selected are the following
ones: Point-to-Point (P2P) communications in which the frequency beam scanning
must be reduced to keep a stable gain between transmitter and receiver for a given
frequency bandwidth, localization in IoT scenarios where the frequency scanning must
be controlled to adapt it to the frequencies of the used IoT protocol and WPT,
taking advantage of the frequency scanning to increase the efficiency in the power
transmission. There is a common point for the applicability of PLWAs to these three
fields: dispersion control. To be able to adapt the behaviour of the radiation of
PLWAs when changing the feeding frequency is of key importance to take advantage
of the rest of their good characteristics, so the main effort was to properly design the
PLWAs with an adequate dispersion for each application.
A brief summary of the contributions to the applicability of PLWAs made in each of
the three parts of the Thesis is presented below:
• Point-to-Point communications: In the first work [1], we proposed a
novel PLWA with reduced beam squint by coupling several Substrate Integrated
Waveguides (SIWs) in parallel. The proposed design provided an enhanced
Scanning Pattern Bandwidth (SPBW), which defines the operating bandwidth of
a P2P communication, for off-broadside directions. This filled the gap between
passive but bulky 3D structures with wide SPBW at broadside direction and
planar but active structures, offering a compact passive structure with wide SPBW.
The second work [13] was aimed to better explain the physical mechanism
through which the structures based on multiple coupled cavities have an extended
SPBW. In previous works, the results suggested that the propagating leaky wave
had a negative group velocity, which is a non-physical behaviour. Using a clear
multimode analysis we gave a physical interpretation that also explained the
shape of the radiation patterns of such structures that can not be explained with
previous analysis. Then, with the third work [12], an alternative to increase the
bandwidth of LWAs while keeping a similar directivity was proposed. The method
was based on the use of modulated structures to lower the cut-off frequency of
certain parts of the antenna. Finally, in the fourth work [6] a bi-directional
PLWA was designed for increased SPBW at the broadside direction. By combining
a leaky-wave and a resonant behaviour, the gain at broadside was kept for an
increased bandwidth with respect to a normal LWA.
• Localization in IoT scenarios: This was the part of the Thesis where more
contributions were made. In the first work [7], a study of the limitations of
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cheap lossy substrates for the design of PLWAs was performed. For previous PLWA
designs, high performance substrates were always used, since they provide low
losses, but for low-cost applications such substrates might be too expensive. It was
shown that the radiation efficiency of a PLWA in lossy substrates, specifically FR4,
was limited and had to be taken into account for the antenna design. Despite this,
the use of FR4 for applications in which the radiation efficiency is not the most
important characteristic is feasible. After that, taking into account the results
obtained in the previous work, in the second work [2] we proposed a localization
technique, based in PLWAs in FR4. The method was thought for multi-carrier
signals, taking advantage of the frequency-scanning of PLWAs to synthesize several
scanned beams. This is possible in IoT scenarios with protocols such as Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE) or ZigBee, that allow for frequency hopping. Moreover, the
amplitude-monopulse approach is suitable with current mobile devices that do
not provide IQ information. The method supposed a cost reduction with respect
to other works, since totally passive antennas are required, avoiding the use
of electronically tunable elements. The third work [3] applied the proposed
localization technique for BLE devices. The results showed the feasibility of the
inclusion of such system in real IoT scenarios, showing good performance with
measurements using a prototype. A discussion on the performance of the proposed
technique for proximity applications was performed in the fourth work [8]. It
was evidenced that a redesign of the PLWAs must be done for localization of
devices around the antenna vicinity. Modulated PLWAs with focusing capabilities
were proposed to mitigate the effects that spoil the performance of the system
in the near-field region. With the fifth work [4], a technique to easily reduce
the ambiguity of amplitude monopulse systems with narrow FoV was proposed.
By using flat-top broad beams, the ambiguity is mitigated without the need of
more than two beams, which supposed the need of the sequential transmission of
several pulses to estimate the DoA. With the proposed technique, only using one
transmitted pulse, the direction of a target can be estimated without ambiguity.
All previous works in Part II were based on a system for direction finding in one
plane (1-D), but for other applications, such as drone landing aid systems, the
direction of the target must be known in two perpendicular planes. For this, the
sixth work [9] proposed two different LWA topologies for 2-D direction finding.
The direction finding techniques are based on the amplitude-monopulse presented
in the previous works that were demonstrated to be feasible in real IoT scenarios.
• Wireless Power Transfer: The last application in which we believed that PLWAs
could be of much help is in Radiative Wireless Power Transfer (RWPT). In the first
article [5] we proposed an adaptive RWPT system that could be useful in Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSN). The frequency scanning of the applied PLWA was used
in order to redirect the radiation to the position of a given node, what supposed
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a reduction of cost and complexity with respect to phased-arrays. Experimental
results showed the feasibility of the system to power a WSN in an area of 1.2
m x 1.2 m with an antenna system placed at 1 m above the ground. Some
limitations and trade-offs of the proposed system, in terms of number of frequency
channels and antenna length, were studied in the second work [10], where it
was shown that a proper selection of the antenna length must be done depending
on the area to be powered in order to make the system more efficient. In the
pursue of the enhancement of the link efficiency, a launcher of non-diffractive beams
was developed in the third work [11]. This launcher, based on the SIW LWA
technology, synthesized non-diffractive beams that could be redirected by changing
the feeding frequency. The structure is totally passive and could be useful for
RWPT in the near-field region of the radiating aperture.
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Future Lines

The work in this Thesis was aimed to increase the applicability of PLWAs, since they
offer special characteristics with respect to other type of antennas. The combination
of high directivity, easy feeding and integrability can be very beneficial if the frequency
scanning is properly controlled. Many advances have been presented in this Thesis
towards the dispersion control of PLWAs to make them suitable for three different
applications, but there is still much work to do in order to consolidate the use of
this interesting kind of antennas. Hereunder, a list of tasks for the implementation of
PLWAs in real systems in the three main applications of this Thesis and also other
applications is presented:
1. Implementation of a PLWA with reduced beam squint in a real P2P communication
system to properly evaluate the real performance of the overall system and fairly
compare it when using other type of antennas. The bi-directional SIW LWA
with increased SPBW (chapter 4 of Part I) has been already proposed as a good
candidate for CubeSat communications and an article is currently under review.
2. Real implementation of a localization system based on the technique that was
proposed in Part II. For that, the developed prototype (chapter 3 of Part II) could
be integrated in a real scenario, such as museums, universities, etc... Also, the
design of the system for other wireless protocols such as WiFi could increase the
interest, since the antennas could be directly applied to the routers that are already
in use.
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3. Optimize the structures for 2-D direction finding and develop a system that can be
tested for drone landing guiding.
4. Test the proposed RWPT system in a real WSN to evaluate the performance in
terms of overall efficiency and node charging time. The performance when the WSN
is working might be useful to test the proposed WPT protocol.
5. Development of a system for more efficient wireless communications, based on
directive frequency-scanned antennas, so the energy is efficiently radiated towards
the receiver. This could suppose a significant energy saving with respect to the
omnidirectional antennas that are currently being used.
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